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The: purpose' or this: memais to announce the- release af Technfca l'
MemorandumNo. 83942. "Data Base Management System Analysis: and:
Performance- Testing with Respect to NASARequirements".- This. report.
was jointly: produced' by' Business: and. Technological Systems~ Inc, under'
contract. to' GSFC.'s Information· Management Branch., and by·Ms.. Elizabeth-_.
Martin and. Ms.. Regina' Sylto fran the' Infonnation. Management Branch as
part: of the; GSFC"s NEEDSDBMSTechnology Task-.
This:' report ts art evaluation of' the use of several data: base management
.. systems. in-the context of NASA.saten ita' data- systems appl ications-.. rn:'_
order-to· meet the- requirement5. or the: rnfonriation-- Extraction-- DivisTort.
(rED) .. particularly the> developnent. of the NEEDSPacket Management. '.
System' (PMS).. the' Information Management Branch· conducted a stUdy· which
compared two ccirmerci aT and' one NASA-developed data base management
systems --ORACLE(Relational) •. SEED(CODSYLNetwork), and RUt
(Relational-NASA LaRC).". The' results' of this s~udy are intended to aid
lED personnel and other data system developers in selecting: data' base
. management systens (dbms) that will perfonn well for various. NASA
satellite data syst~·applications. .
It is important to note: that the: defined goals. of the- study- were to
assess. the capabtl.ity of the dbms to manage-large amounts of data .
(i .e ~,. at 1east a· mi1Tton input records), to determt ne i ngesti on- rates,.
to measure the efficiency of the various data access techntques used in
the dbms,. and to eval uate qualitative characteristics of the systems
considered. Because of schedul e, available doll ars , and a need to
support. the developnent of the PMS, strong emphasis was pl aced. on
determining'. what ffnpact. using· large vol ume data· bases has onthe
.performance of the dbms. Si nce 1arge amounts of actua 1 NAS~ sate llfte
data were 1imited,.. the. study focused on a single. data base. application
which managed"str-atcspherfc temperature profile:$' (LIMS.data) e-, - .'
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FOREWORD
As part of the NASAEnd-to-End Data System (NEEDS)program to
demonstrate a more efficient and timely transfer of data from sensor to
user, the Information Extraction Division (lED), Goddard Space Flight
Center, has been responsible for the technical direction associated with
the development of the Packet ManagementSystem (pr1S). The pr1Sis to be
responsible for managing a catlog of packet headers and for interfacing
with end users for browsing and retrieving data from an Archival Memory.
This component is one of several in a system referred to as the NEEDS
Phase II Data Base ManagementSystem. The PMSsystem was originally
titled the Integrated Data Base ManagementSystem (IDBMS)and was renamed
after an alteration in requirements.
To meet the needs of the IOBMS,lED personnel conducted a study of
commerically available Data Base r1anagementSystems (DBMS)that could
operate on the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)VAX-ll/7aOcomputer.
As a result of this study, two systems were procured, ORACLEand SEED,
for consideration as a nucleus of the IOBMS. It was then that this study
was originated to make a comparison of these systems' abilities to meet
the needs of a NASAapplication such as the PHSor IOBMS. Subsequent to
the study·s inception a third system, RIM(part of a NASAcOMputer-aided
design R&Deffort to develop technology for managementof engineering
information) was added for consideration. The results of this study are
intended to support the decision of howbest these systems can be applied
to support NASAneeds especially in relation to PMS.
The study has been conducted under the technical direction and
review of Elizabeth A. Martin of the lEO. The document has been prepared
by ThomasL. Gough (Project t1anager), Herbert A. Huston, and John r1orone
of Business and Technological Systems, Inc. (BTS), and by Elizabeth A.
r~artin and Regina Sylto of the lED. r1ary Reph (lEO) also has contributed
significantly to the study effort and the assisitance of Paul A. Maresca
(BTS), and Karen Posey (lED) is greatly appreciated.
Prior to this document's distribution, it was submitted for review
to the originators of each of the DBMS's. Their commentshave been
included as APPENOIXIII to permit a rebuttal to any aspects of the
study.
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ABSTRACT
This study was conducted to evaluate several candidate Data Base
ManagementSystems (DBMS's)that could support the NASAEnd-to-End Data
SystemI s Integrated Data Base t1anagementSystem (IDBr1S)Project which was
1ater rescoped and renamed the Packet t'1anagementSystem (pr1S). The
candidate DBMSsystems which had to run on the Digital Equipment
Corporation VAX11/780 computer system were ORACLE,SEEDand RIri. ORACLE
and RIMare both based on the relational data base model while SEED
employs a CODASYLnetwork approach.
Various constraints required the study to focus on a single data
base application which managed stratospheric temperature profiles. The
primary reasons for using this application were an insufficient volume of
available Pr1S-like data, a mandate to use actual rather than simulated
data, and the abundance of available temperature profile data. Goals of
the study included the following: to assess if the systems could manage
large amounts of data (i.e. at least a million input records), to deter-
mine ingestion rates, to measure the efficiency of the various data
access techniques used in the systems and to evaluate qualitative char-
acteristics of the systems considered.
The test plan employed called for five staged loads for each of the
three DBMS'sunder study. After each staged load a set of tests were
repeated that exercised certain capabilities of each system. The number
of input records managed by the DBMS'sgrew from about 50,000 after the
first staged load to over a million after the fifth. The tests were con-
ducted in a "stand-alone" mode to eliminate uncontrolled biases. One
should realize that results obtained in this rlode are presumably "best
case" numbers.
Generally, the load results indicate that SEEnis significantly
faster than RIMwhich is sirlilarly faster than ORACLEbelow the half
million record level for this application. From a half million to a
vi
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million records the incremental load rates begin to favor ORACLEand at
over one million records, ORACLEis clearly superior~ (This is para-
doxical to conventional theory regarding relational and network data
bases.) The reader must penalize the RIMload results because the RIM
data base design had to be amendedto delete one indexed character field
because of the inefficiency in managing duplicate or psuedo-duplicate key
values. Of interest and possible concern is the amount of observed CPU
utilization by each of the systems. ORACLE,SEEDand RIMconsumed
approximately 75%, 50%and 34%of each available CPUsecond, respec-
tively, implying ORACLEwould be more seriously impacted by other users
than SEEDor RIM.
Each system varied significantly in the amount of space required to
manage the one million records. ORACLErequired 87 million bytes,
parti ally due to a mcdule 64 byte memorymanagementscheme (promised by
the vendor to be improved in a later software release), SEEDrequired 20
million bytes and RIMused 40 million bytes.
In general, the ORACLEand RIMsystems are much simpler to grasp and
use. There is less emphasis placed on data base theory and more flexi-
bility in making changes to a data base design without paying heavy
restart prices. SEEDon the other hand requires much greater compre-
hension of data base concepts by the data base designer or user. It does
offer a greater degree of customization for a particular data base
application which may lead to higher perforr.1ance but typically is not
easy to modify if a design change is needed after implementation. RIM's
current lack of support for multiple users maywell eliminate it from
consideration in many applications and its lack of complimentary software
(i.e. report writer, data entry, etc.) also weighs against it.
The study's results indicate that none of the
fully meet the original requirements of the IOBMS.
commercially produced and marketed DBMSsystem now
computer system could support all the unique needs
vii
candidate systems
But, cl early, no
available on any
of the IDBMS. The
results do indicate that these systems could be used as a central core to
an rDBMS-likesystem around which additional software would have to be
built to satisfy manyof the specialized requirements of the
application. Readers should be warned that the results from the tests
are based on a single application and should be aware that other
applications may produce significantly different numbers.
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1.0 EXECUTIVESUMMARY
The function of this preliminary section is to summarize the overall
DBMSbenchmarkeffort and results in a relatively high level manner for
those membersof the reading audience whowish to get a hrief description
of the study. For those interested in the details of the study, section
2 describes the testbed, test procedures, and test results. Section 3
di scusses the DBMSsystems in terms of thei r abil ity to meet certai n
qualitative requirements thought desireable in a NASAdata base applica-
tion and Section 4 offer? a more detailed summarythan this section.
The purpose of the study, simply stated, was to evaluate the per-
formance and characteristics of several Data Base ManagementSystems
(DBMS)software packages that were available and could execute on the VAX
11/780 computer. The study was conducted for the InforMation Extraction
Division (lED) of the Goddard Space Flight Center and was specifically
concerned with the systems· abilities to meet requirements of the
Integrated Data Base ManagementSystem (IDBMS)which was part of the NASA
End-to-End Data System (NEEDS)project. These requirements were defined
in the "NEEDSData Base ManagementSystem Functional Requirements" dated
March 20, 1980, and Appendix IV contains a reprint of chapter three which
. -
specifies the requirements. Before the completion of the DBMSstudy the
IDBMShad been redefined and renamed the Packet ManagementSystem (PMS)
and new requirements for the PHSwere not available in time to be
reflected in this study specifically. However, the results of this study
are still relevant for aiding in making decisions associated with the
DBMSaspects of the PMS.
A DBMSmight be simply described as a system which attempts to col-
lect and organize information which can be later identified or located
for reference, update, or deletion. The state of the art in software
technology has progressed to where a number of approaches to data base
models have evolved and numerous software systems with varying degrees of
sophistication have been implemented using the different approaches.
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Initially, the lED chose two commercial systems for the DBMSstudy based
on an investigation of available DBMSsystems that could operate on the
VAX11/780 computer. The two systems chosen were ORACLE,marketed by
Relational Software, Inc. of Menlo Park, Ca., and SEED,marketed by
International Data Base Systems, Inc. of Philadelphia, Pa. The two
systems were designed from different data base models that are highly
divergent in the manner in which data is organized. ORACLEis based upon
the relational data base model which presents information in the form of
two dimensional tables. SEEDis based on the CODASYLnetwork
specification and presents information as sets that have membersand
owners. The two systems were both selected because of the sophisticated
capabilities possessed by both including indexing techniques to
accelerate data location, interactive query language for online data
access, and various utility routines for added DBMSpower to namea few.
A late entry to the study was RIM, developed at the Langley Research
Center as part of a NASAsupported joint industry/government project
denoted Integrated Programs for Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAO). The
development of RIMis part of a computer-aided design (CAD)research and
development effort to develop technology for managementof engineering
information. RIMis based on the relational data base model and, as
such, shares many attributes in commonwith ORACLEbut, at least in the
initial delivery, was far less sophisticated than either ORACLEor SEED.
This might be expected if one assumes that at least initially it was
developed for a primary application and that it was not intended to be a
commercially marketable product for general use.
Several problems were present during the testing which affected the
study. A major problem was a lack of resources (time, computer, and man-
power) available to support the design and performance of an exhaustive
set of tests to evaluate DBMScapabilities. Further, both ORACLEand
SEEDwere repeatedly updated with new versions resulting in test delays
and thus further reducing available time. lEO personnel requested that
the testing be based on actual NASAdata but the more appropriate data
1-2
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sources (e.g., PMS-type data, other Applications' data catalogs and
inventories) did not exist in substantial enough amounts for testing.
The choice was then made to use satellite sensor data. The final
selection made was to use FGGE/LIMSdata containing stratospheric
temperature profiles from the NIMBUS7 mission. There were two primary
types of records in this data, a Profile record and an Entry record. A
Profile record contained a time, latitude, and longitude for a specific
temperature profile and was associated with a specific magnetic tape.
Approximately 16 Entry records were present for each Profile and, each
containing a pressure level, pressure type, temperature, and quality con-
trol indicator for a specific level within the profile. Whenreference
is made in thi s report to "number of records in the data base" it is in
the context of the above description. By describing the number of rec-
ords by reference to the input data format instead of actual records in
the data base, comparisons between data bases can be made more easily.
This approach transcends, for discussion purposes, unique DBMSimplemen-
tations that might require multiple data base records per single input
record or vice versa. It is considered appropriate to do this since the
data being managed is the same for each DBMSin the study.
After the choice of the data base application was made a set of
logically similar designs were derived for each DBMS,implying that
fields selected for indexing in one were indexed in all DBMS'sand that
data relationships were maintained synonomously. The simplicity of the
FGGE/LIMSdata enabled the creation of data base designs that provided a
suitable testbed which permitted comparisons between the systems' per-
formance. It must be stated, however, that the use of a single applica-
tion for total system evaluation is unwise. As stated later in this sec-
tion in more detail, an expansion of testing is required to fully explore
total system performance.
The test plan that was applied for this study recognized that re-
sources did not permit a comprehensive testing of all facets of DBMS
capabilities. The test plan concentrated on accomplishing several
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goals. One goal was to determine how sensitive the systems were to
size. This was deemed important because of the typically large amounts
of data associated with many NASAapplications including the PMS. A
second goal was to compare the loading performance of each system because
of the high data rates associated with the PMS. A third goal was to
determine the efficiency of the data accessing techniques implemented in
the DBMS's. Emphasis was placed on access to data versus update or
deletion which is consistent with many large scale NASAdata base
applications as welJ. Another goal was to evaluate the systems in a
qualitative sense to identify characteristics such as flexibility, user
friendliness, control and complimentary functions.
It should be noted that the applications foreseen for the DBMS
system at NASAare atypical. The scientific environment and the high
volume of data that is normally static once incorporated in a data base
results in different emphasis than perhaps a business oriented applica-
tion such as a corporate information managementsystem or reservation
system. The application dependence of a system1s performance must not be
underestimated and guarded conclusions should be made when looking at
test results gained from an application foreign to one's own.
Another goal of the tests was to exercise both the terminal inter-
face capabilities as well as high level computer language interfaces.
Terminal Interface (TI) capabilities existed in all three systems and the
interactive features are very important for effective use of the data
base by users. The high level language interface or host language inter~
face (HLI) is also important because the highly specialized needs of the
PMSrequire customized software that can communicate directly with the
DBMSselected for incorporation with it.
The final test plan met these goals by proposing a relatively con-
cise set of functions including queries, deletes, and insertions using
both the TI and HLI capabilities for each system. In addition these
functions were to be performed with differing amounts of data in the data
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bases. Thus, each DBMSwas used to load a prescribed amount of FGGE/LIMS
data, was subjected to parallel sets of tests for the TI and HLI, and
then was loaded with more FGGE/LIMSdata to have the test repeated
again. Due in part to the amounts of data present on the FGGE/LIMSdata
tapes the following numbers of records were used to repeat the tests:
52,000, 99,000, 189,000, 439,000 and 1,040,000. Since there were three
data bases with two sets of tests for each (TI and HLI) at each data base
level and there were five levels of data base size, 30 sets of tests had
to be performed.
To make the results meaningful a controlled environment was required
to eliminate unknownvariables. Since there was no way to objectively
factor the impact of other VAXcomputer users or to control their
activity so test results would be repeatable, all tests were conducted
during the third shift or on weekends when the computer could be reserved
for data base testing only. The results obtained should be repeatable
under these circumstances and introduce no bias that would have posi-
tively or negatively influenced one system verses another. The results
should be "best case" results for the application since there were no
other users contending for system resources.
The load rates of the three systems varied somewhat over the course
of the one million records loaded into each data base. The ORACLEsystem
varied the least over the loading processes. A slight degradation is
detectable but the initial rate of 7.4 records/sec only dropped by about
1.2 to 6.2 records/sec at the largest data base size. The SEEnload
rates began at a much higher level (45 records per second initially) but
showed a great deal of fluctuation. A substantial degradation occurred
during the course of the loads. Around the 1 million record level the
rate fell below the 5 record/sec level. The RIMsystem design had to be
altered so that the Profile records time field was not indexed after the
initial 52,000 record load because of an overhead associated with
indexing data with characteristics commonto the time values. At the
99,000 record level the profile time index was removed from the data base
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the costs at the low end are reasonable, or that for relatively small
data bases SEEDmay have an advantage. SEED'sdegradation is attributed,
in part, to a default algorithm used to determine a location in the data
base for indexed values to reside. Improvementin performance may be
obtainable by a user defined algorithm (permissible in SEED)that
improves the location process by more uniformly distributing the data
locations because of prior knowledgeof the characteristics of the data.
Also the SEEDsystem has a variety of options selectable in the data base
design which can impact the load rates, as well as query responses.
Several of these options are discussed briefly in Section 2 but tests ~
have not been conducted to formally compare each option. The options
available have the advantage of offering different approaches for data
bases with differing characteristics and needs. However, a naive or
unfamiliar individual may use options that reduce performance if he is
not careful. Neither ORACLEnor RIMoffer options for howor where the
data can be stored.
Noteworthy is the fact that during the loading which was almost
always done in the absence of other VAXusers (eliminating contention)
each system utilized the CPUto different degrees. The ORACLEloads used
about 75%of each second of available CPUtime. SEEDused slightly less
than half of each second on average and RIMused as muchas 34%during
early loading but dropped to about 24%during the final load. The
implication here is that if users were contending equally for CPUtime
then ORACLEwould be impacted more heavily than SEED,and RIMwould be
less impacted than SEED. Obviously all systems would perform at lower ~
levels of efficiency when sharing resources with other users.
The TI query results should be considered in the context of their
use. An interactive user is not concerned with extremely short delays
in response. A pause of a few seconds is not unacceptable in most in-
teractive situations. The results of tests indicate that the indexing
techniques implemented by all three systems are adequate in providing
responses that are acceptable for interactive users at all levels of data
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than half of each second on average and RIMused as muchas 34%during
early loading but dropped to about 24%during the final load. The
implication here is that if users were contending equally for CPUtime
then ORACLEwould be impacted more heavily than SEEn, and RIMwould be
less impacted than SEED. Obviously all systems would perform at lower
levels of efficiency when sharing resources with other users •
The TI query results should be considered in the context of their
use. An interactive user is not concerned with extremely short delays
in response. A pause of a few seconds is not unacceptable in most
interactive situations. The results of tests indicate that the indexing
techniques implemented by all three systems are adequate in providing
responses that are acceptable for interactive users at all levels of data
base size. The results also indicate that unacceptable delays are en-
countered when queries are madethat must search through non-indexed
values. A good analysis and data base design effort must attempt to
eliminate the need for queries that require searching of large groups of
records by properly specifying indexed fields. The results do showthat
RIMis decisively faster than either other system in performing a search
through all ocurrences of a particular non-indexed data field. They also
show that SEEDis consistently faster than ORACLE.
The HLI results for the queries can be examined more closely since
in this mode relatively small differences can result in large cumulative
differences when a piece of software is repetitively performing functions
that require an interface with the data base. The results generally
indicate that SEEDcan locate indexed values consistently faster than RIM
which can locate indexed values faster than ORACLE.The magnitude of the
SEEDresponses for locating a particular profile time for cases where
there are from 3000 to 26000 possible values is around .1 seconds while
with about 60,000 possible values it was about .5 seconds. For RIMit is
around .3 seconds until the 60,000 level when it increments to about .5
seconds also. The ORACLEresults are around .5 seconds for all levels.
While trying to locate a particular Entry record SEEDrequires around .3
seconds when selecting from among49,000, 93,000, 178,000 and 413,000
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Entry records. With about 980,000 choices to contend with, it located
the desired record in about .75 seconds. RIMrequired about .5 seconds
at the lower levels and about .75 seconds also at the 980,000 level.
ORACLErequired 1.08 and 1.33 seconds for all levels. The differences
may be small by themselves but if software interfaced with the data base
and another computer and had to handle bursts of requests the cumulative
difference could become significant.
HLI tests which accessed all occurrences of a particular data item
might be equated to either the querying of non-indexed fields or the
production of summaries about a field or record. The results indicate
that RIMis substantially faster than either ORACLEor SEED. To access
all 980,000 Entry records when the data base was at its largest ORACLE
required over 3 hours and 42 minutes, SEEDrequired over 1 hour and 3
minutes and RIMtook less than 17 minutes. If periodic reports or
summaries are frequently generated for an application, these results may
be worth considering when making a DBMSselection. For example, if daily
summaries were produced which required the processing described above
almost a sixth of available processing time would be spent with ORACLE
while less than two percent would be spent with RIM(in an uncontested
environment). The matter of storage utilization was also addressed and
it was found that ORACLEconsumed about 87 million bytes to manage the
1,040,000 Profile and Entry records in the largest data base (60,000
Profile records and 980,000 Entry records). Of the 87 million almost 43
million is wasted due to the current storage managementcapability in
ORACLE.This is said to be corrected in the 3.0 version of ORACLEto be
released in late 1981. SEEDconsumed under 20 million bytes to manage
the same data and RIMconsumed about 40 million bytes.
Somegeneral comments regarding the systems are also worth stating.
The ORACLEsystem was found to be a much simpler one to grasp and use. A
relative novice to data base theory could devise a feasible design and
implement it using ORACLEfor many applications with a small amount of
training and/or research. The likelihood of seri~us flaws are small and
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)the flexibility of ORACLEallows for design modifications without
requiring starting over from "square one. 11 SEEDis generally the
opposite of ORACLEin this regard. A muchdeeper understanding of the
CODASYLnetwork specification and SEEDcapabilities and options are
required for an individual to design and implement a data base. Any
modifications to the design almost invariably require starting over with
a specification of a new schema and the steps that follow that. RIMis
similar to ORACLEin terms of comprehension of the data model but is not
as complete or as thoroughly implemented as ORACLE.
Although RIMhas showncertain capabilities that demonstrate great
potential it does lack, to some degree, the generality of the other
systems as well as the complimentary software available in the other
DBMS's. A major shortcoming of RIMand one that should eliminate it from
use in the PMSis that it does not support multiple users. It is unknown
at this time if or howRIMwill be modified in the future for support of
its current or other applications.
The results of this study are somewhatinconclusive. The original
goals have been met but the results have not supported the elimination
of any of the nBMS's (except RIMfor the reason ~tated above). It
appears that none of the systems meet all of the original IOBMSrequire-
ments, but, in truth no general purpose DBMShas been produced that could
support the unique needs of such a system. The study has provided a
foundation from which some comparisons can be made and which may be used
to better envision howthe systems can be applied to support other
needs. An overall benefit of this effort has been a greatly increased
knowledge of howto apply the DBMS'sas well as more awareness about DBMS
usage and capabilities in the atmosphere of NASAapplications. The
results stated give some indications of upper limits of performance to
aid in estimation of maximumthroughputs possible with the data bases.
The results also indicate that the systems are capable of managing
relatively large amounts of data although performance is not consistent
over all ranges of data base size.
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Additional factors need to be examined in future studies to more
thoroughly understand and predict the performance of the DBMS's
including:
• Record sizes
Numberof indexed fields
';
• Size of an indexed field
Experimenting with SEEDoptions
Experimenting with ORACLEdata base parameters
• Multiple data base users
Multiple VAXusers
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2.0 QUANTITATIVEANALYSIS
The development of the test plan for benchmarking DBMSperformance
was constrained by several factors including:
• Computer resources (time and storage)
• The number of systems under scrutiny
• Calendar time available before results were needed
• The environment of the target application (IDBMS)
The number of systems under consideration and the impact on the Host VAX
computer, in both consumption of time and of auxiliary memory, required
careful definition of test procedures. Further complicating the matter
was the urgency associated with the completion of the testing. The test
plans had to be relatively concise because each DBMSwould be exposed to
them independently and repetitively.
The tests were performed on SEED,ORACLEand RIMdata bases with
fixed amounts of FGGE/LIMSsatellite data. Originally the goal was to
perform tests with approximately 50,000, 100,000, 200,000, 400,000,
1,000,000, and 2,000,000 million records in the data base. Ultimately
the 2,000,000 goal was discarded and five test points were used:
52,0000, 99,000, 189,000, 439,000, and 1,039,000. By performing the
tests repetitively over these ranges any sensitivities to data base size
would becomeapparent. Since the target data base application would
manage large amounts of data, th~ 2 million record level would have been
desirable but the amount of disk space and the lack of time available
made it impractical to proceed past 1 million.
2.1 Background and Environment
2.1.1 Data Base Application
To facilitate the quantitative measurement of DBMSperformance, a
single application was selected from which all results could be
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obtained. Although the data base packages were expected to be used to
manage catalog data the FGGEjLIMSsatellite data was selected because
substantial amounts of catalog data were not available. The creation of
artificial catalog data was discarded because it was considered undesir-
able to use test data when ample amounts of actual satellite data exist-
ed. A number of FGGEjLIMStapes were available and offered enough data
to demonstrate the managementof large amounts of information. It was
also felt that the use of satellite data would demonstrate PMScapabili-
ties better than a ~ore abstract application. The FGGEjLIMSdata was
stored on a number of magnetic tapes with each tape containing observa-
tions for an exclusive period of time. The tapes available included
observations recorded from Oecember, 1978, through May, 1979. A tape
consisted of files, each of which corresponded to a particular six-hour
time period referred to as a synoptic time period. Within the file were
profiles identifying the time, latitude, and longitude associated with a
set of observations which describe a vertical column of the atmosphere.
The set of observations for a profile consisted of approximately 16
records referred to as Entry Records in this document. Each entry record
consisted of a pressure type, pressure level, temperature, and quality
flag.
To provide a fair basis for comparison, the data bases were all
designed as similarly as possible. The relational systems, ORACLEand
RIM, possessed the same basic capabilities and a similar design for each
was a simple matter. Production of an equivalent design for the COOASYL
system, SEED,was a more difficult task. Each of the systems under study
offered a caspability to locate the occurrence of specified values for
some data items without the need to sequentially search all the occur-
rences of that data item. Manymethodologies have been developed to pro-
vide this function and manyterms have evolved to describe them including
data base keys, indexes, and images to namea few. For the sake of dis-
cussion, the capability shall be called direct access and data items
which are specified to have this characteristic are referred to as
indexed fields. To maintain consistency between the three designs any
data item that required direct access was given that characteristic in
each system. To accomplish this ORACLEand RIMuse a technique called a
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B-tree which refers to the data item values as keys. Whena key value is
referenced a binary search is made through a logical tree hierarchy of
key values to locate the occurence of the desired value and, if it is
found, a pointer(s) will be present locating the tuple(s) or row(s) which
contain the value. In SEEDdirect access is accomplished through the use
of a hashing algorithm technique. This approach performs an operation on
the key value producing a numerical result which is a logical pointer to
a location where the data record should reside in the data base. In SEED
the smallest entity which can be directly accessed is a record. In the
chosen application the profile record presented as input to the data base
had time, latitude, and longitude values all of which required direct
access. The SEEDdata base design had to include a record definition for
each of these items to accomplish the direct access. This means that
multiple record occurrences exist in the SEEndata base for each Profile
record input to it. For clarity the results in this document will refer
to records in the data bases in terms of the way they were presented as
input to the load software not in terms of the internal managementused
by each data base unless otherwise stated. The relative simplicity of
the FGGE/LIMSdata, i.e. the small number of data items and the clarity
of the relationships between them, made the design of consistent
approaches possible, thus the benchmark results do provide a basis for
comparison of DBMScapabilities.
2.1.2 Data Base Design for FGGE/LIMSData
2.1.2.1 ORACLEData Base for Satellite Data
2.1.2.1.1 ORACLEData Base Construction
After the decision was made to use FGGE/LIMSdata for the ORMS
benchmark, a design phase was conducted which considered factors includ-
ing: the LIMSdata; the volume of this data; the way this data could be
accessed in the existing Climate nata Access System (CDAS)which already
manages FGGE/LIMSdata tapes for climate research; the need for sequent-
tial retrieval, and the facilitation of a test bed for benchmark
analysis. Because of the small number of relationships that existed in
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the LIMSdata, a complex system of tables is not required. Three sets of
tables (Tables 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3) which are all somewhatsimilar were
considered for the data base design.
All of the proposed sets of tables contain three commontables,
TAPE,PRESSURE_TYPE_LEGENO,and QUALITY_FLAGLEGENO.The TAPEtable con-
tains a row for each LIMStape in the data base and has domains for:
tape 10, start synoptic time, stop synoptic time and date of tape crea-
tion. The two legend tables give meaning of various values which the
PRESSURETYPEand QCFLAGfields have in other tables in the data base.
- -These tables represent an initial attempt to normalize the tape data.
In addition to the three tables described above, the first proposed
set of tables included a fourth table that contains the remainder of the
data base information. The fourth table in the first set of tables is
LIMSOATAand would contain about two million rows of data, if all the
available data was loaded into it. (The two million figure was used
because lEO personnel desired to see the data base system perform with as
much data as possible and this was approximately all the data on the
available FGGE/LIMStapes.) Each row of this table would contain the
fields: tape 10, file synoptic time, profile time, latitude, longitude,
pressure type, pressure level, temperature, and quality flag. Such a
table would repeat the tape 10, synoptic time, profile time, latitude and
longitude for all 16 entries in a profile. This redundancy of data is
expensive in terms of storage utilization, but the LIMSOATAtable does
contain all the profile information relating to a given entry record so
query results could not fail to provide relevant information although
some irrelevant information may be included. An omission of this
approach is the ability to provide a sequential access equivalent to that
for processing an original FGGE/LIMSdata tape. This need exists to
permit a minimumof modification to programs which currently process the
sequentially organized data tapes, if they were required to access the
data through the data base.
To reduce the repetition of data for the entries in a profile, and
to solve the sequential access problem, a second set of tables evolved
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Table2-1
Initial Tables for ManagingLIMSDataUsingORACLE
TAPETABLE
*TAPE10 SYNSTIME SYNETIME GENDATE
- - -
I. PRESSURETYPELEGENDTABLE
*CODE DESCRIPTION
QUALITY-fLAG_LEGENDTABLE
*CHAR CODE DESCRIPTION
LIMSDATATABLE
*TAPE10 SYNTIMEP TIME LAT LONGPRESSURETYPEPRESSURELVL TEMPQC-fLAG
- - - - -
* Denotes ImagedField
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Table2-2
Tables for ManagingLIMSDataUsingORACLE
TAPETABLE
*TAPEID SYNSTIME SYNETIME GENDATE
- - -
PRESSURETYPELEGENDTABLE
*CODE DESCRIPTION
QUALITY-fLAG_LEGENDTABLE
*CHAR CODE DESCRIPTION
r
PROFILETABLE
* * * *TAPEID SYNTIME P TIME LAT LONG
- - -
ENTRYTABLE
*ROW/I TAPEID P TIMEPRESSURETYPEPRESSURELVL TEMPQC-fLAG
- - - -
LIMSDATA(VIEW)
TAPEID SYNTIMEP TIME LAT LONGPRESSURETYPEPRESSURELVL TEMPQC-fLAG
- - - - -
* Denotes ImagedField
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(see Table 2-2). The LIMSOATAtable was broken into two tables: The
PROFILEtable containing tape 10, file synoptic time, profile time,
latitude and longitude and the ENTRYtable containing the row #, tape ID,
synoptic time, pressure type, pressure level, temperature, and quality
flag. The PROFILEtable removes the repetition of synoptic time,
latitude and longitude from each entry in a profile. The ENTRYtable
contains the row # field which is a unique field that application
software creates for each row of the ENTRYtable. The value is
incremented by one and thus represents the sequential order in which the
rows were inserted into the data base. If a user accesses the entry
table without specifying an ORDERBYor GROUPBYclause, he receives the
output in the order in which the data was input to the data base.
To provide' the casual user a more friendly interface, a view is de-
fined which looks to the user like the LIMSDATAtable in the first set of
tables. To produce this effect the view definition joins the PROFILEand
ENTRYtables on the commonfields tape 10 and profile time within each
table. A "view" in ORACLEcan be used to define what appears to be a
table in the data base but which is really some part or parts of one or
more existing tables. In this case the view combines information from
two tables based on commonfields and only omits the artificially pro-
duced row # field. The use of this view does result in additional pro-
cessing overhead since the view definition must be found, appropriate
queries to each of the tables must be made and a merged output line must
be produced. The view is called LIMSDATAand can be queried using any
combination and yielding any combination of the tape ID, synoptic time,
profile time, latitude, longitude, pressure type, pressure level,
temperature and quality flag fields. A casual user need not knowthe
PROFILEand ENTRYtables exist separately. This further removes the user
from having to understand the physical storage of the data. The more
sophisticated user could work directly with the PROFILEand ENTRYtables
if necessary and, if desired, views could be defined which eliminate the
row # field since it has no direct relationship to the data. The major
drawback of this approach is the remaining repetition of tape 10 and
profile time for each row in the entry table. The impact of the row #
field should also be noted. Obviously it will add size to each row in
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the data base, but more importantly this field maintains the sequential
order of the data, and, as such, cannot be updated once stored in the
table without potentially corrupting the data base. Such a limitation is
consistent with the way sequentially organized data sets are managedon
magnetic tape (i.e., the observed values cannot be updated or rearranged
once on the tape).
To reduce the response delay and repetition of data a third set of
tables evolved (see Table 2-3). The ENTRYtable no longer contains row
#, tape 10, and profile time as before, but a new field, PROFILE_CNT#,
has been added which is propagated through all the entries for a given
profile. PROFILE_CNT#has been added to the PROFILEtable and is an
ascending number representing a unique value for each profile in the data
base. The synoptic time has nowbeen deleted. These changes result in
the same total number of columns in the PROFILEtable while a total of
two columns have been deleted from each row in the ENTRYtable which
could contain as manyas two million rows.
To provide the user with a friendly interface, a view similar to
the LIMSOATAview used in the second set of tables was implemented in
this approach as well, except synoptic time is no longer available. The
view still requires the joining of the PROFILEand ENTRYtables, but the
new view nowjoins the two with a WHEREclause that matches a row in the
PROFILEtable with those in the ENTRYtable whose value in the PROFILE
CNT#field is equal to the value in the PROFILECNT#field of the PROFILE
table.
Normally this would result in the matching of about 16 ENTRYtable rows
with a single row from the PROFILEtable. By joining the tables using
the PROFILE_CNT#values in each table the sequential access problem is
still solved since the responses will be ordered in increasing size of
PROFILE_CNT#when a task needs to access all the data the way current
software processes data tapes. Since all the fields in the WHEREclause
are imaged, all queries using the LIMSOATAview would take advantage of
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Table2~3
RecommendedTables for ManagingLIMSDataUsingORACLE
TAPETABLE
*TAPE10 SYNSTIMESYNETIME GENDATE
- -
-
PRESSURETYPELEGENDTABLE
*CODE DESCRIPTION
QUALITY-fLAG_LEGENDTABLE
*CHAR CODE DESCRIPTION
'"
PROFILETABLE
* * * *PROFILECNTD TAPE10 P TIME LAT LONG
- -
ENTRYTABLE
*PROFILE_CNT#PRESSURETYPE PRESSURELVL TEMP QC_FLAG
- -
LIMSDATA(VIEW)
TAPE10 P TIME LAT LONGPRESSURETYPEPRESSURELVL TEMPQC-fLAG
- - - -
* Denotes ImagedField
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the ORACLEB-trees and reduce access time significantly over the previous
approaches. The use of the PROFILE_CNT#fields would be transparent to
the casual user whoaccesses the data base through the LIMSDATAview.
Several general points are worth noting about the approach described
above. The use of the view capability requires the joining of tables.
Such a process is necessarily slower than if the data is all stored in a
single table, but the storage costs of a single table for this
application are prohibitive. Secondly, although BTSrecommendedthe use
of a single ENTRYtable for all eight tapes in this approach it was done
in the context of the use of this data base. In general, the production
of such a large table is probably undesirable but for the purpose of
benchmark testing and because the data base is limited to eight tapes,
the data base has been so designed.
2.1.2.1.2 Estimation of ORACLEData Base Storage Requirements
In estimating the storage requirements for the data base design in
Table 2-3, it is possible to ignore the size of the three small tables
and only consider the ENTRYand PROFILEtables. In making the size
estimate the calculations are based on the available FGGE/LIMSdata whi~h
amounted to two million rows of data in the ENTRYtable (which corre-
sponds to two million input records in this case). The first step in
estimating the data base size is to calculate the average row size.
The FGGE/LIMSdata base has no null fields so each domain will contain
two bytes of overhead plus a variable number of bytes for the actual data
representation. The field size estimates are shown in Table 2-4. The 2.2
version of ORACLEmanages disk storage in 64-byte groups and, as a
result, must write each row inserted into the data base in a multiple of
64 bytes. Table 2-4 shows the calculations of the row sizes for both
tables. The estimated sizes indicate that 30 and 42 bytes are wasted as
overhead in each row of the PROFILEand ENTRYtables, respectively, due
to the current method of disk memorymanagementused by ORACLE.A word
level (16 bits) managementcapability is planned by RSI in the future,
possibly in the 3.0 version to be released in late 1981.
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Table 2-4
Table Size Estimates
Profile Table
Domain Data Type
PROFILE_CNT# Numeric
TAPEID Character
~
P TIME Character
LAT Numeric
LONG Numeric
TOTALROWSIZE
# of Rows* MinimumRowSize**
130,000 Profile Rows* 64
Average Size*
6
8
12
4
4
34 Bytes
= Table Size (Bytes)
= 8,320,000.
Entry Table
Domain Data Type -AverageSize*
PROFILECNT# Numeric 6
PRESSURETYPE Numeric 4
PRESSURELVL Numeric 4
TEMP Numeric 4
QC_FLAG Numeric 4
TOTALROWSIZE 22 Bytes
# of Rows* MinimumRowSize** = Table Size (Bytes)
2,000,000 Entry Rows* 64 = 128,000,000.
* Includes Overhead Bytes
** ORACLEVersion 2.2 must manage rows in multiples of 64 bytes. RSI
promises to improve this in the near future to a 2 byte capability.
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An estimate of the index space required for the ORACLEB-trees is
more difficult to make. RSI has provided relatively little formal docu-
mentation about the internal B-tree algorithms and structure but through
their representative and some experimentation the following was learned:
• The B-tree leaves and nodes are 512 byte blocks of data
• The B-tree leaves can be estimated to be 75%utilized since they
are divided in half whenthey becomefull.
That because of compression techniques a leaf block may be con-
sidered, for estimation purposes, to hold 50 keys when full or
approximately 37.5 keys when 75%full.
That the node blocks could also be assumed to be at 75%utiliza-
tion.
• That for each 37.5 leaf blocks a node block would be required at
the 75%utilization point.
That 512 blocks are reserved for user defined views regardless of
data base size.
That 300 blocks are reserved for data dictionary use regardless
of data base size.
By using the above guidelines an estimate of data base size could be
made. A small FGGE/LIMSdata base that was full and whose row numbers
and keys were knownprovided evidence that the guidelines were very
acceptable for this application.
Dividing the total numberof keyed values by 37.5 should approximate
the number of leaf blocks. To obtain the numberof node blocks it is
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Table 2-5
Index (B-Tree) Size Estimate
TABLENAME ROWS # OFKEYS/ROW= # OF KEYS
PROFILE 130,000 4 520,000
ENTRY 2,000,000 1 2,000,000
TOTALNUMBEROF KEYSIN DATABASE 2,520,000
Leaf Calculation -
(Assume leaf blocks 75%full and contain 37.5 keys/block)
2,520,000 keys 37.5 keys/block * 512 bytes/block = 34,406,400 bytes
Node Calculations -
(Assumenode blocks 75%full and contain 37.5 pointers/block)
(34,406,400 Leaf Bytes 512 bytes/block = 67,200 leaf blocks)
67,200 leaf blocks 37.5 pointers/block = 1,792 1st level node
block
1,792 1st level nodes 37.5 pointers/block = 48 2nd level node block
Plus a single root block
TOTALNUMBEROFNODEBYTES
Leaf Bytes
Node Bytes
= 1 root node block
= 1,841 * 512 = 942,592
34,406,400
942,592
TOTALINDEXSIZE 35,348,992 BYTES
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Table 2-6
ORACLEData Base Size Estimate*
TTEM SIZE IN BYTES
Reserved Space for User Views 262,144
(Independent of Data Base Size)
Reserved for Data Dictionary Use 153,600
(Independent of Data Base Size)
PROFILET~ble (See Table 2-4) 8,320,000
ENTRYTable (See Table 2-4) 128,000,000
Index Requirements (See Table 2-5) 35,348,992
ESTIMATEDSIZE OFDATABASE 172,084,736
*Estimate is for a data base containing two million entry records and the
associated profile information.
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assumed that for every 37.5 leaf blocks a node block is required, and for
every 37.5 node blocks another level of node blocks is required until the
root block is reached. The need for estimating or sizing the data base
is crucial and the lack of RSI-supplied documentation on this suhject at
this time is disappointing. Table 2-5 details the estimation procedure
for predicting the B-Tree storage requirements for the FGGE/LIHSapplica-
tion.
Table 2-6 summarizes the estimates for each of the significant con-
tributors to the data base size. The bottom line figure shows that
slightly more than 172 million bytes are estimated to he required to
store 2,000,000 rows of entry level data plus 130,000 rows of profile
level data using the 2.2 version of ORACLE.Noteworthy is the fact that
about 88 million bytes of storage is dedicated to the wasted overhead
created by the 64 byte storage managementnowemployed. A future change
to a word level (2 byte) managementapproach would eliminate this waste
but would increase the number of bit maps required for managing the data
base by a factor of 32 and would add processing overhead as well.
2.1.2.2 SEEDData Base Design for Satellite Data
2.1.2.2.1 SEEDData Rase Construction
Figure 2.1 in conjunction with Table 2-7 describes a SEEndata base
structure for FGGE/LIMSdata. The structure which resides in a single
area is very simple and straightforward. A single tape of FGGE/LIHSdata
is represented by an occurrence of the CALCrecord R3 TAPEln. Each tape
will have a synoptic time range associated with it represented by the
owner occurrences of the records Rl_SYN_STIME,which contains the synop-
tic start time, and R2_SYN_ETIME,which contains the synoptic end time.
The R4_DATATYPErecord indicates tt,e type of data on the tape, in this
case FGGE/LIMSand corresponds loosely to the small tape table. That is,
one could que~ for all tapes which have FGGE/LIMSdata. This
record-type could have been omitted for the testing but its inclusion
does not contribute significant overhead to the results.
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Table 2-7
SEEDRecordDescription and Storage Requirements
Set
Data Linkage
RecordName Field Name Type Storage/ Overhead/
Rec Rec
RI-SYN-STIME SYN-STIME CHAR*8 8 8
R2-SYN-ETIME SYN-ETlME CHAR*8 8 8
R3-TAPEID TAPEID CHAR*6 12 32
GENDATE CHAR*6
R4-DATATYPE DATATYPE CHAR*30 30 8
R7-LAT LAT INTEGER*4 4 8
R8-LONG LONG INTEGER*4 4 8
RIO-PROFILE P-TIME CHAR*lO 10 32
Rl1-ENTRY PRESSURE-TYPE INTEGER*2 10 4
PRESSURE-LVL INTEGER*4
TMP INTEGER*2
QC-FLAG INTEGER*2
RI00-QC-DESCR QC-FlAG-CODE INTEGER*2 64 4
QC-DESC CHAR*60
RI0I-PRESSURE-DESCRPRESSURE-tYPE-CODEINTEGER*2 64 4
PRESSURE-DESCRCHAR*60
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A tape consists of manyprofiles and each profile consists of
several entries. This relationship (one to many) is established by the
use of the RIO-PROFILErecord which is a CALCrecord on profile time
(P-TIME)and the RII-ENTRYrecord which contains detail data on each
profile. Table 2-7 lists the contents and structures of the data base
records. Also associated with each profile is a latitude and longitude.
These are represented by the R7-LATand R8-LONGrecords respectively.
Note that the structure illustrated in Figure 2.1 allows an R7-LATor an
R8-LONGrecord to ownmanydifferent profiles. This situation occurs
quite often as there are manyprofiles at a particular latitude and
longitude. This structure should reduce query time and eliminate
duplication of data.
The CODASYLdata structure depicted in Figure 2.1 shows the rela-
tionships of the FGGEjLIMSdata base. The structure is depicted as boxes
which correspond to record types and arrows which correspond to set
types. Each set type has a record declared as the owner record (which
would be at the tail of the arrow) and a record declared as the member
record (which would appear at the head of the arrow). Appendix II, Part
B, contains the Data Description Language (nOL)that is used to define
the schema for this data base application.
2.1.2.2.2 Estimation of SEEDData Base Storage Reguirements
The size of the SEEDdata base must be defined prior to loading the
data base by specifying its constituent sizes in the schema. In making
an estimation of the data base size one must first approximate the total
number of records to be managedby the data base. For the purpose of
this estimation it is assumed that there would be a maximumof 130,000
PROFILErecords and 2,000,000 ENTRYrecords. The schema specified that
the ENTRYrecords were to be membersof a "VIA"set ownedby PROFILE
records. This means that the ENTRYrecords associated with a PROFILE
time are loaded physically as close to each other as possible (i.e. on
the same page or an overflow page if this page is full). A single area
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was selected to contain this information. The pages in this area were
defined to be 1024 bytes long and a maximumof 38 records per page was
specified. (The figure 38 was originally selected when it was thought
that a single page would always contain all memberrecords for the asso-
ciated owner record. This was found to be an incorrect assumption only
after the testing had begun. The impact of this design error is to de-
crease the density of the data on a page.) Table 2-7A describes the cal-
culations IJsed to determine the size of the area that contained the pro-
file time values and the ENTRYrecords. The record sizes were estimated
by calculating space required for data, set linkages (chain pointers),
and overhead. Twological areas of the data base were defined in the
schema. One was the SATHEAOarea which contained the latitude and longi-
tude values associated with a profile time as well as the tape-id and
data-type occurrences. The other was the SATOATAarea which contained
the profile times and all the entry data.
Because of the VIAset storage approach used, an average number of
PROFILEand ENTRYrecords could be determined based on their ratios and
the maximumnumber of records per page. Multiplying the size of each
record type by the average occurence per page and summingthe values
yields a result of 685 bytes per page. The remaining 339 bytes on each
page will not be utilized because of the limiting specification of 38
records per page. A total number of pages is determined by dividing the
total number of PROFILESto be entered into the data base by the average
number of PROFILESper page. The resulting figure multiplied by the
bytes per page figure yields a required SATOATAarea size of 59,164,672
bytes." It is important to rememberthat of this amount only 39,577,930
would be utilized. The remainder is unused due to the schema design.
The SATHEAOarea estimate is shown in Table 2-78. Because of the
small number of occurrences of some of the records their space considera-
tions are ignored. The LATand LONGrecords are the only significant
records to consider. Both are calculated to have record sizes of 14
bytes. The page size is 512 bytes in the area so the maximumof 38
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TABLE2-7A
CALCULATIONFSATDATAAREASIZE
ASSUMING130,000 PROFILERECORDS
MaximumNumberof Records/Page = 38
Page Averages: 2.25 Profile Records
35.75 Entry Records
---
---
38 Records/Page
Page Size = 1024 Bytes
Profile Record Size = 10 Bytes Data
32 Bytes Set Linkage
~ Bytes Record Header
44 Bytes/Record
Entry Record Size
Page Utilization
= 10 Aytes Data
4 Bytes Set Linkage
~ Bytes Record Header
16 Bytes/Record
= 14 Bytes Page Overhead
99 Bytes Profile Data (2.25 Record * 44 bytes
record)
572 Bytes Entry Data (35.75 Record * 16 bytes
record)
685 Bytes Per Page
Unused space/page due to desi~n =
number of pages in area
SATDATAarea
SATDATAarea utilized
339
= 57,778
= 59,164,672
= 39,577,930
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Bytes (1024 bytes per page-
685 bytes utilized)
(130,000 profiles 2.25
profiles/page)
Bytes (57,778 pages * 1,024
bytes/page)
Bytes (57,778 * 685 bytes/page)
TABLE2-7B
CALCULATIONOFSATDATAAREASIZE
•
Maxi~um Numberof Records Page = 38
SATHEADwould contain a maximumof:
1 OATATYPErecord
8 SYNSTIMErecords
8 SYN-ESTIMErecords
8 TAPEID records
Page Size = 512
(For calculation purposes the above records are ignored due to their numbers)
18001 LATrecords (values range from - 9000 to 9000)
36001 LONGrecords (values range from 0 to 36000)
LATRecord Size
LONGRecord Size
= 4 Bytes Data
8 Bytes Set Li nkage
2 Bytes Record Overhead
14 Bytes/Record
= 4 Bytes Data
8 Bytes Set Li nkage
2 Bytes Records Overhead
14 Bytes/Record
numberof records per page = 36 (512 bytes per page f 14 bytes/record)
Maximu~ numberof records = 54,002 (18001 LATrecords + 36001 LONGrecords)
numberof pages requi red = 1,501 (54002 records f 36 records/page)
c SATDATAarea = 768,512 Bytes (1501 pages * 512 bytes/page)
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records is not reached because at 14 bytes per record only 36 records can
be stored on a page. The LATand LONGrecords can assume a maximumof
54,002 possible different values so this is the constraining limit rather
than the 130,000 PROFILESthey are related to. Ry dividing the possible
values by the number of records per page, the number of pages required in
the area is obtained. The total bytes required would be 768,512 bytes of
which virtually all space is utilized. Summingthe utilized space in
each area reveals a space requirement of 40,349,442 bytes.
2.1.2.3 RIMData Base,Design for Satellite Data
2.1.2.3.1 RIMData Base Construction
The RIMDBMSis based on the relational algebra model and, as such,
is similar to ORACLE.The RIMpackage was introduced to the study just
prior to beginning the quantitative bench~arking. Ampletime did not
exist to experiment with the package to determine what special attributes
or limitations it might have, but there appeared to be no problem using a
data base design identical to the ORACLEdesign. Logically, this seemed
to be the wisest approach based on the lack of experience with the pack-
age and the desire to provide a test bed from which analogous measure-
ments could be made. All testing was performed on version 4.0 of RIM.
After preliminary testing it was determined that a RIr1data base was
made up of three files. The first file appeared to contain the infor~a­
tion that defined the tables, domains, and other relevant information
about the data base structure and relationships. The second appeared to
contain the actual data in the data base. The third, and last file,
appeared to contain the inverted files or R-trees responsible for
managing the data base indices.
As a result of some initial loads of the LIMSdata, it was deter-
mined that one deviation from the ORACLEdesign was mandatory. The pro-
file time was an indexed domain in the ORAr.LEProfile Table. The time
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was represented as a ten-character string (as in the ORACLEand SEED
designs) because it was too large to be numerically represented. Initial
loads indicated that the managing of this field when indexed resulted in
significant degradation in RIMload and query performance (see Section
2.2.4) and, as a result, this field was redefined as non-indexed for the
benchmarking effort. In comparing the benchmark results it must be taken
into account that the RIMload rates reflect the indexing of one less
indexed field after the 99,000 record level and that a different query
was used in testing indexing efficiency. The exact impact of these
changes is impossible to determine at this time but the steps taken were
necessary to continue the testing.
2.1.2.3.2 Estimation of RIMData Base Storage Requirements
Lack of documentation regarding internal storage methods and over-
head in RIMprevented preliminary estimates of data base size as were
made for the ORACLEand SEEDsystems. The absence of internal data base
documentation needs to be corrected but the lack of this information was
not too serious due to RIMls dynamic approach to allocating space. (RIM
dynamically requests more space for its files as the data base grows.)
Thus, a preliminary estimate of data base size was not required, though
this was necessary for SEEDand ORACLE.Obviously, a production DBMS
must provide a methodology for estimating data base size so that storage
media requirements or availability may be determined.
2.2 Loading the Data Bases
2.2.1 General Approach to Loading
The LIMSsatellite data designated for use in ORACLE,RIMand SEED
data bases was available on eight magnetic tapes. As already stated,
these tapes included approximately 130,000 profiles and approximately
2,000,000 records associated with the profiles. Initially it was
considered desirable for load software to be designed and coded which
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could insert data into the data bases directly from the LIMStapes. A
high level design was formulated for a main or "driver" routine that
could call routines to read and select data from the LIMSdata tapes and
call sets of load-specific routines written to load the data base
structures managed by either ORACLE,SEED,or RIM.
This approach would minimize bias in evaluating the loading capabil-
ities of SEED,ORACLE,or RIM since all sets of load software would be
interfaced with the same logic for reading the tapes and supplying data
to be inserted into the data bases. The commonlogic was designed to
make five calls to the load software. The first call would pass the tape
id (obtained by prompting the user, since tape id is not available on a
LIMStape), synoptic start and stop time, and the tape generation date.
The second would be made for each file on the tape and would identify the
synoptic time of the file. The third would be made for each profile and
would identify the profiles actual time to the minute, the latitude, and
the longitude. The fourth would pass a set of entry values for a given
profile by passing a number of pressure type, pressure level, tempera-
ture, and quality flag values. The fifth call would signal the end of
data on the tape and should result in the closing of the data base.
The implementation of this approach uncovered several problems which
resulted in some alterations. All the software was to be coded in
FORTRANbut it was found that VAXFORTRANI/O could not be used to read
the LIMSdata tapes. Rather than spend time implementing routines using
the VMSQIOcapability it was determined that files created by the
Climate Data Access System (CDAS)could be read easily using VAXFORTRAN
I/O. Because of the urgency associated with loading the satellite data
the main routine was modified to read disk files containing the FGGE/LIMS
data that had been generated by CDAS. This indirect approach would
ordinarily be undesirable, but time limitations required taking such a
shortcut. The only drawback of the CDASversion of the LIMSdata is a
loss of the file synoptic time, but this omission within the data bases
is of little or no significance. Each set of load software was modified
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to ignore the call to the DBMS2routine (see Figure 2.2) for file
synoptic time and the main routine was set up to make only one such call
during a run. A functional descri;>tion of the load software appears in
Figure 2.2. An additional capability provided for the load software was
logic to provide measurements of load rates on an interim and summary
basis.
The benchmark-tests were to be conducted at various levels of data
base size. The actual levels chosen were in part a function of the
amounts of data on the FGGE/LIMSdata tapes but were intended to reveal
sensitivities of performance to diferent volumes of information. The
actual levels of data base size chosen (expressed in terms of the sum of
Entry and Profile records read off the CDASfiles) were: 52,000, 99,000,
187,000, 439,000 and 1,039,000. Although the original plan suggested
reaching a 2,000,000 record level, time and disk storage limitations
forced a cut off at approximately 1,000,000.
The load rates were measured by reporting elapsed "wall cl ock" time,
elapsed CPUtime, total direct 1/0·s and total page faults as reported by
VAXsystem monitor routines for the load software routines. These
stat i st i cs ' with the exception of "wa11 clock II time, do not refl ect the
majority of the processing overhead in ORACLE'scase because a detached
process is created which does muchof the actual processing and which is
not included in the reported figures directly (see Sections 2.2.2 and
2.2.3). The measurements were reported for each 5000 successive Profile
and Entry records inserted into the data base from the CDASfile. From
these measurements one can determine the relative insertion rate at any
particular level of data base size and thereby draw conclusions about
degradation or efficiencies.
To produce results that were comparable between incremental loads or
across DBMS·s,dedicated VAXsystem time was desirable. Due to the
amount of such time required the loads could not be conducted in a total-
ly stand-alone environment. The loads were all conducted from some time
after 6:30 p.m. and almost all were completed prior to 8:00 a.m. During
the first half hour of each load the system was reserved for stand-alone
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Figure 2.2
Functional Description of Load Logic
•loading to provide controlled results. This meant that other users could
have logged on the VAXafter the first half hour of a load and could have
performed operations which contend with the load routines for CPU
resources. Howeverexamination of the load results and informal monitor-
ing of terminal room activity by benchmarking personnel and VAXpersonnel
indicate that contention was rarely encountered. With this in mind one
may use the measurements to determine the relative degradation in load
rates, if any, due to data base size to compare performance between
systems. The actual numbers generated must be viewed in the context of
the data base design and the isolated environment they were produced in.
A design with more fields or more indexes would likely degrade lead
performance. The introduction of other VAXusers could also affect load
rates but predicting how is dependent on the system "mix", the contending
processes and their associated quotas and priorities, as well as the load
routines' associated quotas and priorities. Clearly empirical testing is
required to estimate rates in a particular environment and the figures
produced in the benchmark loads would normally have to be considered best
case or "top end" figures.
2.2.2 ORACLELoad Results
The ORACLEload process required that at the beginning of each load
that a query be made of the data base to determine the maximumvalue of
the PROFILECNTfield which was artificially created and added to the
data (see Section 2.1.2.1.1). The overhead incurred by this query is
small initially but increases as more rows are added to the Profile
table. Also at the beginning of each load is the overhead of logging
onto the data base and opening it. The net effect of the overhead is an
apparent degradation in the initial 5000 rows inserted into the data base
at each incremental load step. Accompanyingthis discussion are a number
of graphs depicting load performance. The points plotted on these graphs
represent the "wall clock" time required to load the COASrecords into
the data base at a particular data base size. The points are determined
by dividing the wall clock time since the last 5000 record measurement
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into 5000 to get the numberof records inserted per second.
provides an insertion rate per second averaged over the last
(approximately 300 Profile records and 4700 entry records).
ing pictorial summaryof load performance should demonstrate
tivities to data base size or particular external conditions
contention.
This
5000 entries
The result-
any sensi-
such as user
During the initial loads using Version 2.2 of ORACLEthe data base
was defined with relatively small data base "extends" that were suffi-
cient for the amount of data in the data base at that time. An ORACLE
"extent" is an addition to the data base made after it is originally
defined and initialized. Extents normally allow the data base to grow
gracefully without requiring one to reserve large amounts of space prior
to needing them. An extent is the equivalent of a VAXdisk file. After
reaching the 180,000 row level the numberof "extents" was increased to a
total of six in anticipation of going to the 439,000 row level. When
that load was begun the detached process exited before the completion of
the load. The original load process remained in what appeared to be a
dormant state. It was then cancelled by benchmarkpersonnel. Subsequent
examination of the data base revealed about 220,000 rows were then
present. Discussion of the problem with RSI personnel indicated that a
problem existed in the ORACLEsoftware whena large numberof data base
"extents" were defined. RSI suggested reinitializing the data base to a
single large extent and reloading the data. This was done and a new set
of loads were started. Approximately 290,000 rows were inserted into the
data base before a similar failure occurred. That is, the detached
process exited leaving the parent load process in a semi-dormant state.
An attempt to restart the load was futile. Further consultation with RSI
revealed a problem with the 2.2 version in managingmore than 65,000
blocks of memory. A patch was provided for the ORACLEsoftware but it
proved ineffective and-RSI agreed to provide a preliminary copy of
Version 2.3 that would solve the managementproblems. The results of
these original loads are not presented in any of the graphs provided
because they are superseded by those from Version 2.3.
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Before discussing the Version 2.3 load rates, some discussion of the
ORACLEmethodology used for processing is worthwhile, especially in light
of our earlier load failures. Whensoftware "logs on" to ORACLEto begin
the load, ORACLEcreates a detached process that appears to perform most
of the work required during the session. RSI documentation does not
detail the methodologies employed to communicatewith the detached
process but problems seem to exist. Whenthe detached process encounters
a fatal error and must prematurely terminate, the original load software
is left uninformed. This is a very serious problem because the user has
no way of knowing his session has essentially stopped nor does he have
any way of finding out the actual cause of the original failure other
than a ··post mortemdump". The significance of this shortcoming is
apparent and should be corrected. The graphs provided depict results of
successful load rates only.
The ORACLEload rates produced using VERSION2.3 are extremely
uniform. Figure 2-3, Part 1, shows rates plotted for the initial 100,000
rows loaded into the data base. Note should be made that the degradation
at about 58,000 rows is probably associated with the overhead of the
initial maximumProfile count query mentioned earlier. The degradation
over the first 100,000 rows is barely detectable dropping from around 7.4
rows/second to around 7.2 rows/second. The 2.3 version of ORACLEappears
to be a bit slower in load performance than Version 2.2 (whose results
are not provided here). This may be caused by the introduction of the
"journaling capability" but whatever the cause, the load rate was reduced
about 12%. Figure 2.3, Parts 1 and 2 shows the load rates from the
100,000 row level to the 400,000 row level. The load rate remains very
uniform with a very slight degree of degradation. Over this 300,000
range the insertion rate drops less than .4 rows/second going from
slightly below 7.2 rows/second to about 6.8 rows/second. Figure 2-3,
Parts 3, 4, and 5 depicts the load rates from the 400,000 row level to
1,039,000 rows. The results continue to display uniformity with very
slight degradation. After loading over 600,000 records the load rate had
dropped to a final rate of about 6.2 rows/second. Figure 2.4 summarizes
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the results of the entire load on a single page and shows the consistency
of the load rates.
At the end of the first load Figure 2-3 Part 1 displays a noticeable
dip which is unexplainable at this time. Examination of the last obser-
vation point of the succeeding loads shows no such behavior. The breaks
in the graph represent the pauses in the load sequence where a new load
was begun. The total degradation in insertion rate from 7.4 to 6.2 rows
per second is most likely attributable to the size of the B-trees requir-
ed for the indexed ,fields. The very slight irregularities that exist
along the plotted points are probably attributable to random efficiencies
and costs due to the physical location of the disks when reading from the
CDASfiles and writing to the data base. (The input files were located
on a different device than the output devices but they were both asso-
ciated with the same controller as was the case with the SEEDand RIM
applications).
Examination of both the load software process and the detached pro-
cess associated with the load show that their cumulative CPUutilization
in an uncontested environment was around 77%of available CPUtime. The
ratio of the load software's utilization to the detached process's utili-
zation is about 1 to 4.5. The detached process does most of the proce~$­
ing associated with the insertion procedure which is demonstrated by the
proceeding ratio. The ORACLEDBFLlJ commandshows that the final data
base containing about 1,039,000 record requires 169,142 blocks or about
87 million bytes. This supports the methodology applied for estimating
the ORACLEdata base size in Section 2.1.2.1.2 which predicted 172
million bytes would be required to manage two million rows. The actual
number of rows in the data base is 52%of the two million rows and has
consumed about 51%of the space originally estimated for it.
2.2.3 SEEDLoad Results
The approach used for the managmentof Profile and Entry information
was partially described in Section 2.1.2.2.2. The implication of the
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description is that a Profile and the Entry information related to it
would be physically stored as close to each other as possible. By
defining the Profile and Entry data relationshi-p as a "VIASET"to SEED
this physical adjacency was accomplished. All of the benchmarktesting
was conducted with this approach, however, subsequent to the testing
several test loads were performed using a "DIRECT"loading approach which
isolated the Profile and Entry information into separate areas. The
results of those loads are summarized at the end of this section but no
query tests were made for the data so loaded.
The initial SEEDloads were conducted using Version B11.2 with a
data base defi ned as "dynamic" which would a11owthe data base to grow
when overflow conditions occurred. The load rates associated with the
first 99,000 records are shown in Figure 2.5. This graph is similar to
to the preceding ones for ORACLEwhich plot the load rate of the previous
5000 record interval, not the entire load. In this manner, DBMSsensi-
tivities can be more closely observed. For example, the first 51,000
records were loaded at an average of 30.75 records/second but closer
examination shows that the first 5,000 records were inserted at a rate
close to 40 records/second and a degradation effect occurs to the point
where the interval between 45,000 and 50,000 averages about 28
records/second.
Figure 2.5, reveals a choppy pattern of degradation with small peaks
and valleys. This oscillation is probably attributed to the hashing
formula used to determine the page locations of the records associated
with the "CALC"value Profile time. It is suspected that the troughs are
associated with a relatively high number of duplicate hits and overflows
while the peaks might suggest the "CALC"values have indicated more pages
with space available. The overflow condition occurs when the hashing
algorithm employed identifies a page to locate a record on that is
al ready full. This happens when the same "data base key" is generated
for a number of data values that are hashed. In the FGGE/LIMSapplica-
tion the profile time is an incrementing string of characters that is
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•very similar in appearance from one value to the next which results in a
number of similar data base keys. Also the latitude and longitude values
are over a limited range and they too may be causing overflow. Once the
overflow occurs, chaining to some other available space must take place
burdening SEEDwith extra overhead to locate an indexed value or a spot
for a record. As the profile time changes it periodically results in a
data base key which points to a clean page and improves the load rate •
While conducting the load from the 99,000 record level to approxi-
mately 180,000, a serious problem arose. After loading approximately
35,000 more records, the load was stopped by the indication of an error
in the insertion process. The SEEDerror returned was:
"ERRSTA= 1222 IN STORE"
"RECORDIS NOTCURRENTLYA MEt1BEROFSETII •
Subsequent discussions with lOBSpersonnel revealed an undefined problem
that SEEDhad encountered in some other applications with large data
bases using the dynamic load technique. lOBSpersonnel believed that the
VAXsystem software was indicating to SEEDthat more space was available
than was actually allocated. This problem was said to be corrected in
Version 2.1 of the VAXoperating system but, since this version was not
available on the benchmarkVAXcomputer at the time, a new data base was
defined using the "STATIC"approach. The "STATIC"approach forces SEEn
to search logically succeeding pages already defined to the data base for
enough space to place a record when overflow occurs. This means the data
base must be initially defined large enough to hold all the information
to be introduced to it or a data base unload (using TROUT)followed by a
new "DBINIT"and then a data base reload (using TRIN)would be required
to enlarge the data base.
After the decision was made to define the SEEDdata base using the
"STATIC"approach, the data base vias rebuilt to the 180,000 record level
immediately. It should be recalled when examining the query results that
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at the first two levels the data base was loaded dynamically while subse-
quent 1evel s were all associ ated with the "STATIC"data base specifi ca-
tion. The load rates of the first 99,000 records are shown in Figure
2.5. It appears that there is an improvement in performance over the
same load range. This may be due to not having to call the operating
system to request additional space. Close comparison of Figures 2.5 and
2.6, Part 1 show that the troughs and peaks, although not identical, are
very similar in pattern revealing that regardless of whether the data
base is "DYNAMIC"or "STATIC",a fluctuation exists.
Figure 2.6, Part 1 also shows the incremental load rates from
100,000 to 187,000 records. It is still apparent that degradation exists
but it becomes muchmore gradual after 130,000 records were in the data
base. The load rate has dropped from an initial high of 45
records/second for the first 5,000 records to about 17 records/second to
load 5,000 records at the 180,000 point. Figure 2-6, Parts 1 and 2,
show the load rates for the interval between 187,000 and 434,000
records. The degradation seen over the 100,000 to 180,000 range is con-
tinued over the range from 180,000 to about 265,000 records. At this
point a new tendency was observed. Performance improved but a
roller-coaster effect is noted on the graph with a great deal of fluctua-
tion between intervals. The increased performance was suspected before-
hand and is probably caused by the profile time finally transcending from
1978 to 1979. If one recalls, profile time is a ten-character string
whose first four characters consist of year and monfh. Up to the 270,000
mark all profile times had the same first four characters, 7812 (year
1978, month 12). Around the 270,000 mark the same four characters switch
to 7901. Improved performance was anticipated because it was thought the
hashing algorithm would be more likely to arrive at new pages that would
not result in overflow (at least temporarily).
The improvement in performance is obvious from looking at Figure
2-6, Part 2, even if it is only a four or five record/second improvement
for the interval between 270,000 and 330,000 records. More obvious to
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the eye is the amplitude between successive observations. The choppiness
is so marked (even though the results are averaged over 5000 insertions)
that the only explaination supporting the behavior is the overflowing
overhead of duplicate data base keys. Since the data base is now
"Static" the overflows are going on successive pages with space avail-
able. Perhaps the overhead of searching for overflow space periodically
rises and falls like a sine wave due to the nature of the inserted
values. There is no other reason related to either the load software or
the VAXsystem which would contribute to this behavior other than the
chance that disk seek times might periodically add some small overhead.
(This in a worse case would only add 56 milleseconds to a disk read or
write using the RP06disk drives.) The load rates toward the end of this
load indicated degradation to around 12 records/second.
The next load was performed in three parts and advanced the data
base to about 1,039,000 records. The load rates are displayed in Figure
2-6,Parts 3, 4 and 5. The version of SEEDused for these loads was up-
dated to B11.3. An inspection of Figure 2-6 reveals periods of relative
stability with slight degradation each followed by a period of signifi-
cant oscillation at an observably higher rate of performance. As before,
this is attributed to the hashing algorithm and the profile time values.
A general degradation has persisted throughout the load to a point where
the last 50,000 records have averaged about 4.5 records/second for their
insertion rate.
An examination of Figure 2.6, Part 5, shows the omission of load
results from 830,000 to 865,00. This omission is due to a VAXsystem
"crash" which occurred in the midst of a SEEDload. No other users were
signed on or active when the "crash" occurred but there is no evidence to
indicate the SEEDsystem was in any way responsible for the system
failure. Further, it was determined that the data base remained in a
useable state. After deleting the last partial set of entry records and
the associated profile record the load process was restarted without
problem and completed normally.
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Use of DBSTAT(SEED'sQata ~ase Statistics Package) revealed that
the data base consumed 19,746,622 bytes. This represents 48.9 percent of
the figure determined·in Section 2.1.2.2.2. The data base contains about
48 percent of the data originally planned for indicating that the derived
figure was very close to the actual consumption rates. An overall
summaryof the load process from 0 to 1,039,000 records is included in
Figure 2.7. It has been smoothed somewhat, but provides a broader view
of the load rates. Another observation about the loading process was
that in an uncontested environment the ratio of CPUtime consumed by SEEn
processing to elapsed wall clock time was consistently around 48%for all
loads.
Subsequent to th~ loads discussed above, several more loads were
conducted to experiment with the DIRECTloading capability available in
SEED. The approach used defined separate areas (or files) for the
Profiles and Entries. The Entry records' "location mode" was defined as
DIRECTand the entries were inserted in a sequential order controlled by
the currency pointer in that area. This plan would mean that more
profiles could be stored on a data base page (since no Entry data is
present) thus reducing the likelihood of overflows caused by duplicate
hash code values. Fewer overflows would mean faster loading. Theoreti-
cally, this approach would increase response time when querying the entry
data via the Profile time since Profile and Entry data would be in
separate areas instead of closely packed on the same physical page.
Figure 2.8 shows the results of loading the first 200,000 records of the
FGGEjLIMSdata using the direct technique. There still exists some
degradation and choppiness in the load rates but comparison with the
rates previously attained (see Figure 2.6) reveals a significant improve-
ment in load performance. The last 50,000 records appear to have load
rates that are almost twice as fast using the DIRECTapproach.
The results obtained in this experiment are not conclusive because
query results are not available to compare access rates but they do point
out several things. The improvement in performance is so significant
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that the DIRECTapproach should be considered when load rates are criti-
cal. The theoretical advantage in query response time of having Profile
time and Entry data maintained in physically adjacent ~pace may be mini-
mized somewhat if that approach is subject to a signifJcant amount of
page overflowing, which creates more disk I/O , thus nullifying the
original gain. Underlying all of this is the matter of hashing. Given a
particlar type of data, one might well be able to produce a hashing
algorithm which produces a random distribution of hash codes and there-
fore reduces duplicate hits greatly. The benefit of such an algorithm
for a particular application could be enormous if it is definable. Theo-
retically, production of an algorithm that generated random values for
the data being used would result in load rates that were essentially
uniform and would have no degradation. But production of such an algori-
thm may not be a trivial problem for a given set of data.
2.2.4 RIMLoad Results
As was previously stated, the RIMDBMSwas introduced to the bench-
marking procedure just prior to the beginning of the tests. As a result,
a certain amount of trial and error was required during initial loads
that would ordinarily have taken place in a preliminary checkout. The
initial RIMdata base design was based on the ORACLEdesign since both
were relational systems and shared the tabular concept of data represen-
tation. This approach would also permit direct comparison of benchmark
test results.
Figure 2.9, Part 1, shows the 5000 record interval rates for the
initial 50,000 records inserted into the data base. It was easy to see
that a significant amount of degradation occurred within the first 15,000
records. In fact, the asymptotic nature of the graph was alarming
because it was apparent that building a large data base would require
more time than could reasonably be dedicated for it. As a result, a dis-
cussion of the data base design and this initial load was held with Mr.
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WayneJ. Erickson who was instrumental in developing the RIMsystem for
the Boeing Company. His explanation for the load rates involved the
profile time field and the associated inverted file or B-Tree used for
i ndexing it.
One may recall that the profile time field was stored as a ten-
character string and was specified as an indexed field. Since the first
four characters represent year and month, all of the values of these four
characters are the same in the initial load. RIMbuilds its inverted
file for an indexed field based only on the initial four bytes of the
field which, in this case, corresponds to the year and month specifica-
tion of profile time. All keys whose initial four bytes match are chain-
ed together as duplicates. Further complicating the issue, duplicates
are added at the end of the chain (rather than the beginning) which re-
quired RIMto transcend the entire chain to insert each new profile time
value. (Mr. Erickson explained that a future version of RIMwould main-
tain a pointer to the end of the chain eliminating the need to read
through it when adding a duplicate.)
It was then decided that the second load, from 50,000 to almost
100,000 records, would only contain indexed values for the profile count
values repeated in both the PROFILEand ENTRYtables. The profile time,
latitude, and longitude fields in the PROFILEtable would not be indexed
during the load. For this reason, direct comparison with ORACLEload
rates over this range of the loading procedure must recall that ORACLEis
building an additional index that RIMis not. Figure 2.9, Part 1,
depicts the results of this load and demonstrates a tremendous improve-
ment in load performance. Similar to ORACLE'sload software, the load
software for RIMmust obtain the profile count value to begin the load
with. The RIMload software does this by sequentially reading to the end
of the Profile Table to acquire the last profile count value used. This
accounts for the initial increase in load rate between 57,000 and 62,000
records. The rapid decline in performance from 67,000 to 82,000 records
is somewhata mystery in light of the "l eveling off" between 82,000 and
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100,000 records. In any case, the minimization of indexing produced a
dramatic improvement in load performance, increasing load rates by about
a factor of 50 between the original load at the 45,000 to 50,000 record
level and the new load at 50,000 to 60,000.
Following the second load the latitude and longitude fields of the
PROFILEtable were indexed via the RIM"BUILDKEY"commandso that
queries could be tested. This required about 14 minutes of wall clock
time and almost fiv~ minutes of CPUtime to accomplish for the PROFILE
table which now contained approximately 5,900 rows. It was now confirmed
that the profile time was the primary cause of the· original degradation
(as Mr. Erickson had indicated) and the third load (from 99,000 to
180,000) omitted only the profile time index from the original design.
Figure 2.9, Part 1, shows the load rates from 100,000 to 180,000 for
RIM. Over the course of this load a general degradation can be observed
from about 22 records/second downto about 18 records/second. There are
small irregularities which can be observed in Figure 2.9, Part 1,
indicating that unknownoverheads and efficiencies exist periodically,
but what they might be is undetermined. Possibly the dynamic allocation
of.disk space as the data base grows contributes to periodic
irregularities, and the construction of inverted files could be the cau~e
of some fluctuations in load performance.
The next RIMload took the data base from about 180,000 up to
437,000 records. This load was especially interesting because it was one
of the few knowncases where contention with other VAXusers occurred.
The load was begun at approximately 6:00 a.m. and the VAXcomputer was
reserved for stand-alone use until 9:00 a.m., but the load was estimated
to require four hours without contention and would inevitably take longer
when contention was introduced by other users. The load began with an
insertion rate of about 20 records/second at the 200,000 to 210,000
record level and gradually decreased with irregularities similar to the
previous load: At the 360,000 record level the insertion rate had de-
graded to about 13.5 records/second. At about this point user contention
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began. A significant change in the degradation rate can be observed over
the range from 370,000 to 440,000 records. The irregularities became
more pronounced and the load rate was eventually downto about 7.5
records/second. The effect of contention was verified when the next load
began without contention at more than 14 records/second and did not drop
to the 7.5 rate again (without contention) until the data base reached
the 900,000 record level.
The load required to reach the 1,035,000 record level was conducted
in two parts and is shown in Figure 2.9, Parts 3, 4 and 5. Examination
of these graphs shows a gradual degradation with decreasing irregulari-
ties. In fact, the rates are so uniform that accurate predictions of
load rates for subsequent loads could easily be made. The final three
rates observed after 1,020,000 records were also exposed to user conten-
tion which explains their increased degradation. Prior to that point the
load rate had degraded to approximately 6.5 records/second.
Figure 2.10 summarizes the load rate figures. Rates for the initial
100,000 records are not included since they were loaded with different
indexing requirements than the remainder of the load. The contention at
the 380,000 to 440,000 discussed above stands out dramatically on this
graph. The final RIMdata base contains three files totaling 40,366,080
bytes. RIMapparently uses one file to contain data dictionary type in-
formation, a second to contain the tabular records, and a third for the
inverted files used for indexing key values. For the LIMSapplication
the data dictionary information used .1% of the data base space, the
tabular data used 71.9%, and the inverted files required 28%of the
space. An examination of the CPUtime consumed during loads versus the
wall clock time shows a decrease in the proportion of CPUtime consumed
per second of wall clock time as the data base enlarges. The 100,000 to
189,000 load used approximately 34%of each available second while the
189,000 to 439,000 step used about 27%. This 27%figure is influenced by
the contention experienced between 370,000 and 439,000 as discussed
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above. Up to the 370,000 level the percentage was about 30%. Between
439,000 and 639,000 records the CPUuse was about 29%and between 639,000
and 1,039,000 records the percent of use was downto about 24%. This
reduction appears to be due to an increase in disk I/O as the data base
gets bigger which could be expected. Any comparison of load related
figures directly with ORACLE'smust take into account the omission of
profile time from the inverted files. This omission results in less
space consumed in the inverted files and reduces the effort required to
load the same data loaded into the ORACLEand SEEDapplications. Without
the omission, testing could not have been completed for the data base
sizes chosen due to RIM's inefficiency in indexing the Profile time
value.
2.3 Query Testing Of The Data Bases
2.3.1 Test Plan
The test plan had to include demonstrations of analogous functions
in all three DBMSpackages. A particular test had to be designed so that
results could be compared. Since all the systems were managing the same
data and since the designs chosen for the data bases were conceptually
similar (see Section 2.1.2), tests could be constructed that would facil-
itate the desired comparisons. Because of the number of times the query
tests were to be repeated, the urgency associated with the completion of
the testing and the availability of "stand alone" VAXcomputer time the
tests had to be relatively concise.
The tests that evolved were both simple and straight forward but
would measure the primary capabilities required of the packages. Similar
to the load measurements, these tests measured elapsed wall clock time,
CPUtime, direct I/O's and page faults. Direct I/O's are related to the
number of actual read and write operations made by the monitored software
but would not include the number of I/O's which may result due to operat-
ing system support of the active task such as reading in software when a
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virtual address is determined not to reside in main memory. Page faults
are a measure of the numberof times the monitored software addresses an
instruction or data cell directly that is not presently in main memory
resulting in a disk read to retrieve it. They were also conducted in a
"stand-alone" fashion so that external interference would be eliminated.
This means that the results are best-case numbers that might not be ob-
tainable when other user contention existed. The tests were normally
performed using the provided query languages and repeated using FORTRAN
routines exercising the appropriate Host Language Interface (HLI) to
accomplish the same function or operation.
Table 2-8, BenchmarkingOperations, summarizes the functions per-
formed. Items 1 and 3 should demonstrate the effectiveness of the index-
ing techniques implemented by each DBMSpackage. Items 2 and 4 should
demonstrate the overhead or cost associated with accessing all the
Profile Information (Records in SEEDand Rowsin ORACLEand RIM)and all
the Entry data respectively by searching on non-indexed fields. The
fifth consists of three separate but similar queries that demonstrate the
cost of compoundselection criterion for indexed and non-indexed fields.
Item 6 was only performed using the 52,000 record data base. Its purpose
was to determine the cost of using the available DBMSsort capabilities.
Items 7 and 8 measure the incremental cost to add and delete a record (or
row) to and from the data base. Item 9 was included as a measure of
control so that this overhead could be accounted for in some of the
preceding operations conducted using a Terminal Interface (TI) language.
This was necessary when determining the net cost of the operations using
the provided query language. All of the TI tests were implemented via
VAXcommandfiles to eliminate the variability of humantyping rates. A
side effect of this approach is that the measurements yielded in the TI
tests include the overhead of opening and closing the data base. The
inclusion of Item 9 was done to provide a basis for determining a net
figure by presenting the cost of simply opening and closing the data
base. One can derive a net figure by subtracting the Item 9 results from
the other query results.
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TABLE2-8
BENCHMARKOPERATIONS
1. Using an indexed field, locate a specific Profile related value.
2. Sequentially access all the Profile records.
3. Using an indexed field, locate a specific Entry related value.
4. Sequentially access all the Entry re~~rds.
5. Establish the cost of compoundselection criteria
A.) With a single indexed value as selection criteria (control)
B.) With two indexed values as selection criteria
C.) With an indexed value and a non-indexed value as selction
criteri a
6. Measure sort capability
A.) Unsorted (control)
B.) Sorted
7. Incremental addition and deletion of a Profile value
A.) Insert ion
B.) Deletion
8. Incremental addition and deletion of an Entry value
A.) Insertion
B.) Deletion
9. Open and close data base without intermediate operations
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The test functions described in Table 2-8 are consistent with the
goals of the benchmark and remained within the boundaries of the con-
straints imposed on the testing. Although the tests do not compre-
hensively measure all aspects of data base performance, they do provide a
basis for evaluating the fundamental response rates and resource demands
for the primary DBMSfunctions. Because of this, the results can be used
to compare a single DBMS'ssensitivity to data base size from 50,000
records to a million records or to compare its interactive query
responses to a host language interface performing similar functions or to
compare one DBMS'sperformance to another's in the same frame of
reference.
2.3.2 ORACLETest Results
As noted in the ORACLEload discussion (Section 2.2.2), a new
version of ORACLEwas provided after the 189,000 row level had been
reached. Uponreceiving the new version, which was a test release
version 2.3, tests were repeated at the 52,000 row level and then per-
formed at the 439,000 level. The results at the 52,000, 439,000,
1,039,000 row levels were produced with an early 2.3 version while the
results at the 99,000 and 189,000 row levels were,derived using version
2.2. Comparison of the 52,000 row results done with version 2.3 with
that originally done with version 2.2 showed an improvement in perfor-
mance. This must be considered when looking at the 99,000 and 189,000
results. The results of the tests are discussed in the following para-
graphs and the actual results appear in Appendix I.
As mentioned earlier ORACLEpresents a problem in measuring resource
utilization because a detached process is initiated when a user logs onto
the data base and performs a majority of the actual data base processing
instead of the user's task. By examining the System Activity Log,
figures were determined for the detached process for all the version 2.3
TI tests. These figures are identified in Appendix I in the column
labled ORAAAA(which was the nameof the created detached process). The
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ORAAAAfigures provided at the 99,000 and 189,000 data base levels are
not totally accurate. They did not originate from the System Activity
Log but, instead, were derived from the interactive system monitor.
Since the figures for the detached process disappear on the interactive
display when the process terminates the figures provided for the 99,000
and 189,000 are the last observed and as such are minimumutilization and
quite likely are less than the actual figures.
As noted in the previous section the TI figures include overhead for
opening and closing the data base and this is true for the detached
process figures as well. Again one might derive an estimated net figure
for a particular TI test by subtracting the Item 9 ORAAAAresults from
the ORAAAAresults of interest. Because the HLI tests were conducted as
a single process the System Activity Log could not be utilized to deter-
mine detached process figures for each test. However, the net figures
derivable in the manner discussed above for the TI tests are reasonable
measures of what one might approximate for the detached process of an HLI
test.
The number 1 Query in the test plan for ORACLEwas:
SELECTP TIMEFROMPROFILEWHEREP TIME= IYYMMDDHHMM1 •
The actual time value used was the largest Profile time available in the
data base at the time of the particular test. Examination of the results
of this query for both the Host Language Inerface (HLI) and the Terminal
Interface (TI) shows that the indexing algorithms used by ORACLEare
effective, since the access times are consistently similar and reveal no
significant degradation as a result of increased data base size.
The number 3 que~y in the test plan for ORACLEwas:
SELECT* FROMENTRYWHEREPROFILECNT#= NNNNN.
, -
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The domain "PROFILE_CNT#was the only indexed field in the ENTRYtable.
This particular query measures essentially the same capabilities as
number 1 but for a muchlarger range in table size. The number of rows
in the PROFILEtable varied from about 3,000 to about 60,000 while the
ENTRYtable varied from about 50,000 to about 980,000 rows. The results
were consistently similar for all five levels of data base size.
Comparison with the number 1 results showedthat the number 3 results
were on the order of twice as large. The cause of this discrepancy might
be attributed to the increased data base size but that does not appear to
be the case since the largest table size in number 1 was greater than the
smallest table size in number3 and the 2 to 1 ratio still exists. The
most likely cause for this discrepancy is the fact that normally 16 rows
were supplied in answer to query 3. This additional I/O is probably the
cause of the increase in response overhead. Number1 used a 10 character
field as an index while number 3 used an integer. The results do not
indicate a significant cost in terms of response time or I/O's for
managing the character field verses the integer field. (This conclusion
is based on a limited amount of empirical evidence and the nature of the
values of the strings might have allowed ORACLElskey compression to be
applied with a great deal of effectiveness which may bias the evidence).
Query number 2 and query number4 are related in the same manner as
number 1 and 3 were. The function was to measure the time required to
pass through all the information in the respective PROFILEand ENTRY
table. The results should aid in gaining an appreciation of the overhead
required to make queries based on non-indexed domains or to access all
rows in a table. The query in number2 was:
SELECTP TIMEFROMPROFILEWHERETAPE10 = "XXXXXX".
The value "XXXXXX"was actually used in this instance so that no matches
would be found. The query in number4 was:
SELECTCOUNT(*) FROMENTRY
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As one might expect, the response time associated with these test were
directly proportional to the data base size. The shortest table "scan"
in these tests was through the PROFILEtable when it contained only 3115
rows and the longest was through the ENTRYtable when it contained about
980,000 rows. For the shortest, a response was obtained in about 1
minute 43 seconds, and for the longest a response of 3 hours and 42
minutes was required. Clearly, one must be leary of making queries of
solely non-indexed fields with a large data base. The price in response
time for not definiQg domains as indexed (or imaged in ORACLEterms) if
they are to be used regularly as selection criterion is quite high.
Another observation which can be made from examining these two sets
of results is that scanning the ENTRYtable when it contained 90,000 rows
took less wall clock time than accessing approximately 60,000 rows in the
largest PROFILEtable. Somedifference might be expected because while
processing the PROFILEtable a comparison of the TAPE_IDfield had to be
made but this should not mean that 50%more rows could be scanned in less
time. Probably the most likely cause is that when the PROFILEtable has
60,000 rows the data base has about a million records while when the
ENTRYtable has 90,000 rows the data base is about one tenth that size.
(Since all data is stored in the same VAXfile or files the Profile and
Entry table rows are interleaved within the file. Whenthe entry file
has 90,000 rows it occupied about 93%crf the data base space utilized for
tables so it is more densely packed into the data base. The Profile rows
represent only about 7%of the utilized space requiring more disk reads
to locate an equal number of rows since they are less densely apportioned
in the fil e. )
Queries 5A, 5B, and 5C·s function was to ascertain the significance
of compoundsearch criteria when soliciting information from the data
base. The three queries were respectively:
SELECTCOUNT(*) FROMPROFILEWHERELAT= XXXX
SELECTCOUNT(*) FROMPROFILEWHERELAT= XXXXANDLONG= YYYY
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SELECTCOUNT(*) FROMPROFILEWHERELAT= XXXXANDTAPE10 =
"ZZZZZZ"
the search criteria in the first query is simply the indexed field LAT.
The second compoundsthe search criteria by adding a second indexed
field, LONG. The third compoundsthe first criteria by adding the non-
indexed field, TAPE_IO,as a second qualifier. Thus, the first query
serves as a control while the second measures the added cost of a second
indexed field and, the third, that of a second non-indexed field •
The results of this set of queries are somewhatinconclusive for
ORACLE.Perhaps the choice of LATand LONGvalues should have been more
selectively chosen so that a larger number of successful responses would
have resulted. The values chosen yielded the following successful
matches at the five ascending levels of data base size for the first or
control query: 1, 2, 3, 9, and 28. The second query yielded only 1
successful match for each of the five levels and the third had the
following responses: 1, 2, 2, 2, and 9 respectively. Comparingthe
successful matches with the response times of each of the three related
queries lead to no consistent pattern of performance. (The times in the
tables include the time to get all successful responses.) Fromthese
results it is assumed that no significant change in performance exists
when changing the search criteria from a single indexed field to a
compoundone. Note should be made that no attempt was made to
demonstrate the cost of choosing non-indexed fields exclusively in
compoundformat. This would require a search of the entire data base
similar to queries number 2 and 4 already discussed.
Queries 6A and 68 were intended to identify the cost associated with
using the "ORDERBY"clause in ORACLE.This option, when invoked,
returns the results of a query in a specified order based on the value of
a particular field in the row selected. Query 68 was:
SELECT* FROMENTRYWHEREPROFILECNT< 125 ORDERBYTEMP.
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Query 6A served as the control run and was the same as 6B except it con-
tained no "ORDERBY"clause. The number of responses to the query was
1,973. The control query completed in 81.08 seconds while the query re-
quiring the sort completed in 93.11 seconds. The difference of 12.03
seconds is almost 15%more than the control query.
Queries 6A and 6B were only conducted once because the sort function
is directly dependent on the number of responses not the total data base
size. Several points should be made about the "ORDERBY"option. The
use of "ORDERBY"when a "WHERE"clause references the same field and
that field is indexed is a redundant procedure because the results of the
query are returned in ascending order by virtue of the "VlHERE"clause
alone. It is unclear how the sort is internally managed by ORACLEand it
may be possible that larger numbers of values to be sorted could overflow
the available work space and create a large number of VAXpage faults
thereby degrading the sort response significantly.
Items 7A and 8A are intended to measure the incremental times to add
a new row to the PROFILEand ENTRYtables respectively. The results
associated with the insertion of a new row in the PROFILEtable reveal
that a direct relationship between size of data base and incremental load
time required does not appear to exist. This defies the intuitive
suspicion that the larger the data base the slower the performance but
could be due to several factors. First, ORACLEload rates, as discussed
in section 2.2.2, displayed remarkable consistency at all tested levels
of data base size revealing a small variance in performance over the
whole range of data base size. Secondly, because four of the five fields
in the Profile table row are indexed the balance or state of the B-trees
at the time of the insert may have considerable influence on the results.
Lastly, the sample is for only five cases (only three of which are
version 2.3 results) and a larger number of tests would have to be made
to statistically assure that the relationship of data base size to
incremental load rate is not significant especially in light of the small
variance in load rates mentioned above. A similar observation can be
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made for query 8A although only one of five fields is indexed in the
ENTRYtable. The incremental load rates still show no pattern related to
data base size. Comparisonof the two does tend to demonstrate a consis-
tent overhead related to the extra B-trees required to be updated in the
PROFILEtable as one might expect.
Comparison of the results of 7Aand 8Awith the load rates depicted
in Figure 2-3 reveals that the incremental cost of an additonal row is
muchmore expensive than the insertion rates indentified during the load
process. This can be attributed to the cost of compiling the ORACLEin-
sertion statement prior to loading. This is relatively signficant if
only one set of values are to be bound for insertion but is neglegible
when thousands of sets of values are bound for insertion.
Numbers78 and 88 are intended to measure the impact of deleting a
single row from the PROFILEand ENTRYtables respectively. The target
rows in each table chosen for deletion were the ones added in number7A
and 8A. The deletion rates are all lower than the insertion rates but
are somewhatproportional to the corresponding insertion rate. As a con-
sequence, the results appear to demonstrate no relationship between data
base size and incremental deletion rates. They also show that deletion
of an ENTRYrow with its single indexed field is consistently faster than
deletion of a PROFILErow with four indexed fields.
2.3.3 SEEDTest Results
The SEEDbenchmarking tests were conducted using version 811.3 at
all levels of data base size. The results are provided in tabular form
in Appendix I. Unlike ORACLEthe primary terminal interface in SEEn
which is called HARVESTdoes not have all the capabilities available
through the Host Language Interface (HLI)•. HARVESTonly allows for data
base queries and does not facilitate insertion, update, or deletion of
records in the data base. A second Terminal Interface (TI) module called
Garden is also available in SEEDwhich permits exercising of all
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capabilities available through the HLI. For this reason some of the
benchmarkoperations were performed using only one of the terminal inter-
face capabilities. In general, however, HARVESTwas exercised whenever
possible because it is more user oriented and, as, such would be targeted
for the casual user's primary interface. Whereapplicable,GARDENwas
also exercised and in one case the report writer, BLOOM,was used.
Also, unlike ORACLE,there is a difference between the HLI implemen-
tation and the TI. ORACLE'sHLI supports the commandsin an identical
string format to that for the terminal interface. SEED's HLI implemen-
tation is not equivalent to the HARVESTquery language. It requires the
establishment of currency by navigating the data base structure in a
manner consistent with the function to be performed and then fetching or
operating on the data as desired. The results reported in Appendix I for
SEED's HLI and for GARDENinclude the costs of navigation and currency
establishment for each test. The logic implemented to navigate the data
base was simple and straight-forward and significant improvement to the
FORTRANcode was not considered possible so, for this reason, the SEEn
HLI results are not felt to be negatively influenced by poorly or
inefficient written code.
The number 1 query in the test plan for SEEnwas:
WHEREP TIME= "YYW~DDHHMM" OISPLAYP TIME.
The actual time used was the last P TIMEvalue entered into the data base
at the time of the test. The number 3 query was:
WHEREP_TIME= "YYMMDDHHMM"DISPLAYPRESSURE_LVL,TEMP
which verifies howeffective the index capability is in SEED. Number1
should require a "HASH"computation and the necessary I/O to fetch the
particular record pointed to while number 3 includes the additional steps
required to locate and fetch the entry level records that are associated
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with the desired P_TIMEvalue (number 1 does not locate the LAT,LONG,
and TAPE_IDassociated with the P_TIME). Results for both of these
queries indicate the indexing methodology is effective but SOllle
degradation is apparent at the 1,040,000 record data base level. This is
probably attributed to index values "HASHING"to the same location and
overflowing the physical page they would normally be stored on. As a
result overhead develops because the overflow pages must be fetched and
searched. Naturally with a limited amount of data base space (as in the
"STATIC"approach used here, Section 2.2.3) more duplicate hits will
occur as the data base grows unless an ideal hash computation is
derived. It should be noted that this data base is only half as big at
the one million record level as the planned for data base. Seeing
evidence of degradation due to duplicate hits at this point is
forewarning and points up the need for analyzing the data characteristics
to determine a new user supplied hash code. Ouery 1 asks that a profile
time be located and printed if it is available in the data base.
Practically speaking one would normally expect to ask for additional
information such as the LAT,LONG,and/or TAPE_ID. In ORACLElocating
the Profile time implies that the LAT,LONGand TAPE_IOvalues are also
located since they are on the same record. In the SEEDschema used in
this application more processing would be required to obtain that
information. The Profile time value is located on a record that has
pointers to three other records in another area (VAXfile) which contain
the LAT,LONG,and TAPE_IDvalues. These would have to be obtained in
separate steps, if desired, once the Profile time was located. No
measurements have been made to determining the additional costs of these
steps, however.
Ouery number 2 requires that all Profile records be sequentially
accessed and number4 requires that all Entry records be sequentially
assessed. The results of these queries demonstrate the cost of accessing
non-indexed data or navigating through an entire set sequentially. Query
number 2 and number4 were respectively:
#2} WHEREDATATYPE= "FGGEI.It1S"COUNTP TH1Eand
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Examination of the results indicate that response time is directly re-
lated to the data base size as one would expect.
It is important to note that the data base design is closely related
to sequenti~l access response rates. For example, in the data base
design implemented for the benchmark testing, approximately 16 entry
records are stored with an associated Profile record (see Section
2.1.2.2). A data base page contains 2 Profile records and about 32 entry
records. The implication here is that a single physical disk read is
required to retrieve 32 entries but only 2 Profiles (assuming a physical
READinputs a single data base page). The results bare this out by show-
ing a response of over 295 seconds is required to access about 11,200
Profile records when the data base is at the 189,000 level while only
about 250 seconds is required to access about 48,000 Entry records at the
50,000 level. If the design suggested for the "direct" loading in
Section 2.2.3 were tested it would probably have had different results
because Profile records would have been stored together on a data base
page without the associated entry records. This would have significantly
improved response time for accessing Profile records sequentially. In
any event the time to sequentially access all records in a large data
base is likely to be high and, if possible, the data base design should
attempt to minimize the likelihood or need for performing such operations
through the proper assignment of keyed fields.
Queries SA, 5B, and 5C were intended to measure the effect of intro-
ducing compoundselection criteria in the "WHERE"Clause. The three
queries used were, respectively:
#5A) WHERELAT= XXXXCOUNTP TIME
#5B) WHERELAT= XXXANDLONG= YYYYCOUNTP TIME
#5C) HHERELAT= XXXANDTAPEID = "ZZZZZZUCOUNTP TIME
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As mentioned in the previous section, the number of responses to
each of the above queries was relatively low and provide some incon-
clusive findings. Further, query 5C has a compoundWHEREclause that
uses both LATand TAPE10. Although this is the same query as used with
the ORACLEtests it does not accomplish the purpose of having an indexed
and non-indexed combination because in the SEEnapplication the TAPE_In
field is indexed while in the ORACLEapplication it was not. This over-
sight was not discovered in time and as a result no measurements were
taken which reflect the use of a WHEREclause containing both an indexed
and non-indexed field for SEEn. The results of the queries do not
indicate consistent results when comparing the use of two indexed fields
versus the use of only one. They do indicate that compoundingthe WHERE
clause with TAPE10 results in faster response time than if compounded
with LONG. The cause for this is probably due to the small number of
occurrences of the TAPE_IO(from 1 to 8) versus the large number of
longitude values (3,000 to 62,000).
Queries 6A and 68 were intended to measure the efficiency of the
sort capability available in SEED's software. Number6A was intended to
be a control and 6B was intended to effect a sort for 1,973 temperature
values in the entry record. Unfortunately neither HARVEST,GARDEN,nor
the HLI currently support a sort option. The report writer, BLOOM,does
have such a feature and this was used to produce the sorted results in 6B
while 6A used BLOOMto generate an unsorted list. The use of BLOOMto
produce sorted output is not suitable for an interactive user. It is not
designed to be used like a query language and is muchtoo procedural and
complicated for casual users to use. See Section 3.7.3.6 for more in-
formation on BLOOM.These two tests were conducted at the 52,000 record
data base level only. The response times associated with these two tests
are a bit mysterious because the sorted output was produced faster than
the unsorted. Examination of the CPUtime required to produce the output
does show an additonal 9 seconds were required to produce the sorted
results. This is only about half of one percent of the total time re-
quired to produce the unsorted results implying that the sort adds rela-
tively little overhead. As noted in the previous section it is not clear
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if larger numbers of values to be sorted may overflow the work space
available to the sort thereby creating a significant degradation due to
the inevitable page faulting that would occur.
Numbers7A and 8A measure the incremental cost of inserting a new
Profile record and Entry record respectively. The inserts consist of the
DMLcommandsnecessary to obtain currency of the proper owner record
occurrences and then to insert the new values. As was mentioned in the
previous section, the times recorded are much slower than the load rates
seen at corresponding levels of data base size but this is attributed to
the initial overhead required to prepare to insert the record (i.e. to
open the data base and estblish "currencyll). With the exception of the
results at the 52,000 record data base level the response times show an
Entry record can be inserted at a much faster rate than a Profile
record. This is most likely due to the way the Profile record is treated
in the data base design, that is, the profile time, latitudes, and
longitude values are all indexed or "CALC1ed"fields while the Entry
record has no indexed values. (The anomaly seen at the 52,000 level is
thought to be due to the choice of Profile time associated with the Entry
record to be inserted. At that level a choice of time with approximately
the same value as the largest time in the data base was made. Subsequent
tests used a value with a significantly different value of Profile time
than any in the data base. This may have resulted in page overflows when
hashing to the Profile time value at the 52,000 level that was not
present at other levels). Examination of the results also shows that
data base size is weakly related, if at all, to the speed of the insert.
This would tend to contradict the results of the loading process
discussed in section 2.3.3,but a closer examination of the inserted
values in number 7A and 8A may explain this anomaly. The values chosen
for LAT, LONG,and P_TIMEwere all extreme so that their subsequent
deletion would not cause other Profile records to also be deleted. The
values chosen probably "Hashed" to clean pages in the data base making
the insertion somewhat independent of the data base size. This again
underlines the importance of the hashing algorithm and its relation to
data base performance. The Entry record inserted in 8A while not
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containing indexed fields is associated with the profile record that was
inserted in 7A and therefore benefits from the hashing to the profile
record when establishing currency before inserting the entry data.
78 and 88 measured the cost of deleting a single Profile record and
Entry record, respectively. SEED's approach to deletion is to mark the
relevant occurrence as deleted but not to remove it until all the
pointers associated with it have been properly updated. This means a
minimumof work is done during the delete procedure and examination of
the results reflect that. It is also apparent that data base size has
very little relationship to the response time required for the delete.
Note again should be made, however, that the values deleted were probably
"hashed" onto or related to values "hashed" onto "cl ean" data base pages
as discussed for the insertions in 7A and 8A above. Hashing cleanly to
the data without overflowing would make the delete response independent
of data base volume. Froma comparison of the results of inserts 7A and
8A and the load rates at corresponding data base levels it seems likely
that the deletion of a range of values that are chained contiguously
would be faster per deletion than the single delete rates obtained in 78
and 8B.
2.3.4 RIMTest Results
The queries and commandschosen for the RIHbenchmarking tests were
patterned after the ORACLEqueries for the most part, but because P-TIME
was not an indexed domain after the 52,000 row level some of the queries
had to be modified to use the indexed domain PRO-CNTinstead. There also
existed several problems which prevented some tests from being executed,
but these cases are confined to the incremental deletion and insertion
tests. Queries 7A and 8A, insertion of Profile and Entry rows,
respectively, could not be done with the TI due to a RIMsoftware error.
Queries 78 and 88, deletion of Profile and Entry rows, could not be done
with the HLI due to a linkage problem of unknownorigin with the RIM
software.
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Because ORACLEand RIMare based on the relational data base model
and since their applications share a commonset of table and domain
specifications a tendency to make direct comparisons of the two is
natural, but some considerations should be made before doing so. One
must recall that the ORACLEresults have to include the detached process
overhead while RIMdoes not. The TI results of both systems include
overhead required to Openand Close the data base as well as the costs of
the function being tested. Also it is important to rememberthat RIM
could not continue in the testing with Profile time as an indexed value
so that the first test had to be modified and the inserts and deletes
have one less index field in the Profile Table to be concerned with.
The number1 query for RIMwas originally:
SELECTP TIMEFROMPROFILEWHEREP TIMEEO"YYMMDOHHMM11 •
The measurements derived from this query were to assess the effectiveness
of the RIMindexing capability using the smaller PROFILEtable. In
section 2.3.4, RIMLoad Results, an explanation of the problems of index-
ing this field was given. As a result of the problem the number1
query was altered for all succeeding data base levels above the 52,000
row size to:
SELECTP_TIMEFROMPROFILEWHEREPRO_CNTEOXXXXX.
Examination of the response time for this query while using P TIMEas the
search criteria at the 52,000 level reveals the severe penalty associated
with the indexing of this twelve character string. Once the PROCNT
field is substituted the responses show an effective indexing capability
which appears to suffer little degradation as a function of data base
size.
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The number 3 query was similar in purpose to number 1 but was de-
signed to exercise the indexing capability using the large Entry table.
The query used was:
SELECTALLFROMENTRYWHEREPRO_CNTEQXXXXX.
An examination on these results shows agreement with those in number 1
and leads to the belief that the indexing technique used by RIMis effec-
tive for numeric data. Because of the approach taken, which only uses
the first four bytes of the field for indexing, an inefficiency will
result when indexing manyvalues greater than four bytes in length whose
first four bytes are identical.
Query numbers 2 and 4 were both designed to access all of the rows
in the PROFILEand ENTRYtables, respectively. The queries chosen for
this function were:
#2) SELECTP TIMEFRm1PROFILEWHERETAPEtn EO-xxxxxx-
#4) COMPUTECOUNTPROCNTFROMENTRY*
(The "xxxxxx"in #2 is used to force a search through the entire table.)
In both cases the results are as expected and showa very linear rela-
tionship between data base size and response time. The shortest response
time was just under 30 seconds and is related to the accessing of 3115
rows in the PROFILEtable. The longest response was 16.5 minutes count-
ing the PRO_CNTvalues in the ENTRYtable when it contained about 980,000
rows. RIM's speed in searching the entire data base is considerably
faster than that of either ORACLEor SEED.
* Originally query 4 was SELECTALLFROMENTRYWHEREPRESS_LVLEQ"X" AND
PRESS_TYEQ"Y" ANDTEMPEO »ui: ANDOC_FLAG= t·1but was changed after
the 99,000 row level to just count the rows.
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Queries 5A, 58 and 5C were designed to measure the cost of compound
search criteria. The three queries used were respectively:
#5A) COMPUTECOUNTPRO_CNTWHERELATEQXXX
#58) COMPUTECOUNTPRO_CNTWHERELONGEQYYYYand LATEQXXXX
#5C) COMPUTECOUNTPRO_CNTWHERETAPE_IOEQ IIZZZZZZIIand LATEOXXXX
The first query simply used a value of LAT,which is an indexed field, as
the search criteria and thereby serves as the control measure. The
second adds another'indexed field and the third adds a non-indexed field
to the search criteria. As stated in the previous two sections, the
values of LAT,LONG,and TAPE_IOchosen yielded a relatively small number
of responses which made it impossible to draw valid conclusions from the
measurements recorded. The results at varying data base sizes are con-
flicting when all three queries are compared. Whenthe Profile Table is
largest (60,000 rows) the HLI results showthat an indexed and non-
indexed combination requires 20%more time than the control while using
two indexed fields requires more than 75%more time. Whenthe Profile
table contains 26,000 rows, indexed and non-indexed, and both indexed
require about 25%more time than the control run. With the Profile table
containing its lowest level, 3115 rows, the control is slower than either
of the others by .02 and .04 seconds, respectively. Fromthe results
available, no consistent patterns can be detected nor are any serious
degradations apparent.
Query 6A and 68 were designed to measure the cost of requesting
results in a sorted order. Query 6Awas a control while 6B retrieved the
same data but in a specified order. The two queries were:
SELECTALLFROMENTRYWHEREPROCNTLE XXX
SELECTALLFROMENTRYSORTEDBYTEMPWHEREPROCNTLE XXX
The queries were only exercised at the 52,000 row data base level and a
PROCNTvalue was chosen that would require the sorting of 1,973 values.
The results of the queries showthe sorted requests required about 16%
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•more time for the HLI test and about 9%more for the TI test. It should
be noted again that documentation of the internal functioning of the RIM
software was not available and there may be a point where an internal
work space used for sorting is overflowed causing a significant
degradation in sort performance due to page faulting.
Queries 7A and 8Awere intended to measure the incremental time to
insert an additonal row to the Profile and Entry tables respectively.
The results associated with inserting a row into the Profile table show a
direct relationship exists between data base size and response time re-
quired for insertion with the exception of the first result. The excep-
tion is due to the previously mentioned problem associated with indexing
the P TIMEfield. At all subsequent data base levels only the LAT,LONG,
and PROeNTfields have been indexed. Query 8A showed no pattern to in-
dicate that the insertion rate for it was related to data base size al-
though at the 1,040,000 row level over 2 seconds was required while pre-
vious levels had required less than .25 seconds. The difference noted
between 7A and 8Amay be due to the fact that insertion into the ENTRY
table requires a single index be updated while such an operation for the
PROFILEtable requires three updates. In any case incremental insertion
into the ENTRYtable is signficantly faster than that for the PROFILE
table. A serious failure was discovered in RIMwhile performing these
insertions. The TI could not perform the insertion function and had to
be omitted from the test procedure. It was subsequently discovered
during the performance of 7B and 8B that the HLI could not be used to
delete rows from the data base and the HLI tests were omitted from 7B and
8B.
The delete operations, 7B and 88, could only be conducted with the
TI. To estimate the net time required to perform these tests (i .e., to
remove the open and close data base overhead) one can subtract out the
results of test number 9. This can also be done for the other tests con-
ducted using the TI. However, the variance the number 9 results mayhave
with that of a particular test is unknownand erodes the validity of the
net result. In one case a negative time was generated using this
approach underscoring the variability which exists.
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3.0 QUALITATIVEANALYSIS
3.1 User Friendliness
3.1.1 ORACLE
The relational model which ORACLEis based on is considered by many
to be the most comprehensible data representation currently available.
The concept of two dimensional tables is easily understood by most poten-
tial users especially the target users in the NASAenvironment. Nor-
mally, the relationships amongthe data are readily apparent to a user
when the tables are presented. In most cases it is quite easy for a user
to design tables that will accommodatethe application without studying a
great deal of data base theory. If one can establ ish a Ilfi rst normalII
form for the data, one can produce an acceptable data base design for
ORACLEto manage. This does not mean an optimal design is inherent, but
it does imply that a relatively casual understanding of data base con-
cepts is required, which permits the user to focus his thoughts on his
data instead of on data base intricacies. Certainly complex data struc-
tures and medium-to-large-scale DBMSswould benefit from, if not require,
a data base specialist to optimize the design and avoid serious pitfalls.
The primary interface to ORACLEis the SQLlanguage. SQLembodies
all the Data Descriptive Language (DOL)capabilities as well as the Data
Manipulation Language (DML)capabilities. It is used as the input lan-
guage for the terminal interface called the User Friendly Interface (UFI)
as well as for statements represented as character strings in high level
languages which communicatewith ORACLEthrough the Host Language Inter-
face (HLI). The use of a single language simplifies the learning process
and normally makes it easier to locate descriptions about a particular
syntax or capability because a single document can be referenced.
The language itself requires a defined syntax. It is currently
lacking a Ilhelpll function or other user friendly guide to aid a user in
constructing DOLor DMLstatements. Whenusing UFI, the user is given an
indication of the location of the first field which causes the SQLstate-
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ment to fail when an error is present. The user is not notified of other
errors which may be present at the time. The error identified is de-
scribed briefly, but accurately, in a "canned" phrase. The user may take
advantage of the UFI editor to modify the most recent SQLstatement and
resubmit that statement without retyping it, which can save time and
minimize additional typographical errors. Using the HLI, errors are
identified by status codes and are pointed to by an offset from the first
character in the SQLstatement. In general the infrequent user may find
it unacceptable to use UFI because of the syntax requirements and lack of
tutorial assistance. The incorporation of a "help" function is needed to
provide the infrequent user with a bridge to understand the syntax and
refresh his memory.
Associated with a data base in ORACLEare system tables and views of
system tables which comprise the systems knowledge of the data base.
This information decribes a data base's tables, views, domains, and
domain attributes which constitute the information pertaining to a data
dictionary. Also provided in these tables are definitions of user
privileges defined for the tables in the data base and definitions and
descriptions of the dictionary tables themselves. A user may survey this
information to gain knowledge about the data base design and structure,
about a particular column or domain's use or occurrence in the data base,
or about his privileges to access or modify information in tables in the
data base.
ORACLEhas implemented an approach to naming domains or columns
without regard for consistency between tables. For example, if the
domain, "TIME", in table A was defined as a character field that was
stored as hour, min, and second C'HHMMSS"),a second domain called "TIME"
may be present in table B which is a numeric field stored in total sec-
onds. The fact that the domain, "TIME",exists in both tables does not
imply that both represent the same logical entity. If consistency is
desi~ed, the user is given responsibility for establishing and enforcing
rules to maintain it. Without user enforcement, an ambiguous and
confusing environment can evolve.
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•ORACLEcan provide a user with summaryresults about the data in the
data base. This includes a count of responses which meet query require-
ments as well as providing minimum,maximum,average, and sum values for
fields of rows which meet the query requirements.
3.1.2 SEED
THECODASYLNetwork model which SEEDis based upon requires a schema
to define the data base structure. Within the schema description lies
the relationships between the data in the data base. The concepts of one
to one, one to many, and manyto many relationships need to be understood
and applied appropriately in the schema specification. The user must
comprehendthe hierarchy of his data so that a suitable data base struc-
ture can follow. The formalization of these relationships for the pro-
duction of a data base design is normally unnatural to a user unless he
has had prior experience with a CODASYLsystem. The user will, in many
cases, be required to understand the system of pointers which chain to-
gether occurrences of his data so that he can navigate the data base
structure to perform desired operations. The exception to this is the
terminal interface language called HARVESTwhich navigates the data base
structure for the user. The definition and compilation of schemas and
sub-schemas and the navigational considerations imply that the user must
divert a significant amount of attention away from his primary concern,
the data, to understand howto use SEEDfor his application. It certain-
ly means that a data base specialist would be required to analyze re-
quirements and design and define structures for all but the simplest of
applications in the NASAtarget environment.
There is no primary interface language with SEED. As mentioned
above, the HARVESTterminal interface permits the user to access data in
the data base without need to navigate the data base structure. It is
limited to query capability and, as such, does not possess the power to
insert, delete, or update data. The language itself requires a defined
syntax, but does possess a "help" function to guide the user through
commandconstruction. The other terminal interface in SEEDis GARDEN.
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GARDENprovides the full compliment of Data Manipulation Language (DML)
commands. It also provides a method to get information about a partic-
ular data basat s sets, records and items and contains a "hel p" facility
to instruct a user in howto use the DML. To use GARDENone must under-
stand the data base structure and be knowledgeable about navigation and
currency. Wheninterfacing with SEEDusing a high level programminglan-
guage like FORTRANa user must use a DMLthat is similar to the commands
used with GARDEN.
The formality inherent in the CODASYLmodel and the need to navigate
the data base structure are barriers to most casual data base users. The
HARVESTinterface relaxes these demands, but facilitates queries only and
"potnts out II errors by cursor positi on without descri bi ng the nature of
the error. The user is forced to continue the input sequence from the
point of the detected error and must escape from it with a control char-
acter sequence if he opts not to continue the current input line.
Both GARDENand HARVESTprovide the user the ability to request
information about the areas, items, records and sets defined in the sub-
schema that is currently active. This provides a data dictionary capa-
bility to aid the user in understanding the content of the data base as
well as the relationships between the information. The actual Data
Description Language (DOL)defining the schema or sub-schema may provide
a better understanding of the structure of the data base design and can
be obtained by examining the source files used to define them or via the
SCDUMPutil ity.
SEEDpermits a user to request a count of successful responses to a
particular query without getting the actual responses. It also permits a
user to request summaryinformation including minimum,maximum,average,
sum, and standard deviation for fields successfully meeting query
requirements. GARDENprovides a capability to produce simple graphs and
histograms from data in the data base as well.
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3.1.3 RIM
The RIMsystem is a single-user data base managementsystem (DBMS)
based on the relational model. In a relational model users are only con-
cerned with des~,gni ng the 1ogica1 structure of a data base; they are not
burdened with a data base's physical design. Most users will find it
easy to design and query RIMdata bases. The schema of a data base must
be declared in the DEFINEsubmodu1e. A data base schema defines a set of
flat tables or relations, a set of table columns or fields, the con-
straint rules on fields in tables, the owner password to the schema, and
read or modify passwords to the tables.
An interactive user need only learn the DEFINEsubmodu1e,the LOAD
submodu1e, and the RIMquery commandsto knowthe Data Descriptive
Language and Data Munipu1ation Language capabilities. A HELPfunction in
RIMprovides a description of these RIMcommandsand submodu1es, a
summaryof the syntax of each command,and a descri pt ion of RIM"where"
clauses. Therefore, the learning process is easy and the user always has
information available if he forgets the syntax of a command. Users may
enter RIMcommandsin a free-field format, therefore multiple commands
may be entered on one line separated by a semicolon. RIMrememberseach
previous commandso that all or part of the previous commandcan be re-
used.
RIMcommandsprovide access to all tables, selected rows and/or
selected columns in a table, and a combination of information from
different tables. Functions exist to find the minimum,maximum,average,
sum or count of a column. The function that finds the count of a column
operates on all types of columns (i.e. real, integer, or text). The
functions which find the average and sum of a column operate on real and
integer type columns. The functions which find the minimumand maximum
of a column operate on all types of columns that are eight bytes in
1ength or less.
A user may access the
EXHIBIT,and PRINTRULES.
mation about the tables in
Data Dictionary with three commands: LISTREL,
The Data Dictionary provides users with infor-
a data base, characteristics of the fields in
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a specified table, the date that a particular table was last modified,
the existence of read or modify passwords on a table (the actual password
is not shown), the current number of rows in a table, and all the exist-
ing constraint rules on a table.
The RIMDBMSmaintains consistency with the schema in the DEFINE
submodu1e. Columnswith the same namemust have the same data type. In
the LOADsubmodu1e, if a constraint rule is violated, the DBMSdisplays
the constraint rule violated by the user.
3.2 Flexibility
3.2.1 ORACLE
The ability to add more data to the ORACLEdata base in the form of
additional tuples or rows is not a problem. If the space allocated at
any point becomes insufficient, an extension can be added to provide
additional data base storage. The number of extensions is said to be
unlimited, but in section 2.2.2 a case is described where multiple
extensions may have caused a data base failure. This was said to be
related to version 2.2 and is supposed to be corrected in version 2.3.
The final data base used in the quantitative study for ORACLEhad three
extensions and performed without problem. Extensions offer a dynamic and
flexible approach for defining the data base size to meet current needs
without having to allow for future growth until the growth occurs. The
growth can be related to more tuples in an existing table or to a change
in data base structure.
ORACLEpermits a user the flexibility of redefining a data base to
accommodatediffering needs without paying a significant price with his
existing data. Newtables can be added to the data base without impact
to existing tables. Newcolumns (domains) can be added to an existing
table with any possible combination of attributes (i.e., imaged, unique,
null, type). Once a new column has been defined, the user is responsible
for updating the tuples accordingly so that the appropriate values are
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associated with the new column. There is no capability to delete a
column from a data base table, although this is promised to be available
in version 3.0. If the column permitted null values, it could be elimin-
ated by assigning the null value to the field in each tuple, and then a
new user view could be provided that did not include that field. The
result would e a table that used no space for the field (since nulls are
represented by default), and the user would not be aware of the field's
existence. There is no capability to redefine the attributes of a
field. RSI has indicated that a future version of ORACLEwill permit
indexes to be created or dropped dynamically for fields to give greater
flexibility (probably version 3.0). All fields can be updated if
required.
The use of views mentioned above also provides the flexibility of
adding columns to the data base without affecting existing users or pro-
grams that do not need the new information. This logical data indepen-
dence can be of great importance in reducing maintenance costs for old
programs in an evolving data base environment. Views do add overhead for
the system to retrieve the view definition, to effect the intersection of
tables, if necessary, and to build the desired response. The amount of
overhead is related to the view definition's content and complexity. In
general, the ORACLEsystem is permissive to a change in structure or size
without requiring a great deal of reworking of steps already done.
This is not to say that in all cases changes are painless because some
alterations require unloading and reloading the data base.
3.2.2 SEED
SEEDrequires that a user define the data base size prior to the
insertion of any data in it. He may, however, define a data base as
"Dynamic" which permits the data base to grow larger as it is filled. If
he doesn't choose to use the IIDynamicll approach, the eventual data base
size must be estimated accurately because too big a space will waste
storage media and too small a space will require the unloading and
reloading of the data base to recover. If the "Dynamtc" approach is used
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insulate some users and
the data base design thus
The sub-schema can provide a
and sets he needs to know
new data base pages are allocated when overflow conditions occur. One
must be careful because overflows can occur when there are available
pages elsewhere and the data base grows dynamically anyway. It is not
clear whether all the dynamically obtained pages must be searched or
traversed when an overflow occurs to find where a new entry may go or if
a new page is fetched outright. The former would require additional
processing time and the latter might waste storage space. In any event,
the overflow pages would require some additional disk I/O which would
not ordinarily occur.
The schema definition in SEEDdictates a rigid structure for a data
base design. Normally a modification to the data base design results in
a costly procedure requiring the unloading of all or part of the data
base, the respecification and recompliation of schemas and subschemas and
the reloading of the data base. If future changes can be anticipated a
design is sometimes plausible which limits the chances to a single area
thus requiring that only a part of the data base (that area) be unloaded
and reloaded although the schemas and subschemas would still have to be
respecified and recompiled. One approach to the problem when an antic-
ipated design odification will require the definition of new records is
he use of dummyrecords in the original schema. In his approach a
dummyrecord is inserted for each owner record and the schema is defined
so that the dummyrecords reside in a separate area in the data base.
Whenthe modification is defined a procedure that requires the unloading
of the dummyarea, the respecification and recompilation of the schema
(only updating the record description just determined) and subschemas and
the reloading of the dummyarea with the new data corresponding to the
new record description is needed. The implication here is that if one
can initially foresee where the need for changes will arise then he may
be able to design a structure which minimizes the impact when they occur.
The concept of sub-schema access can
programs from certain types of changes in
providing some logical data independence.
program or user access to only the records
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about. Therefore, if the data base is modified and the information
relevant to a user is not structurally modified that user is insulated
from the change through his subschema.
In general it must be stated that the CODASYLmodel and the result-
ing SEEDimplementation is not designed to accommodatefrequent changes
to a data base design without imposing significant overhead. A thorough
analysis should proceed the design of any data base to understand fully
the characteristics of the information to be managedand the needs of the
user community. The chosen design will then require little or no altera-
tion and where modifications are required that were anticipated the pro-
cedure mentioned earlier mayminimize the cost of the changes. In
instances where initial data characteristics or user needs cannot be
fully identified and defined, one might expect that future data base
changes will be required and will prove to be costly with SEED.
3.2.3 RIM
The RIMDBMSdynamically allocates more space for a data base as it
increases in size. If there is not enough disk space available for this
dynamic allocation, the data base cannot be enlarged (RIMdoes not
provide the capability of storing one data base on more than one disk).
Therefore, the user must always be aware of the amount of available free
disk space. It is the user's responsibility to recover unused data base
space by issuing the RELOADcommand. This is necessary because the space
of a deleted table or row cannot be re-used until a RELOADcommandis
executed. Whenthe RELOADcommandwas executed (in version 4.0) after
the deletion of a row or a table, the DBMSdisplayed an error message:
-ERROR-on unit 52 with status 25.
Fromthe testing that was performed it could not be verified that the
RELOADcommandfunctioned properly nor was the source of the error
message determined.
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A RIMdata base schema can be modified in a number of ways without
redefining the entire data base and reloading the data. Newtables can
be added to a data base. Existing tables can be deleted. Columnscan be
added to or deleted from a table. Table or column names can be changed.
Relational algebra commands(e.g., INTERSECT,JOIN, PROJECT,and
SUBTRACT)can be used to create newtables from old tables. The BUILO
KEYcommandcan be used to change a previously defined unindexed column
to an indexed column. The DELETEKEYcommandwill change an indexed
column to an unindexed column. Passwords to read and/or modify tables
can be changed. The constraint rules (section 3.4.3) declared for a
table and its columns cannot be changed. However, during the interactive
load of a table the user can specify that these checks not be made.
3.3 Host Language Interface
3.3.1 ORACLE
ORACLEsupports an interface between it and a numberof programming
languages including: FORTRAN,COBOL,PL-l, IICII and the VAXnative mode
instruction set (using macro instructions). The interface, termed the
Host Language Interface (HLI), permits the full use of the SOLlanguage
including query, data manipulation, data definition and data control
facilities. The actual SQLstatements used in the interactive interface
are input as character strings for the HLI to compile. The HLI uses work
areas defined in the users program area for communication between ORACLE
and the user. Steps the user1s software can makewith ORACLEinclude:
1I10g on" (required)
open a IIcursor area ll (required)
request descriptions of data base fields
• define fields requiring conversion for internal representation
IIbindll values to fields in a SOLstatement
execute the current SQLstatement
repetitively "f et ch" rows of output
1I10g off ll the data base (required)
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Someof the above steps are not necessary in certain instances and more
than one "cursor" m~ be active so multiple SQLstatements can be execut-
able at a given point in a program.
The fact that the entire set of SQLcapabilities exists through the
HLI implies that software surrounding the ORACLEsystem can be produced
to accommodatemanyunique needs a particular application may require.
Most commercial DBMSpackages cannot be expected to address these needs.
The proposed Packet ManagementSystem (PMS)being developed by NASAfor
the NEEDSPhase II p~ogram required amongother things the managementof
packetized header data received over high speed data lines, managementof
various data sets nowstored as sequential files on magnetic tapes, and
managementof catalog information about data maintained in an archive.
Noneof these requirements are directly supportable by ORACLE,but with
the HLI, software could be built around ORACLEto accommodatethese
needs. The HLI does not constrain the amount of software which can sur-
round the DBMS,so the primary limitations are system bounds and fiscal
budgets. Manyof the functions stated as requirements for the PMSare
not explicitly met by any commercially DBMS.The functions are either
too unique to the application or too specific for a general purpose DBMS
to meet directly. The HLI capability in ORACLEpermits software to be
added around the data base software to accomodate the desired customiza-
tion to meet system goals.
The creation of an ORACLEdata base requires the running of the DBF
utility which requires interactive input for the specification of the
data base. This step would make the generation of a data base by means
of software a difficult problem and is not a recommendedapproach.
The implementation of generic software which could access tables
originally unknownto it is conceivable but would require explicit rules
relating data in one table to that in another for the production of such
software to be of use. It would also require the overhead of searching
the system tables in order to determine the contents of the data base and
this approach may be too expensive in terms of response time.
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3.3.2 SEED
SEEDsupports an interface between it and both the FORTRANand COBOL
languages. The interface, referred to as the HLI, permits software to
fully navigate the data base to access, insert, update, and modify data
within the limits of the subschema specified by the calling program. The
HLI is employed using the same approach as used with GARDEN.In this -
case the software must navigate and establish currency instead of a user
at a terminal. For FORTRAN,a sub-schema must exist and must be process-
ed by the SEEDutility SUBFDPwhich generates a user work area (UWA)that
must be inserted at the beginning of the user's source program. This
area will facilitate the communication between the user's code and SEED.
The user1s code must 1I0penll some or all areas of the data base, navigate
the data base accordingly to establish currencies, retrieve, update,
insert or delete information in the data base, and "cl ose" the data base.
The HLI provides an interface for user software to fully exercise
SEED's capacity to manage data. For those applications such as the pro-
posed PMS,which have highly unique and specialized needs, no
commercially available system can be expected to satisfy all system
requirements. With the HLI a user can provide the customized software
that complements SEED's DBMScapabilities and meets the requirements of
the application. There are no bounding constraints to the user's
software when interfacing via the HLI, so the primary constraints to
surrounding SEEOwith software are system bounds and fiscal budgets.
The generated User WorkArea (UWA),for FORTRAN,identifies and
names the variables which the software will use to communicate with SEED
reducing the programmer workload. Also the GARDENmodule provides an
inherent mechanism whereby a programmer can become familiar with the same
data manipulation language (DML)used in the HLI and the navigational
steps required for a given data base design and operation. This can
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facilitate the logical debugging of the interface software in an
interactive modeto reduce the programmereffort. The procedural nature
of the schema and subschema definitions and the use of the respective
compilers, FOPand SUBFOP,in preparation for using the HLImakes the
dynamic definition of a data base through user software very difficult.
The production of generic software that could navigate and access
different data base structures originally unknownto it is not a
practical or realistic consideration for a system such as the proposed
PMS.
3.3.3 RIM
RIMdata bases maybe accessed and modified by application programs
through FORTRAN-callableinterface routines. The programminglanguage
interface supports the following two operations:
1. moving a row from a data base to an array (supplied by the
application program)
2. moving a row from an array (supplied by the application program)
to a data base.
These two operations can be used to access, modify, and load data.
To movea set of rows from a data base to an array supplied by the
application program, the application program must let RIMknowwhich rows
are desired and get the desired rows. The RIMFINDand RIMHUNTinterface
routines enable the user to specify a selection criteria for retrieving a
set of rows from a table in the data base. The set of rows retrieved may
be sorted using the RIMSORTinterface routine. To retrieve data from the
table for the desired set of rows, the RIMGETinterface routine is used.
RIMGETputs the data retrieved into the array supplied by the application
program.
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To modify a row after retrieving it from the data base, the RIMPUT
routine is called. The application program supplies the array in which
the modified row is placed and passed to the_data base through RIMPUT.
To load new rows in a RIMdata base, the RIMLOADroutine is called in
which new rows to be inserted are passed.
Not all RIMcapabilities are available through the Host Language
Interface that are available through the interactive on-line mode (e.g.,
tables cannot be created or expanded; columns cannot be deleted, and
relational algebra commandscannot be executed). Therefore, this
programminglanguage interface would be more powerful if all RIM
capabilities were available. As shown by the quantitative analysis of
RIM, the programminglanguage interface can effectively be used to load
and query the data base.
3.4 Control
3.4.1 ORACLE
The concept of a centralized Data Base Administrator (DBA)respons-
ible for the overall use of the data base was considered a requirement
for the NASAtarget environment. ORACLEdoes not currently support such
a concept. Anyuser may use DBFto create a data base and then has the
power to explicitly grant other users access to the data base (with the
SQLcommandDEFINEUSER). Once given access to the data base a user may
in turn give other users access. A data base creator also has the option
of allowing all persons access. Once a user can access a data base, the
user may create his owntable(s) and may identify which other users have
the right to access the table and howthey may use the table including:
read, insert, delete, update and expand. A user may also be given the
privilege to grant his ownprivileges to other users.
The implication is that control exists but not through a central
individual or group. This would have to be accomplished through a set of
operational standards. The LIST option available in the DBFutility does
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•identify the data bases which are currently defined to the ORACLEsystem
data base as well as the number of blocks in each of the data bases·
constituent extents. A DBAwould not be able to learn more about a data
base if it was secured and he was not granted access to it. (If a data
base is secured, the LIST option will identify the original creator's
name, however.) Since one must log on the VAXsystem under the ORACLE
account before starting the ORACLEsystem, central ized control can be
maintained over the activation of the DBMSsince the account is password
protected. This is also true of the procedure required to bring the
ORACLEDBMS"down" gracefully as well.
Also of note is the lack of control of disk space. Any user may, at
any time, attempt to enlarge the data base using the DBFutility. The
only constraint is the available contiguous space on the storage medium.
The potential thus ex sts for a user to consumeall available space at
the expense of other data base applications which have higher priority
but which cannot find space needed for their data.
Related to the idea of control is the presentation of only pertinent
information to users. This includes the omission of information that is
either superfluous to a given type of user or too sensitive to be made
available to all users. ORACLEcan address this need through the use of
"views" that include only the "need-to-know" information for a class of
users.
3.4.2 SEED
The concept of a DBAis not supported in the methodology adopted in
the SEEDDBMS.The DOLdescribing the schema permits the originator the
ability to define a password to limit other users from accessing it un-
less they are told the password. Likewise the sub-schema DOLcan use the
schema's password or a new password to control access to it. This pass-
word protection does not facilitate the DBAconcept, however. Implement-
ing a DBAcontrolled system would require the use of operational proce-
dures that compels potential users to request use of SEEDprior to using
it. The use of DBSTATresults in the identification of the logical
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,"areas" of a SEEDdata base but not the actual VAXfile specification and
location. No direct capability exists to identify what VAXfiles are
SEEDdata base files. This limits the central control of the DBMS.
The control of data base size and therefore the consumption of the
available mass storage is defined by a user in the schema DOL. Since any
user could define a schema and run DBINITthere is no explicit central
control of the use of disk memoryfor SEEDdata base applications.
The use of sub-schemas to control or restrict the access of informa-
tion in the data base for a class of users is effective. Sub-schemas can
protect parts of the data from access by users who do not need or should
not be permitted to view them. Logical areas may be omitted from a
user t s "window" to the data base all the way downto a specific item or
field within a record.
3.4.3 RIM
The concept of a DBAis not supported by the RIMDBMS. The creator
of a data base assigns the schema a password. Only the users knowing
this password can change the schema through the DEFINEsubmodule. The
DE INE submodule allows a read and/or write password to be placed on each
table. This read/write password can be changed by anyone knowing the
schema password. No commandor utility is availabl to list all the
passwords corresponding to a data base. Centralized control of a data
base is not available. Centralized control of all RIMdata bases is also
not available; there is no capability to find all RIMdata bases and
their locations.
The DEFINEsubmodule provides three types of constraint rules on
tables. A column in all tables may be constrained to a set of values; a
column in a specified table may be constrained to a set of values; and
two columns in the same table may be crnnpared to each other with a cer-
tain rule (e.g., = =, > ,~ , < ,i). At anytime during the LOAD
submodule, which loads rows on-line to one or more tables, a user may
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specify with the NOCHECKcommand
submodule are not to be checked.
row is checked as it is loaded.
3.5 Security
that the rules stipulated in the DEFINE
The CHECKcommandspecifi es that each
Security is closely related to the preceding section on control and
some capabilities exist in the systems that overlap both subject areas.
3.5.1 ORACLE
As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, ORACLEoffers the creator of a data
base the right to restrict use of his data base to himself, to the
"Public", or to specific users defined individually to ORACLE.
(Currently if a data base is defined for "Public" use and as "READ"only,
users are still able to insert, update, and delete anyway!) Initially
when defining the data base the user identifies himself and his password
to secure the data base. Then using the DEFINEUSERcommandhe identi-
fies the users that can have access to the data base. Any legitimate
data base user may create and define tables and identify users whomay
access them as well as the privileges each user may have including:
READ,INSERT,UPDATE,DELETE,EXPAND,and if that user may grant his
privileges to still other users. Users must then knowthei r passwords to
sign on the data base and also must have been granted rights to access
the tab1e(s) they wish to operate upon. A user1s privileges may be
revoked or changed by the grantor of those privileges or by the
individual who granted privileges to the grantor and so on. Data base
users identified by a DEFINEUSERcommandmust identify themselves and
their passwords in order to "Log On" to the data base.
It must be mentioned that although ORACLEpermits the securing of
information under its managementthe data is stored in VAXfiles. In a
secure environment, steps would have to be taken that would assure the
integrity of the VAXfile. The data base creator is considered by the
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VAXoperating system to be the owner of the associated file(s) and as
such he must control access to his files. The most protection available
appears to be the limiting of access to all users with the same UIC group
specification. For the PMSenvironment the ORACLEsecurity is probably
adequate because the data is truly not sensitive. In a secure environ-
ment, however, the VAXfiles would have to be managedto prevent access
to even hexadecimal dumpswhich could be decoded.
Also related to security is the ability to give different users
different accesses to the same data base. As stated above each table in
the data base can be treated independently in terms of defining user
access. If a user or users need access to a portion of a table but
should not be permitted access to all of it a "vi ew" may be defined which
will present only that information specified. This enables sensitive
information to be excluded. The IIViewll provides for vertical exclusion
as well as horizontal exclusion. This means that specific columns may be
excluded and also that rows can be included or excluded based on defined
conditions.
3.5.2 SEED
SEEDlsprimary method of securing the data base is the password
specification allowed for both schema and sub-schema access. Since all
direct access to the data base through SEEDrequires a schema and sub-
schema the data base is secure. Access to the VAXfile that contains the
data base or to the files containing the DOLand the passwords associated
with the schema and sub-schema(s) must be protected by the creator of
those files using the VAXfile managementcapabilities. The compiled DOL
has passwords encripted but the source does not. A secure application
maywish to require the deletion of the source once it is compiled to
prevent undesirable access to the passwords. As stated in the previous
section, a truly secure application would have to prevent dumpsof the
data base files that might be decoded.
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The use of sub-schemas can prevent users from accessing information
in the data base which is sensitive and not meant for their use. The
sub-schema can prevent knowledge of or access irnplicity to whole SEED
areas or explicitly to records, subsets of records (fields), set and item
types. Access denial based upon conditional values is not supported
through sub-schema specification.
3.5.3 RIM
RIMoffers password security to a data base. The schema cannot be
re-defined unless the owner password to the schema is known. All tables
may optionally have read passwords and modify passwords. Read passwords
can be made knownto a select group of users if certain tables contain
sensitive information. Only users responsible for updating tables should
have· access to modify passwords. If two tables are given different read
passwords, they cannot be used together. For example, if table A has
'BLUE'as the read password and table B has 'WHITE', the user must set
the current password to 'BLUE' (i .e. USERBLUE)to read table A but table
B cannot be read. To read table B, the user must set the current
password to 'WHITE', but table A cannot be read. If table B is not given
a password, then once the current password is set to BLUEboth table A
and table B can be read. Therefore, care must be taken in defining
passwords. There are no capabilities to assign passwords to columns in
tables.
A RIMdata base is made up of three VAXfiles.
data base can protect these files using the VAXfile
ties. It is good practice to have a backup of these
integrity if the data is lost.
3.6 Processing Consistency and Recovery
The creator of the
managementcapabili-
files in case of
This section addresses the DBMS'scapabilities to insure data con-
sistency, to resolve contention in the case of multiple accesses to a
given piece of information, to recover from failures and/or errors, and
to back up the data base.
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3.6.1 ORACLE
Numeric data introduced to ORACLEhas several limitations beyond
that imposed by the VAX/VMSsystem. Although the VAXpermits the storage
of an integer as large as 2,147,483,648, ORACLEaccepts integer values
greater than 9 digits in length but displays the information in exponen-
tial notation (Version 2.3 may change this). This causes a problem when
a subsequent query is madewith a IIWHEREII clause that uses the
exponential form because ORACLEdoes not identify its displayed value as
being equal to the internal value. ORACLEwill identify the original
integer value as equal to the internal value but that integer value may
not be available after its insertion into the data base. The use of a
IIUFIFORMATII declaration can relieve this problem for insert but is too
procedural and unfriendly and isinvokab1e only from the interactive
interface. It also appears that real numbers presented to ORACLEvia UFI
can be referenced exactly as they are input while the same real numbers
can lose some of their accuracy when introduced via the HLI.
ORACLEIIlocks ll a row when one person updates it to prevent dual up-
dates from overwriting each other. This function is supported automati-
cally without user request. To obtain a higher level of "l ock-out " the
user may employ the BEGINTRANSACTIONand ENDTRANSACTIONcommandswhich
explicitly prevent the concurrent update of a specified table by other
users while the user is performing his transactions. The BEGINTRANS-
ACTIONhas the option of locking other users out completely or just from
update commands.
The Automatic RowLockout Feature will prevent the occurrence of the
"Deadly Embr-ace"phenomenon. That is concurrent users would not be able
to begin multiple row updates during which each user finds that the other
has a row IIlockedll that the other needs in order to complete the update.
If two users attempt to issue a BEGINTRANSACTIONon the same table, the
request received second is suspended until the first requested issues an
ENDTRANSACTIONfor the table. The suspension could cause a problem
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especially in an HLI application. Without an indication of why his BEGIN.
TRANSACTIONrequest has been suspended, the interactive user might escape
from his suspension by issuing a "Contro1/C" sequence. He could then
repeat his request or go on to another function. An HLI application does
not have this latitude and would be suspended until the ENDTRANSACTION
was issued by the other user. An implication here is that the time be-
tween BEGIN/ENDtransaction sequences should be kept short if possible to
minimize others from lockout •
At the time this document was prepared there was no information
available on howORACLEimplemented or is implementing its journa1ing and
recovery capabilities. However, information is anticipated on these
features in the near future.
ORACLEprovides two utility routines to backup and restore a data
base. EXPORTis used to save all or selected parts (unload) of a data
base in a dumpfile while IMPORTis used to restore all or selected parts
(reload) of a data base. EXPORTcan dumpall tables in a data base or
only user-specified tables (including no tables), all or only user-spec-
ified views (including no views), all granted privileges or no privileges
associated with the tables and views being unloaded or EXPORTmay only
unload the table/view definitions and their associated privileges.
IMPORTallows a user to reload all or none of the tables on the dump
file, all or none of the available views, all or none of the available
privileges, or to inspect the dumpfile without reloading anything. A
user may indicate that tables are to be added to an existing data base so
rows for an existing table will be inserted. If this is not indicated no
data will be entered. It is evident that the EXPORT/IMPORTprocedure
could be used for more than just backup and recovery. It can facilitate
the combination of two existing data bases, the respecification of privi-
leges or grants, the dumpingof single tables, or the redefinition views.
The nature of EXPORTand IMPORTrequire that the information they process
be handled on a record level. The implication is that the saving and
restoration of a data base could be as expensive (in computer resources)
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and time consuming as the loading of the data from its orlgln if that were
a possible alternative. To provide a backup of a large data base in a
timely fashion one would probably wish to discard the use of EXPORTand
use a VAXfile copy utility routine. This would greatly reduce the time
required for the backup as well as for the recovery if needed. It would
not provide the options available through EXPORTand IMPORThowever. In
the event that a new ORACLEversion uses different internal storage
methods EXPORTand IMPORTcould be used to unload and reload the data base
so the new version could be used.
3.6.2 SEED
Numeric data introduced to SEEDhas the same restrictions nonna11y
imposed on it by the VAX/VMSoperating system. An integer number as
large as 2,147,483,648 may be input to SEED. Floating point or real
numbers are subject to the same loss of accuracy that the VAX/VMSsystem
exerts on all users. This means that a floating point number inserted
into the data base may be retrieved with a slight variation in value.
Whena user wishes to use GARDENor the HLI to perform an update
(MODIFY)he must first log on to the data base by explicitly naming the
sub-schema to be used and identifying his intent to perform an update(s).
SEEDthen attempts to III ockII all areas that are inc1uded in references in
the sub-schema definition. If a referenced area is a1ready "l ocked" for
another user's update then the log on is rejected and the user must wait
until the area is released. If the sub-schema explicitly references
records in all the data base's areas or implicitly references all areas
through the "COpyALLII option, the entire data base is locked against
other users changing the data base. Other users may log on at any time in
a read only mode regardless if area "LOCKOUT"is active. This approach
eliminates the possibility of the "deadly embr-ace"phenomenonbut does not
exclude the chance that data one person is inspecting has been modified by
another user without the first's knowledge.
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Several levels of error protection and data base corruption preven-
tion are available or present in SEED. Currently the schema definition
identifies one of four modes of journal operation which all users of the
data base are subject to. (SEEDmay implement a deferred modewhich will
permit users to choose the modethey wish through sub-schemas or at run
time but at present all users must use the mode identified in the
schema.) The four modes are progressively inclusive, that is, each suc-
cessively defined modecontains all the features of the preceding mode.
The initial mode is IIINTERNALII integrity which guarantees pointer integ-
rity of all chains in, the data base. This is always present in SEED.
The second mode is "COMMANDLEVELII integrity which guarantees command
completion with rollout or restart. The third mode is "TRANSACTION
LEVELII integrity with roll forward. This permits the application of
journalized transactions to a backup copy of the data base so that the
updates can be re-applied to the data base. The fourth mode is
"TRANSACTIONLEVEL"integrity with roll forward and roll back. This adds
the ability to retract or erase transactions made to the data base from
the current data base contents. Each successive operating modeprovides
additional capabilities but at increased cost in system performance so
one must analyze his needs carefully to strike the proper balance. The
user or DBAmust use the journaling utility, DBJRNL,to appropriately
restore the data base to a desired point after it has been corrupted.
The journal file can be inspected to aid in determining howthe restora-
tion can best be made. A user may also explicitly identify the start of
a logically related sequence of DMLcommands. He then has the option of
i denti fyi ng the completi on of the commandsthrough a "COMMIT"specifi ca-
tion or he may roll back the commandscompleted since the sequence
started and thereby erase those commands. He may also generate a check-
point to the journal log file but care should be taken in a multi-user
environment because the checkpoint is for all users. Restoration to the
checkpoint would mean other user1s inserts, updates and deletes would be
erased! !
SEEDhas two utilities called TROUTand TRINwhich may be used to
unload all or selected areas of the data base. TROUTand TRINare part
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of SEED's SPROUTwhich is a system for processing transactions into and
out of a data base. SPROUTaccommodatesa variety of data base related
transactions and TROUTand TRINare integral to these functions. Purely
for the purpose of backing up and restoring the data base TROUTand TRIN
are sufficient but may not be efficient enough for practical day to day
use. They are interpretive in nature and, as such, add additional over-
head to the cost of dumpingand restoring the data. Their use requires
an understanding of the data base structure for design and specification
of the necessary Transaction Description Language (TDL). Preferable to
using TRINand TROUTis the use of VAX/VMSfile utility routines to copy
or restore the files comprising the data base. Procedurally this is a
simpler task which requires no unique understanding of the data base
design and is a much faster process. TROUTand TRINcan be used to
unload and reload a data base when a new version of SEEDis implemented
that employs a different internal managementtechnique.
3.6.3 RIM
During our use of RIM, data inconsistency has not occurred. RIM
DBMSprovides no capability to recover from failures and/or error. The
three VAXfiles containing the directory data, the data for each table,
and the KEYor indexed element pointers should be backed up periodically
to disk or tape using the VAXutility COPY.
RIMis a single user DBMSso there is no need to resolve contention
in case of multiple accesses to a given piece of information.
3.7 Complimentary Software
Associated with both the ORACLEand SEEDDBMSsare an array of soft-
ware routines that are either required to perform certain DBMSfunctions
or which can be utilized to give more versatility and power to DBMSper-
formance. At this writing both systems are adding to their respective
inventory or support software as well as enhancing their current rou-
tines. For that reason the discussion that follows cannot be considered
as a full-measure of the accessory software available. It is intended
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that the information presented reflect the knowledge gained about soft-
ware that was both available during the benchmarking exercises and which
time and resources permitted informal testing of.
3.7.1 Complimentary Software of ORACLE
3.7.1.1 Data Base File (nBF) Utility
DBFsupports the establishment and mapping of an ORACLEdata base.
The DBFutility is used to create, initialize, modify, and delete a data
base. It also may be used to identify the system data base and to list
information about a data base. A user must use the DRFcommandwith the
"CREATE" parameter to initially define the data base. Whenusing the
"CREATE"coml1andone must identify the new data base's naMe, an initial
file name and its size (a ninimuMof 1024 blocks of 512 bytes per block
is required) and optionally a user-name/password conbination. The
initial file may be added to through use of the OBFcommand,"EXTEND",to
provide additional data base space. The optional user-name/password
specification allows data bases to be secured. If the user-nane/password
is specified all DBFfunctions must also specify it when referencing the
data base except the SYSTEMDATABASE,LIST, and ENTERfunctions. The
"INIT" and "INITEXTENT" commandsinitialize existing files as a data base
and enter the new data base into the data base di rectory. The "RH10VE"
comr.1andremoves the data base from the ORACLEdata base directory. The
"ENTER"commandenters a set of initialized data base extent files into
the data base directory. A set of files whose data base name has been
"REMOVED"may be re-entered using the "ENTER"command. The "t1OVE"
commandallows an extent to be renamed so that a duplicate file may be
used in its place. The "REINIT"commandflushes all the inforr.1ation in
the data base leaving it totally empty.
The command"SYSTErmB"is requi red to identify the system data base
to ORACLE.The "LIST" commandresults in infornation being displayed
about the data base of concern or about all the data bases in the direc-
tory if desired. The information provided by "LIST" includes the data
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base name, the user name if it is a secure data base, an indication if
the journal option is on or not, and the size and file nameof the data
base extents. The "LU"commandidentifies the number of totally unused
blocks present in the entire data base. The "M"commandprovides a hexa-
decimal output of the bitmaps used by ORACLEto manage space in the data
base. At this time no documentation has been made available about either
the "LU"or "M"commands.
The DBFutility is required in order to use the ORACLEDBMS. It is
generally easy (for a DBMSspecialist) to use and is sufficient in its
abil ity to create, modify, and delete data bases. The "LIST" commandis
helpful for managing a large data base. The "LU"and II Milcommandsare
routines which probably could use enhancing (as well as documenting) to
aid DBMSspecialists in scrutinizing the data base. Enhancements to in-
clude additional statistics on B-tree space consumed, view definition
space available, and local dictionary space available would be useful and
should be supplied. The use of DBFis not normally a routine that an end
user of a data base would be expected to be conversant with. If the end
user must create his owndata bases, the use of DBFis required and could
present an obstacle because of its lack of user-friendliness. Normally
the assistance of a DBMSspecialist would be required in such a case.
3.7.1.2 Interactive-Application Facility (IAF)
The IAF permits the development of interactive applications for data
entry, data retrieval, and update. The IAF application requires a DBMS
specialist or designer to define the prescribed application interactively
to the Interactive Application Generator (lAG). The designer defines the
data base being referenced, the columns and tables of concern, a column's
editting criteria, its initial value, a SQLstatement to be executed when
the field is entered, the fields screen location, and the placement of
prompts, instructions, and line drawing characters. The information in-
put to lAGis saved in a response file and may be edited for update to
avoid the respecification of all the information interactively again.
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Once the definition is complete the application is compiled into an in-
ternal format and stored for use by the Interactive Application Processor
(lAP).
The terminal operator who wishes to use the application must run the
lAP utility and specify the proper image file namecreated by the lAG.
The user may then interactively communicatewith the lAP in a manner pre-
scribed by the image file. He may proceed from field to field and from
screen to screen during the course of his session until he has completed
his assignment. Th~ lAP communicates with ORACLEvia the HLI and as such
passes SQLstatements based on the criteria presented to it by the user
and the image file.
The IAF provides a generic capability to define and process inter-
active applications that communicatewith an ORACLEdata base without
requiring unique software. The approach relieves the terminal operator
from having to knowanything about the data base. Procedurally he is at
the mercy of the designer to produce screens that are easily comprehen-
sible. He must also be aware of the lAP keyboard function codes to
proceed from "i nsert" to "i nqui ry/update" modeor to "next block" or
"previous block". The lAGdoes not pre-determine the validity of field
and table names made to it. Errors of this type would be discovered du~­
ing the use of the application under lAP which underlines the need for
careful checkout prior to the operational use of the design. It also
means care should be taken to analyze the effects on all IAF applications
whenever a data base redesign is considered or made.
3.7.1.3 Report Writing and Text Formatting Utilities
The Report Writer Utility (RPT) interprets and executes a report
program consisting of report writer statements, text formatting commands,
and user text. It creates an interim file which may be used as input by
the Text Formatting Utility (FMT)to produce a finished report. FMT
formats the text based upon embeddedcommandsin its input file and a set
of switches specified when it is exectued. Also, FMTmay be used in a
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stand-alone fashion as a general purpose formatter for word processing
applications. In that case the input file for FMTis built using a
standard text editor rather than by RPT.
During the report generation process, RPTreads a report program
created by a standard text editor in a file to be passed as input to
RPT. User text and FMTcommandsin the report program are copied to the
interim file but are otherwise ignored by RPT. Report writer statements
are interpreted and executed to direct the retrieval of database informa-
tion and its placement in the interim file.
FMTuses the text in the interim file for titles, column headings,
and other descriptive information. The embeddedFMTcommandsare used to
control the placement of text and data into a tabular format and to spec-
ify spacing, underscoring, margins, and page numbering. FMTdoes not
access any ORACLEdata base. To modify a query imbedded in a report re-
quires the entire process be repeated with the new query.
The initial development of a report using FMTand RPTwould normally
be accomplished by a DBMSspecialist. Once the input file is defined and
verified any user can initiate the report request to generate the desired
output with ease. The definition of the input file requires experience
with formatting and knowledge of the data base as well as a set of re-
quirements describing the nature of the report.
3.7.1.4 Unload/Reload Data Base Utility
The Unload/Reload Utility consists of the modules, EXPORTand
IMPORT.They are designed to be used in conjunction with each other,
that is to say, EXPORTcreates a dumpfile which IMPORTcan read to re-
build a data base. The EXPORTfunction permits the dumpingof all or
only specified data base tables, all or only specified views, all or no
GRANTprivileges, or only the table/view definitions and GRANTpriv-
ileges. Whenspecified tables or views are desired EXPORTwill prompt
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for user specification. The names of all tables and views unloaded will
be displayed as well as the row count of any unloaded table.
Once a dumpfile has been created IMPORTcan be used to access spec-
ified portions of it for reloading of the data base or simply for inspec-
tion. IMPORTpermits a user to specify that all or no tables present on
the dumpfile be reloaded, that all or no views present be reloaded, that
all or no GRANTprivileges be reloaded, that the reload is against an
existing data base so tables already present shall have the same dumpfile
table's rows added to the existing data or to ignore the dumpfile's data
for duplicated table names, or finally to display the nameof all tables
and views present on the dumpfile. Any records that cannot be processed
will be printed and IMPORTwill provide a count of the number of rows
inserted as well as the number read.
The use of EXPORT/IMPORTfor data base backup and recovery is not a
wise choice except for relatively small data bases. The use of a VAX
file copy utility is far more efficient for this purpose. One occasion
when EXPORT/IMPORTwould be of use is when a modification to ORACLE
results in an internal data base storage change. In this case the
data base has to be IlEXPORT'ed ll using the old version of ORACLEand
IlIMPORT'ed ll using the new version. EXPORTand IMPORTwork on a row basis
and for that reason are not any faster than an efficient HLI routine that
reads or writes rows from or to the data base. They do, however, replace
the need for the development of such routines and offer flexibility in
the amount and type of information loaded and unloaded. It should be
pointed out that the unloading of data from a data base using EXPORTdoes
not remove that data but instead copies it to a sequenti al fi 1e. The
format of the dumpfile is not provided by RSI which precludes the oppor-
tunity of pre-processing data destined for the data base into a compat-
ible dumpfile format which IMPORTcould process for loading into the data
base.
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3.7.2 ComplementarySoftware for SEED
3.7.2.1 DBINIT
DBINITis a utility routine which is used to initialize a data base
before data can be stored into it. It will also flush existing data if
it is run against an area which has been partially or fully loaded.
DBINITsets up the necessary internal SEEDpointers and variables in an
area so that it will appear empty and be ready to receive data. DBNINIT
will permit the user to specify the area(s) which should be initialized
if one or more areas do not require it. The use of DBINITwould normally
be cGnfined to a DBMSspecialist as opposed to an end-user.
3.7.2.2 DBDUMP
DBDUMPis a utility which permits a user to inspect the contents of
desired data base pages in both numeric (hexadecimal or decimal) and
ASCII. The DBMSspecialist can use DBDUMPto display data base pages in
order to analyze problems or to empirically study the results of differ-
ent designs. The provision of a utility like DBDUMPcan be of great
assistance in the diagnosis of a problem because it facilitates a look at
the internal data base structure. It is not anticipated that the end-
user would make use of DBDUMP,however.
3.7.2.3 DBSTAT
The DBSTATutility is used to produce usage reports about the data
base. The reports can summarize usage based on user specification for
all areas in the data base, selected areas, or selected pages in selected
areas. Five kinds of reports are generated by DBSTAT,including: a
record instance report, a storage distribution report, a storage utiliza-
tion report, an all area summary,and page level statistics. (The first
three of the above are always provided.) The record instance report
provides a count by record type of the numberor record occurrences
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present. The storaqe distribution report summarizes the number of data
base pages which are from 0%to 5%, 5%to 10%,10%to 15%, ... , 95%to
100%full. Examination of this report shows howwell the data is
distributed in the data base. It can help determine if data is "bunching
Up" or if it is evenly distributed. The storage utilization report
identifies howa data base page is being used. It identifies the number
of bytes and corresponding percentage space associated with page header
overhead, record header overhead, set linkage overhead, data item
storage, line number placeholders, unrecovered free space, and free
space. The report quickly summarizes howthe data base space is being
consumedand howmuch space is still available. If the all area summary
report is requested the same information as the storage utilization
report is provided but for the entire data base area instead of the page
level. The page level statistics report lists for each page the
percentage of free space, the total number of records on that page, and
the total number of records of each record type on the page.
The reports provided under DBSTATare complementary to the data
base. Their use coupled with analysis and some experimentation can aid
in the fine tuning of a data base to maximize its effectiveness in meet-
ing user requirements. Note is made that when a "dynamic" data base was
used the OBSTATresults were inaccurate but a future version promises to
correct the problem.
3.7.2.4 SCDUMP
The SCDUMPutility is used to display the contents of schemas and
sub-schemas. It may be invoked interactively or from a FORTRANprogram
as a subroutine. The contents are provided in an encoded fashion. A
user may option to use the text editor to examine his original schema or
sub-schema specification as opposed to the encoded output of the SCDUMP
output.
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3.7.2.5 RECLAIM
The RECLAIMutility removes all deleted records which are present
when it is run. Whena record is deleted from the data base, it may not
be removed from the data base. This implementation was chosen by SEEDto
minimize the overhead of the delete function. A record will be removed
after it is deleted only when all chains associated with the record have
been relinked to exclude its occurrence. This may happen during the
dynamic navigation through the data base by the initiator of the delete
or by another user unintentionally. If it is determined that a large
number of deleted but unremoved records exist, the RECLAIMutility can
resolve this problem. RECLAIMpermits the user to specify the range of
pages to be operated upon and RECLAIMreports the number of bytes re-
claimed after it scans the specified pages and removes the deleted rec-
ords. The RECLAIMutility would normally be reserved for use by a DBAor
DBMSspecialist when it was determined that unremoved records were becom-
ing detrimental to system performance. No figures are available to docu-
ment how long this function requires but obviously it is a factor of the
size of the data base and the number of pointers present.
3.7.2.6 BLOOM
BLOOMis a routine which interfaces with a SEEDdata base to produce
user defined reports. BLOOMeliminates the need for user provided DML
statements by locating target records and determining the access path
used for data retrieval. The first step in using BLOOMis to use the
text editor to create a file which contains the report definition lan-
guage (ROL)which defines the report format and contents. A great deal
of flexibility is provided in the format definition which offers a wide
latitude in the report layout. Once completed the RDLis input to the
Report Definition Processor (RDP)which compiles it to produce a report
format called an FMTfile which is later accessed by the BLOOMprocessor
to produce a report. RDPwill analyze the report and determine if access
paths and target records can be derived from the data base using the sub-
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schema provided. If not, error indications are given to inform the user
of the problem.
Once the FMTfile is successfully produced it nay be used repeti-
tively by the BLOOHprocessor to produce the report as needed without
further user alteration unless the report format or contents requires
alteration. Whenthe BLOOMprocessor is used to produce a report it
interfaces with SEEDand creates a report data file (RDF)and a report
auxiliary data file (RAD)which hold the unformatted results of the
report. The user can specify the re-use of the RDFand RADfiles to
regenerate a report that has already been created without needing to
access the data base again. He Mayproduce a report that contains only
summaryinformation and he mayalso select to output the report to a
terminal or to a disk file for future printing. Additionally the user
may specify selection criteria to reduce the amount of information
included in his report to what is desired. Selection criteria can refer
to items in the data base, defined variables from the ROLspecification
or surmaries , To modify a query defined in the report requires the
entire process be repeated with the corrected query.
The use of BLOor1has been limited to date but one problem has arisen
with the sorting of real nUMbers. SEEDapparently uses the VAXsort
capability and this currently causes erroneous results whenused with
SEEDmanagedreal nUMbers. Otherwise there were no significant errors to
be noted in the use of BLOOM.As might be expected, a DRHSspecialist is
recommendedfor the job of creating the RDLand producing a verified FMT
file which end users could then run the BLOOMprocessor against to pro-
duce reports.
3.7.2.7 SPROUT
SPROUTis a syst en for processing "transactions" into and out of a
data base. It can be used for outputting data to external files and in-
putting data from external files amongother things. The SPROUTsystem
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consists of four processors: the Transaction Definition Processor (TOP)
which defines record (transaction) formats of external files into a
transaction library; the Transaction Library Dump(TlDUMP)which displays
format definitiOns; the Transaction Input Processor (TRIN)which creates
or modifies a data base from an external transaction file; and the Trans-
action Output Processor (TROUT)which creates a transaction file from a
SEEDdata base.
TOPreads and checks transaction definitions and creates a Trans-
action Library using an input file of Transaction Definition Language
(TDL)and a sub-schema. The TDLpermits the specification of up to 50
transaction definitions for defining the record formats to be input or
output to/from the data base. If any TDLerrors are encountered, TOP
identifies them including data nameand field-length errors to the user.
Once properly compiled into the Transaction Library TRINand TROUTcan be
used accordingly. TLDUMPcan be used to print a formatted directory of
any Transaction Library that has been created by TOP.
The use of TROUTand TRINfor system backup and recovery is not
recommended. The use of VAXfile copy utility is advised for the sake of
efficiency. TROUTand TRINare general purpose transaction processors
that interpretively decode a transaction from the Library definition and
operate accordingly. This implies a significant amount of overhead that
is not necessary. For a large data base, transaction processing of all
data base records would be prohibitive on a regular basis. To accommo-
date a data base design change or an internal SEEDModification one might
consider their use but should not overlook the use of FORTRANor COBOL
interfacing with the data base through the HLI. That approach if done
properly will normally reduce computer resources consumedin the backup
and recovery steps. The comprehension of the data base structure
required for either approach is probably equivalent so this is not a
factor. In either case it is advisable that a DBMSspecialist be
employed to perform the work as this is not a job safely left to an
end-user.
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3.7.3 ComplementarySoftware of RIM
All of the capabilities which RIMprovides are accessed through the
on-line terminal interface or the programminglanguage interface; there
are no additional utilities.
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4.0 SUMMARY
4.1 Load Rates
The load rates of the systems varied in different degrees as the one
million Climate Data Access System (CDAS)records containing the
FGGE/LIMSinformation was input to the data bases. As noted, the ORACLE
data base initially began the loading process with load rates of about
7.4 CDASrecords per second and was extremely uniform in performance. It
demonstrated a rather small degradation in performance as it eventually
dropped to a level of 6.2 records per second at about the one million
record (CDAS)level. RIMwhich did not index the time field to the
Profile record and therefore was subject to less processing overhead was
loading at over 23 CDASrecords per second at the 100,000 level. (The
initial attempts to load RIMwith the Profile Time field as an index
resulted in rates which were unacceptable for continued testing and, for
this reason, the index was excluded from the design.) The RIMsystem
load rates demonstrated more fluctuation and degradation than the ORACLE
rates. Perhaps the dynamic acquisition of file space used by RIMperiod-
ically induces an overhead which is responsible for the fluctuations.
The degradation drops the load rate to approximately 6.7 CDAS records per
second at the one million record data base level. The SEEDload rates
demonstrated even more fluctuation and degradation than RIM's. Initial-
ly, the SEEDload rates were over 45 CDASrecords per second but by the
one million data base level the rate was reduced to below 5 records per
second. The fluctuations that are so evident during the SEEDloading are
attributed mainly to the data location technique used by SEEDcalled
"hashing." SEEDprovides a default algorithm which operates on "key
fi e1ds II to detenni ne a 1ocat i on for the data record to res ide. If the
location determined is already full an overflow occurs adding overhead to
the locating process. This periodic overhead is thought to be the cause
of the fluctuations observed during the SEEDloading.
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The cumulative time required to load the one million plus CDAS
records into the three systems is depicted in Figure 4.1. The RIMand
SEEDsystems appear to have required almost the same amount of time,
approximately 33 hours, to load the records. ORACLEhas consumedapprox-
imately 42 hours to perform the same amount of loading.
From these results several observations may be made about the load-
ing capabilities of the systems. It appears that ORACLEis much less
sensitive to data base size than either RIMor SEEDwhen comparing the
load rates. For a data base of a smaller size SEEDappears to have an
advantage in load performance but above the 700,000 CDASrecord level in
this application it is clear that ORACLEoutperforms SEED. One cannot
directly compare the RIMresults because of the omitted index field but
it would appear that its degradation in load performance indicates that
ORACLEwould begin to outperform it even with the omitted index field at
a data base size of slightly more than one million records.
Somereservations about the test results should be stated as well.
Other lED test applications have demonstrated load rates with signifi-
cantly different results. This underscores the application dependence of
the results which one must consider when evaluating them. Additional
testing is needed to evaluate other variables which may effect the load
performance such as the number of fields in a record, the number of keys
or indexed values, the nature of an indexed fields values (i.e. character
vs. integer, length, duplicity), as well as the number of different
records. The SEEDDBMSoffers a number of options in the data base
design that also influence load rates which are not available in ORACLE
or RIM. These options represent another set of variables which could be
subjected to analysis to aid in the evaluation of load performance. In
some applications a particular option could be utilized to improve per-
formance while in others its use may be a hindrance.
The percentage of CPUtime consumedby each system for each second
of elapsed wall clock time is worth noting as well. ORACLEconsumed
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about 75%of the available processing time while SEEDused about 50%and
RIMused from 34%to 24%(RIMused less as the data base grew). The
implication is clear that in an environment that must share r~sources
with other users ORACLEload performance would suffer a more drastic
reduction than SEEDlswhich would suffer more than RIMls. The impact in
performance may be significant and further testing of the systems should
include an investigation of the effect of contention for the host
computer1s resources.
An examination of the disk memo~ utilization of each data base
containing approximately 60,000 CDASProfile records and 980,000 Entry
records was made. The SEEDdata base reported via its utility software
that less than 20 million bytes of storage has been consumedof the space
originally allocated for it. The files that contain the RIMdata base
consumeabout 40 million bytes, but recall it does not contain an index
for the Profile time value. ORACLEconsumedabout 87 million bytes but
of that 43 million is thought to be overhead attributed to the current 64
byte managementscheme employed. The promised 2 byte approach would
improve this drastically but it will increase the amount of bit map space
required by a factor of 32 as well incrementing the processing overhead
some.
4.2 Query Testing
The TI results for all three systems under scrutiny show adequate
response. An adequate response in an interactive environment implies
that a momentarypause is acceptable to the user.
The results demonstrated that queries madewith conditional clauses
referencing indexed fields were met with no more than momentarypauses
and are, therefore, considered adequate and effective. Access to non-
indexed data or for summaryinformation requiring the sequential search-
ing of large portions of data are not recommendedas regular functions in
an interactive mode. If this happens a data base design change should be
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considered to expedite the processing such as the keying of additional
fields or the maintenance of on-line summaryinformation dynamically.
The HLI results are worth examining more closely because of the
potential for a small difference in response becoming significant due to
repetitive interfaces with the data base. The results show that SEEDwas
generally the fastest to respond to queries with conditional clauses
specifying an indexed field. RIMwas next and ORACLEwas slowest. To
locate a particular indexed value associated with the Profile record
information from amongas manyas 26,000 possible choices, SEEDrequires
,
about .1 seconds. Fromamong60,000 possible choices SEEDrequired about
.3 seconds. Corresponding response times for RIMare .3 and .5 seconds
and ORACLEconsistenty requires about .5 seconds at all levels. To
locate a particular indexed value associated with an Ent~ record from
amongas manyas 413,000 choices SEEDrequires about .3 seconds and from
980,000 choices about .75 seconds. Corresponding times for RIMare .5
and .75 seconds while ORACLEtook between about 1.1 and 1.3 seconds for
all levels. The differences between the systems are small but the
cumulative effect could be significant if an application required a high
volume of responses in a relatively short period of time.
HLI test which sequentially accessed large portions of the data base
were done to determine the cost of accessing non-indexed fields or to
obtain summaryinformation from the data base such as whenmaking
periodic reports. At the largest level the data bases contained 980,000
Entry records. To access all of the information via the HLI, RIM
required less than 17 minutes. In contrast SEEDrequires over 63 minutes
and ORACLErequires over 222 minutes.
4.3 Qualitative Aspects
The ORACLEand RIMsystems were found to require a great deal less
comprehension of data base theory than the5EED system to design and
implement a data base application. The two dimentional tables are more
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readily understood than the network approach using member-ownersets.
The ~elational systems are also more permissive to modification of the
original design. A variety of alterations can be made including the
addition of space to the data base, the addition of tables in the data
base, and the addition of fields in a table without unloading and reload-
ing the data base. SEED's schema approach is muchmore rigid and will
not readily support modifications to the original design.
The ORACLEand RIr~ systems do not offer a wide variety of options
that permit a data base application to be tuned for special needs. SEED
provides a variety of permissible options in·the schema specification to
facilitate special needs or aspects of the application. For example, one
may select from three 'choices of "l ocation mode" to designate the manner
in which a record type may be loaded into the data base. A hashing tech-
nique may be specified to facilitate direct access, a "via" technique to
maintain physical proximity to an owner record (reducing disk I/O's) may
be specified, or a "direct" technqiue may be used to enable sequential
access or loading in a more efficient manner. This type of latitude is
not available in either ORACLEor RIM. A more naive user must be
cautioned to examine his data base needs carefully before selecting the
techniques for his schema specification because an unwise choice may
degrade the actual performance he desires to emphasize.
Both ORACLEand SEEDhave an assortment of complimentary software
including utility routines necessary for creating and maintaining a data
base as well as peripheral modules such as report writers that increase
the overall DBMSusefulness. This software adds to the flexibility and
power of the two systems but also underscores the need for cognizant data
base personnel to aid in the proper use of these routines. RIM, at this
writing, does not possess the peripheral software available in either
SEEDor ORACLE.Its biggest drawback, however, appears to be the
limitation of only one user in version 4.0. Without enabling multiple
users RIM's suitability is highly suspect for most data base applica-
tions. It is unknownat this time if plans exist to adapt RIMfor
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multiple user access. If so, the revised system should undergo more
testing because the nature of the changes required would most likely
modify response performance.
4.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
The major goals of the testing were accomplished but the results of
the tests were somewhatinconclusive. It is clear that none of the
systems meet all the requirements originally stated for the IDBMS(now
the PMS). Because of RIMls limitation for supporting only a single user
it can probably be eliminated from consideration as a candidate. The
other two systems are still worthwile candidates for use as a "nucleus"
for the PMSdata base managementsoftware. Either can be surrounded with
the cutomized software required for the unique needs of the PMS.
The results of the testing provide some basis for estimating perfor-
mance of the systems. As already mentioned the load rates derived in the
tests demonstrate that a comparison of the systems performance must be
done with respect to data base size since different rates exist at
initial levels but degradations exist which eventually change the order
of performance. Other factors including contention for CPUresources by
other users which is likely in the PMSenvironment have not been included
in this study. Because of the different percentage of CPUtime required
by ORACLEand SEEDduring loading, approximately 75%vs. 50%, contention
could more adversely effect one system than the other. Further, the
application dependence of the test results should be underlined. The
variables associated with the application including number of record
types, size of records, numbers of indexed fields amongothers will
impact the load performance. Informal testing of other lED applications
have produced significantly different load rates initially. Consequent-
ly, a recommendation is made that additional testing be performed which
uses a pseudo PMSdesign to minimize the application variability if con-
clusions are to be firmly drawn regarding the performance of the OBMSsin
the PMSenvironment.
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results. If the VAXcomputer was burdened with heavy use the DBMS·s
could not be expected to perform as well. The DBMS'shave been
periodically updated with new software releases. They may continue to be
updated in the future as they mature. The changes made to the software
can have significant effects on performance. For example, the proposed
2-byte memorymanagementcapability in ORACLEand the pointer array
capability in SEEDcould greatly enhance each system respectively.
Additional testing should be considered for these systems after such
changes to re-evaluate performance. Lastly, the reader should recall
that the evaluation and testing made has been relative to the typical
needs of a NASAdata base application. These needs are not necessarily
ori ented the way those of an average comrnercial data base might be. The
typical NASAdata base ;s presumed to consist of large amounts of
scientific data that once loaded will remain somewhatstatic.
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APPENDIXI
PARTA
BENCHMARKINGOPERATIONS
1. Using an indexed field, locate a specific Profile related value •
• 2. Sequentially access all the Profile records.
3. Using an indexed field, locate a specific Entry related value.
4. Sequentially access all the Entry records.
5. Establish the cost of compoundselection criteria
A.) With a single indexed value as selection criteria (control)
B.) With two indexed values as selection criteria
C.) With an indexed value and a non-indexed value as selection
criteri a
6. Measure sort capability
A.) Unsorted (control)
B.) Sorted
7. Incremental addit~on and deletion of a Profile value
A.) Insertion
B.) De1et ion
8. Incremental addition and deletion of an Entry value
A.) Insert ion
B.) Deletion
9. Openand close data base without intermediate operations
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APPENDIXI
PARTB
TABLESOF BENCHMARKINGRESULTS
Note should be made that at the 52,000, 439,000, and 1,040,000 row
data base levels version 2.3 of ORACLEwas used while at the 99,000 and
189,000 levels the measurements of the ORAAAAtask are approximated. At
the 52,000, 189,000 and 1,040,000 the ORAAAAtimes are derived from the
system accounting log but at the other two levels the times, I/O, and
page faults had to be derived from the latest update of the DECdisplay
monitor prior to the conclusion of the primary task.
Also, of importance is the fact that all terminal interface results
(UFI, GARDEN,HARVEST,and TI) include the cost of opening and closing
the data base in their measurements. One might attempt to more accurate-
ly estimate response and overhead by determining a net time by subtract-
ing out the appropriate query 9 results which simply opened and closed
the data base without intermediate steps.
The tables that follow contain the results of the Benchmarktests at
each level of data base size. The left hand column specifies the data
base size. For consistency, the size stated is related to the number of
CDASrecords loaded, not necessarily the number of data base records.
The measurements provided are for four different resources identified in
the second column as: clock time, CPUtime, Direct I/O, and page
faults. Clock time is the total number of seconds required from sub-
mission to completion of a function. CPUtime is the computer processing
time consumed while performing a function. Direct I/Ols are the number
of disk read and writes issued by the software. Page faults are the
number of times the software addresses an instruction or location not
currently in main memo~ thus requiring the virtual operating systen to
swap main memoryfor the desired page on the disk. Each of the three
systems have separate columns.
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ORACLE'scolumn is subdivided into an HLI and UFI (interactive inter-
face) halves each with an ORAAAAelement which corresponds to the detached
process for the test function. SEEDis subdivided into HLI, GARDEN,and
HARVEST(BLOOMis used for 6A and 6B) where appropriate since some func-
tions were not tested using all interfaces. RIMwas subdivided into HLI
and TERM.INTER.only. Neither SEEDnor RIMhad a detached process to
keep track of.
All TI results (UFI, GARDEN,HARVEST,ERM.INTER)contain the added
overhead of opening and closing the data base as well as the cost of per-
forming the desired test function. All HLI figures are net results and do
not include the overhead. The ORAAAAcolumn for ORACLE'sHLI results is
blank because measurements were not obtainable for this detached process
on a test function basis. It may be presumed that the equivalent ORAAAA
results for UFI approximate those for the HLI tests with results from
Query #9 subtracted out first
Note should also be made that each level of data base size is made
up of a proportionate amount of FGGE/LIMSprofile information and entry
information. The ratio of the two record types averaged about 1 Profile
record to 15.85 Entry records. As a result queries that access Profile
related information are searching a muchs~aller amount of data than
those which access Entry related data. An estimate of the number of
Profi 1e and Entry records at each tested 1eve1 of data base size is:
Data Base Size Profil e Records Entry Records
52,000 3,100 48,900
99,000 5,900 93,100
189,000 11,200 177,800
439,000 26,100 412,900
1,040,000 61,700 978,300
The above figures are expressed in terms of records from the input source
(FGGE/LIMSdata tapes) and does not necessarily reflect data base records.
1-3
BENC/IHARKINGOPERATIONRESULTSIi
ORACLE SEED RIM
DATABASESIZE MEASUREMENT /ill ORAAAA Ufl ORAAAA 1I11 GARDEN IIARVEST /ill TERM.INTER
(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock Time (SEC)
.40( .'T-- 10.01 8.0 .07 2.54 3.31 96.11 109.11CPUHme (SEC)
.02i .05 -- .60 2.63 .02 1.17 1.65 53.42 58.58Direct I/O o 0
-- --
37 1 6 6 1712 1792
Page faults o 19
-- --
718 11 606 831 752 1999
99,000 ClK Hm .62"
--
7.42" 7.42" .06 2.39 2.90 .25 3.17
CPUHme .03 -- .52 2.31 .02 1.14 1.52 .12 1.72
DIR I/O 0 -- -- 29 1 6 6 4 83
PG flTS 22
-- --
674 11 621 776 24 860
189,000 ClK Time .48 * -- 7.47 " 7.47 * .11 I. 99 2.82 .32 3.08
CPUTime .04 -- .61 I. 97 .03 1.07 1.39 .17 1. 79
Dlr I/O 0 -- -- 22 3 8 9 4 83
PG. flts 0 -- -- 590 11 573 781 24 874
439,000 ClK Time .44 -- 6.91 6.0 .07 2.27 2.82 .29 5.91
CPUTime .02 -- .56 2.50 .02 1. 27 1.44 .14 2.38
Dlr I/O U -- -- 37 2 7 8 4 72
PG f1 ts 0 -- -- 718 11 597 781 20 858
1,040,000 ClK Time .52 -- 6.76 6.0 .54 3.08 13.36 .52 5.32
CPUTime .02 -- .59 2.73 .18 1. 32 1. 75 .13 1.7
Dlr I/O 0 -- -- 38 22 27 28 5 79
PG fL IS 0 -- -- 729 11 631 775 25 879
--
--
" ORACLEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
. \
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8ENCliHARKINGOPERATIONRESULTS12
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-
ORACLE SEm RIM
DATABASESIZE MEASIJREMENT IIl1 ORAMA Ufl ORAMA IIl1 HARVEST HlI TERM.INTER(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock Time (SEC) 103.4 (108.431* -- 109.03 108.0 106.33 140.16 29.37 . 36.52
CPUTime (SEC) .04 ( .04 -- .58 55.78 31.86 52.67 18.06 21.62
Direct I/O 3 (3
-- --
2684 3120 3126 318 397
Page faults 0 ( 1 ) -- -- 716 1513 3391 69 952
99,000 ClK Time 209.93*
-- 214.88* 214.88* 216.67 283.14 57.84 53.81
CPUTime .03 -- .67 101.51 60.42 99.20 34.69 36.96
OIR I/O 6
-- -- 5451 5893 5899 601 680
PGfl TS 1 -- -- 676 1592 6621 134 1534
189,000 CLKTime 422.92* -- 283.04* 2113.04* 295.48 439.64 92.05 101.64
CPUTime .03 -- .63 191.20 102.15 232.59 63.51 68.55
Oir I/O 14 -- -- 10256 8959 8965 1134 1213
PG. fits 1 -- -- 689 3574 9222 117 2244
439,000 ClK Time 892.38
-- 902.87 902.0 660.78 1009.43 214.04 223.77
CPUTime .04
-- .65 452.92 228.12 531.62 149.01 160.10
Oir I/O 29
-- -- 23245 111865 18871 2661 2729
PGfits 0
-- -- 717 6564 11712 142 6106
1,040,000 CLKTime 2132.711
-- 2141.311 2140.0 1413.04 2236.61 546.22 560.18
CPUTime .05
--
.11 1065.4U 510.02 1254.39 350.35 375.01
Olr I/O 71 -- -- 55477 40178 40183 6297 6371
PG fL TS 0
-- -- 729 13468 33628 119 17036
-
* ORACLEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
>-<
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8EtiCIlHARKItiGOPERATIONRESULTS13
-
ORACLE SEED RIM
DATABASESIZE MEASUREMENT Illl ORAMA UFI ORMAA Illl GARDEN liARVEST Illl TERM.INTER
(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock Time (SEC) r.is: 1.241* -- 8.34 7 .32 3.10 3.64 .55 7.68
CPUTime (SEC) .17( .12
--
.83 2.94 .16 1.67 1.88 .26 3.29
Direct I/O o (0 -- -- 39 4 8 8 10 85
Page Faults 0 ( 2 ) -- -- 719 64 649 883 31 889
99,000 CLKTime 1.15* -- 11.51* 11.51* .22 2.90 3.24 .52 3.83
CPUTime .17 -- 3.21 3.02 .14 1.55 1.92 .24 1.93
DIR I/O 0 -- -- 42 3 7 7 8 85
PG FLTS 1 -- -- 677 63 600 892 30 872
189,000 ClK Time 1. 36* -- 11.84* 11.84* .31 2.90 2.96 .49 4.35
CPUTime .19 -- 3.61 3.05 .19 1.61 1.86 .28 1.89
Dir I/O 0 -- -- 36 5 0 10 9 85
PG. Flts 7 -- -- 689 64 642 870 32 817
439,000 CLKTime 1.08 -- 8.46 7.0 .33 3.19 3.73 .45 5.98
CPUTime .19 -- .83 3.09 .19 1. 70 1.99 .24 2.86
Dir I/O 0
-- --
39 5 10 10 9 14
PGFIts 0 -- -- 719 63 650 854 30 842
1,040,000 ClK Time 1.33 -- 8.53 7.0 .74 3.50 3.88 .73 5.45
CPUTime .16 -- .79 3.19 .33 1.85 2.09 .26 1.87
Oir I/O 0 -- -- 40 24 28 28 9 82
PG FLTS 0 -- -- 728 64 587 886 23 878
* ORAClEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
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8ENCHMARKINGOPERATIONRESULTS 14
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ORAClE SEED RIH
DATA8ASESIZE MEASUREMENT HlI ORAMA UFI ORAMA HlI HARVEST HlI TERM.INTER
(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock Time (SEC) 680.491926.,'!' -- 694.14 693 249.09 548.94 67.83 78.51
CPUTime (SEC)
.06l .12 -- .60 598.6 136.74 399.35 53.36 57.75
01rect I/O 22 0
-- --
1,568 3,492 3,498 319 397
Page Faults o ( 2 -- -- 716 3,191 9,794 221 1,635
99,OOO CLKTime 1,891.96*
--
1,851.21* 1,851.21* 521.23 1,107.78 114.32 124.72
CPUTime .08 -- I. 55 1,413.77 259.87 778.39 96.62 101.68
OIR I/O 59
--
-- 15,659 7005 7,011 603 681
PGFLTS 13
--
-- 679 4,8~5 17,423 356 2~182
169,000 CLKTime 4,046.75* -- 3,366.34 * 3,366.34 * 754.14 2,971.15 221.88 140.22
CPUTime .38 -- .70 2,427.02 483.47 2,507.12 172.69 100.95
Olr I/O 123 -- -- 29,251 10,845 10,850 1,134 1,213
PG. fits 9 -- -- 285 8,786 44,545 3,059 965
439,000 ClK Time 5,667.79 -- 5,610.83 5,609.0 1,754.56 7,476.69 451.61 326.28
CPUTime .06 -- .63 4,906.57 1,142.36 5,836.77 356.57 235.84
Olr I/O 168 -- -- 12,903 22,826 22,832 2,661 2,729
PGFits 0
--
-- 715 19,686 92,461 7,349 1,045
1,040,000 CLKTime 13,350.21 -- OHITT[I) 3,811.96 15,703.78 1,000.81 767.88
CPUTime .15 -- 2,603.52 13,427.67 835.23 557.03
01r I/O 444 -- 48,258 48,263 6,297 6,371
PGFLTS 0 -- 42,314 221,350 18,357 1,072
-
* ORACLEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
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I
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BENCHMARKINGOPERATIONRESULTS15A
ORAClE SEEn RIH
DATABASESIZE MEASUREMENT HLI ORAAAA Ufl ORAAAA HLI liARVEST Hli TERM.INTER
(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock Time (SEC)
•
391.57r -- 6.66 5.0 .12 3.50 .27 7.41CPUTime (SEC) .02 .04 -- .66 2.47 .04 I. 76 .11 3.10
Direct I/O o 0 --
--
36 2 8 4 83
Page Faults 0 (I ) -- -- 717 28 924 12 864
99,000 CLKTime .73* -- 12.66 * 12.66* .15 3.26 .35 4.34
CPU Time .04 -- .62 2.7i .04 1.67 .19 1.86
DIR I/O 0 -- -- 53 3 9 6 86
PG FLTS 0 --
--
690 30 845 13 866
189,000 CLKTime .8* -- 7.12* 7.12* .18 4.47 .63 2.79
CPU Time .06 -- .61 1.91 .03 2.81 .31 1.53
Dir I/O 0 -- -- 22 8 88 4 10
PG. Flts 0 -- -- 592 15 867 2 758
439,000 ClK Time .92 -- 7.39 6.0 .50 4.06 1.87 7.11
CPUTime .04 -- .57 2.73 .10 1.73 .82 3.13
Dir I/O
°
-- -- 46 11 17 20 89
PG fits 0 -- -- 716 33 784 21 854
1,040,000 CLKTime 1. 79 -- 8.51 7.0 1.24 4.57 6.96 11.05
CPUTime .05 -- .58 3.19 .25 2.10 2.56 3.41
Dir I/O 0 --
--
65 30 35 58 133
PG FLTS 0 -- -- 727 33 768 41 878
* ORAClEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
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BENCHMARKINGOPERATIONRESULTS'50
ORAClE SEEIl RIM
DATABASESIZE MEASUREMENT Illl ORAMA UFI ORAMA till liARVEST HlI TERM.INTER
(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock Time (SEC) .46 .51 * -- 6.71 6.0 .23 3.52 .25 7.25
CPUTIme (SEC) .06 .02 -- .fiO 2.7 .07 1.77 .09 3.07
Direct I/O 0 0 -- -- 36 3 9 4 B3
Page Faults 0 0 -- -- 719 51 8111 16 872
99,000 CLKTime .63*
--
7.50* 7.50* .31 3.52 .39 4.00
CPUTIme .04
--
.58 2.52 .07 1.77 .26 2.94
DIR I/O 0 -- -- 39 6 9 6 86
PGFLTS 0 -- -- 677 25 881 18 905
189,000 CLKTIme .63* -- 7.30* 7.30* .43 2.89 .76 5.89
CPUTIme .06 -- .58 2.78 .11 I. 57 .45 2.09
Dir I/O 0
-- --
33 8 9 11 91
PG. Fits 0 -- -- 690 51 764 2fi 850
439,000 CLKTIme .66 -- 6.65 6.0 .92 3.05 2.33 8.17
CPUTIme .08 -- .fi2 2.fi6 .22 1.58 1.12 3.61
mr I/O 0 -- -- 36 20 9 29 98
PGFits 0 -- -- 719 51 764 41 854
1,040,(100 ClK TIme .71 -- 7.60 6.0 4.00 3.31 12.27 21.01
CPUTIme .03 -- .68 2.86 .55 r.sr 3.63 5.24
Dlr I/O 0
-- --
40 58 16 114 190
PGHTS 0 -- -- 728 51 734 46 879
-
* ORAClEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
aBEtlCIiHARl(ltlGOPERATIONRESULTS15C
- ORACLE SEEn RIM
DATABASESIZE HEASUREHEtlT Illl ORAMA UFI ORAMA Illl HARVEST HLI TERM.INTER
(Records or Rows)
50,000 Clock Time (SEC) .51( .37)* -- 6.51 5.0 .20 -- .28 7.50
CPUTime (SEC) 0·04i o•
041 -- .56 2.61 .06 -- .11 3.0601rect I/O -- -- 36 3 -- 4 81
Page Faults o (0 --
--
118 51
--
18 618
99,000 ClK Time .34 *
--
1.35* 1.35* .25 3.15 .31 3.93
CPUTime .05 -- .63 2.72 .11 1.83 .11 1.31
DIR I/O 0
-- --
52 4 10 6 86
PG FLTS 0 -- -- 688 125 1,119 22 866
189,000 Cll( TI/De .52* -- 6.25* 6.25* .31 3.31 .55 4.61
CPUTime .03 -- .58 2.01 .12 2.02 .34 1.11
Dlr I/O 0 -- -- 22 6 12 8 88
PG. Flts 0 -- -- 578 125 1,262 31 861
439,000 Cll( Time 1.00 -- 1.34 6.0 .69 4.16 2.33 7.97
CPUTime .04 -- .60 2.93 .23 2.21 1.09 3.48
Dlr I/O 0 -- -- 46 13 19 28 97
PG Fits 0 -- -- 118 125 1,381 42 874
1,040,000 Cll( Time 1.06
-- 8.41 7.0 1.66 8.22 8.38 13.40
CPUTime .08 -- .65 3.36 .56 3.24 2.92 4.116
Dlr I/O 0 --
--
65 34 39 39 166
PG FLTS 0
-- --
128 200 1,703 1,703 880
-_._._------- --- .. ----------
* ORACLEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
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BENCIIMARKINGOPERATIONRESULTS,6A
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-ORACLE SEEn RIM
-- --OATABASESIZE MEASUREMENT 1I11 DRAMA UFI ORAMA BLOOM till TERM.INTER
(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock Time (SEC) 81.0/3 -- 181.11 180.0 1114.03 56.14 18.80
CPUTIme (SEC) 16.15
--
33.16 54.31l 1540.28 31.28 56.41
Direct I/O 0 -- -- 435 5,621 121 892
Page Faults 0
-- --
119 35,356 54 1,031
.- --
IlENCIiHAIlKINGOPERATIONRESULTS'68
SEEn RIM
BLOOM 1I11 TERM.INTER
1732.63 64.96 85.66
1549.81 46.53 66.07
5,631 780 949
38,487 593 1,511
RAAAA
87.11
24.113
81l
24
ORACLE
_.-
DATABASESIZE MEASUREMENT Ill! ORAAAA Ufl 0
(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock TIme (SEC) 93.11 -- 287.99 2
CPUTIme (SEC) 16.20 -- 34.39 I
Direct I/O 0 -- -- 16
Page faults 0 -- -- 7
N
.,
BENCIlHARKINGOPERATIONRESUlTS I1A
..
w
- --
ORACLE SEW RIH
-- --
DATABASESIZE HEASUREHEIH 1IL1 ORAAAA UFI ORAAAA 1IL1 GAROFtl 1I11 TERH.INTER
(Records or Rows)
-- --
52,000 Clock Time (SEC) .93( 1.47)" -- 7.30 6.0 1.09 3.18 15.59 --
CPUTime (SEC)
.02( .04J -- .64 2.81 .20 1.62 7.82 --
Direct I/O 0 ( 0 -- -- 49 21 17 549 --
Page Faults 0 (19 ) -- -- 718 75 1.091 58 --
99,000 ClK Time 1.14" -- 8.28" B.28" 1.13 3.14 .43 --
CPUTime .02 -- .57 .45 .11l 1.4/\ .21 --
OIR I/O 0 -- -- 3 21 21 12 --
PGFlTS 0 -- -- 411 73 790 24 --
IB9,OOO CLKTime 1. 31" -- 8.51" 8.51" .84 3.03 .53 --
CPUTime .03 -- 1.45 2.48 .19 1.48 .24 --
Oir I/O 0 -- -- 29 21 18 13 --
PG. Flts 0 - - -- 685 73 759 27 --
439,000 CLKTime 1.91 -- II. 34 9.0 .81l 3.30 .81 --
CPUTime .03 -- .56 3.02 .17 1.53 .28 --
Oir I/O 0 -- -- 48 22 23 22 --
PG Fits 0 -- -- 119 73 188 26 --
1,040,000 CLKTime 1.33 -- 1.91 6.0 .89 6.53 3.8 --
CPUTime 0 -- .51 2.91 .21 2.68 .6 --
Oir I/O 0 -- -- 50 25 153 52 --
PGFlTS 0 -- -- 128 70 823 26 --
- -- - ------ --
" ORACLEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
/lENCIItIARt:INGOPERATIONRESUITS '111
--
SEEn RIH
I GARIlF.N 1I11 TERM.INTER
-
.19 1.36
--
7.29
.01 1.21
--
3.10
9
--
91
595
--
909.
.IA 2.19 -- 3.70
.04 1.13
--
I. 78
9
--
90
595
--
902
.16 2.24
--
6.13
.01 1.13 -- LA7
9
--
90
591
--
813
.13 2.29 -- 6.01
.02 1.12
--
2.60
9
--
79
711
--
858
.24 3.55 -- 5.58
.09 1.32
--
I. 74
34
--
86
679
--
906
ilL
4
12
4
47
4
47
4
47
6
47
4
3*
2
8
9*
o
ORACLE
-
DATABASESIZE MEASUREMENT till ORAAAA Ufl ORAAAA
(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock Time (SEC) .79( .62 * -- 6.96 6.0
CPUTIme (SEC)
.02fO -- .58 2.6
Direct I/O o 0 -- -- 46
Page faults 0 (0
-- --
711
99,000 CLt:TIme .31* -- 8.43* 8.1
CPUTIme 0
--
.58 .8
DIR I/O 0
-- --
9
PG fLlS 0 -- -- 463
189,000 CLKTIme .33* -- 7.59* 7.5
CPUTIme .01 -- .53 .6
Dlr I/O 0 -- -- 9
PG. fJ t s 0 -- -- 450
439,000 CLKTIme 1.31 -- 7.23 6.0
CPUTIme .03 -- .55 2.6
Dlr I/O 0 -- -- 46
PGfits 0 -- -- 115
1,040,000 CLKTime 1.03 -- 7.49 6.0
CPUTIme .02 -- .53 2.14
Dlr I/O 0 -- -- 47
PGHTS 0 -- -- 126
-
......
I
-'
* ORACLEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
-r ",
IlENCIlHARKINGOPERATIONRESUlTS lilA
Clock Time (SEC)
•
85i.71rCPUTIme (SEC) .01 .01
Direct I/O o 0
Page Faults 0 (0 )
ClK Time .69"
CPUTIme 0
DIR I/O 0
PGFLTS 0
ClK TIme .83"
CPUTime .02
Dlr I/O 0
PG. Fits 0
ClK Time .82
CPUTime .02
Dlr I/O 0
PGFIts 0
elK Time .99
CPUTIme .02
Dlr I/O 0
PGFLTS 0
------
-
SEm Rlti
---"
DRAMA 1IL1 GAROEN 1I11 TERM.INTER
-
72 8.0 1.4 4.33 .22 --
3 2.9 .09 1. 39 .10 --
39 2 10 4 --
718 67 672 14 --
I- 7.91- .is 2.44 .19 --
2 2.69 .07 1.32 .11 --
- 39 2 8 4 --
-
677 67 612 14 --
7" 7.97" .11 2.46 .28 --
3 7.48 .06 1.35 .10 --
- 29 2 9 4 --
685 67 729 15 --
7 6.0 .14 2.61 .22 --
3 2.93 .09 1.32 .12 --
39 2 9 4 --
719 67 608 15 --
6.0 2.08 3.70 .49 --
6 3.03 .92 1.53 .14 --
42 108 31 5 --
729
.
67 656 15 --
----
7.2
.5
7.9
.6
7.3
.5
7.9
.5
10.
.6
UFI
ORACH
DRAMA1IL1MEASUREMENT
52,000
99,000
189,000
439,000
1,040,000 "
DATABASESIZE
(Records or Rows)
U1
" ORACLEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
BENCIlMARKINr. OPElIATION RESUlTS 'DB
ORACLE SEEO RU4
-
IlATABASESIZE MEASUREMENT 1I11 DRAMA Ufl ORAMA III I GARIlEN Ill! TERM. INTER
(Records or Rows)
--
52,000 Clock Time (SEC) .59( .26)* -- 6.98 6.0 .15 2.76 -- 8.06
CPU Time (SEC)
.02( .02~ -- .60 2.75 .06 1.17 -- 3.17
Direct I/O 0 (0 -- -- 38 2 8 -- 84
Page faults 0 (0 ) -- -- 711 61 622 -- 880
99,000 CLKTime .26* -- 7.40* 7.40* .13 2.53 -- 3.67
CPU TIllie .01 -- .58 .34 .07 1.1A -- I. 71
IlIR I/O 0 -- -- 3 2' 8 -- 84
PG fLTS 0 -- -- 2H2 61 5RO -- fl72
189,000 ClK Time .4' - 7.68* 7.68* .10 2.39 -- 3.95
CPU Time .01 -- .53 1.41 .05 1.13 -- 1.75
Illr I/O 0 -- -- 12 2 7 -- 84
PG. flts 0
-- -- 546 61 593 -- 866
439,000 ClK Tillie .63 -- 7.11 6.0 .14 2.25 -- 5.74
CPU Time .01 -- .54 2.61 .08 1.14
--
2.40
Dlr I/O 0 -- -- 38 2 7 -- 73
PG fits 0 -- -- 715 61 581 -- R61
1,040,000 ClK Time .58 -- 6.91 6.0 .16 3.49
--
5.35
CPU Time .02 -- .55 2.75 .OR 1.33 -- 1.67
Dir I/O 0 -- -- 39 3 30 -- 80
PG fL TS 0 -- -- 729 61 617 -- 866
- ---- ---
• ORACLEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
;)
RENCItHARKINIlOPERATIONRESIJLTS '9
• ..
DATABASESIZE HEASUREMENT
(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock Time (SEC) 6
CPUTime (SEC)
Direct I/O
Page Faults
99,000 CLKTime 6
.-. CPUTime
DIR I/O
--' PG FllS
'-l
189,000 ClK Time 6
CPUTime
01r I/O
PG. Fits
439,000 ClK Time 6
CPUTime
Dlr I/O
Pc, Fl ts
1,040,000 ClK Time 6
CPUTime
Dlr I/O
PG FlTS
-
ORAClE SEED RIM
UFI ORAMA C,ARIlEN HARVEST TfRM. INTER
-
.29(6. 50r 5.0 ( 6.6 )" 2.18 2.44 --
.51( .49 2.21 ( 2.13 ) 1.00 1.26 --
-- 30 ( 28 ) 5 5 --
--
703 (660 ) 445 464
--
.83" -- 2.06 2.28 3.55
.51 -- .91 1.24 1. 64
-- -- 5 5 78
-- -- 442 430 838
.91" 11.91" 2.10 2.23 3.37
.56 ·2.08 92 1.17 1.50
-- 22 5 5 78
-- 634 403 42~ 846
.24 5.0 2.07 5.08 5.42
.50 2.28 .93 1.64 2.37
-- 30 5 5 66
-- 704 403 539 834
.29 5.0 2.39 2.41 4.51
.49 2.51 .99 1.26 1.49
-- 30 5 5 73
-- 725 445 475 846
_.
-----_._--- -
------------ ---
" ORACLEVersion 2.2 Used To Produce Results
......
I
O(NCIIMI\Rt:I~ OI'EIlATION llESULTSf9
ORACLE SEED RIH
DATABASESIZE HEASUREHENT Uf' ORAMA GARDEN IIARVEST TERH. 'NTER(Records or Rows)
52,000 Clock TI"~ (SEC) 6. 2916•5Ur 5.0 I6.6 I' 2.18 2.44 1 --CPUTillie (S(() .51 .19 2.21 2.131 1.00 1.26 --Direct I/O -- 3D 28 5 5 --
Paye faults
--
703 660 445 161 --
99,000 eLK Hille 6.03"
--
2.06 2.28 3.55
CPUTIllie .51
--
.91 1.24 1.64
DIR I/O -- -- 5 5 78
PG fLTS -- -- 442 . 430 838
lU9,000 eLI<TIllie 6.91" 6.91" 2.10 2.23 3.37
CPU1I11~ .56 2.08 92 1.11 1.50
Dlr I/O -- 22 5 5 78
PG. flts -- 631 403 426 846
439,000 eLI<TIllie 6.24 5.0 2.01 5.08 5.12
CPUlillie .50 2.28 .93 1.61 2.31
Dir I/O -- 3D 5 5 66
PG fits -- 104 4113 539 834
1,040,000 elI< Tillie 1.1.29 5.0 2.39 2.41 1.51
CPU TIllie .49 2.51 .99 1.26 1.49
IIi r I/O -- ]0 5 5 73
rn IUS
-- 125 445 475 846
" IIIlAl:LCVcrs lnn ~.2 Used Til Pruduce HllSllhs
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APPENDIXI
DATABASESPECIFICATIONS

, ) '>,
TABLE COLUMN DATETYPE LENGTH H1AGE NONULL
ENTRY PROFILECNT# NUMBER 22 NON-UNIQUE YES
PRESSURETYPE Nut1RER 22 YES
PRESSURE-LVL NUr~BER 22 YES
Tn1P NUMBER 22 YES
QC_FLAG NUr1BER 22 YES
PRESSURETYPELEGEND CODE NUMBER 22 NON-UNIQUE YES
OESCRIPTION CHAR 50 NO
PROFILE PROFILECNT# NUMBER 22 UNI~UE YES
TAPE11)- r.HAR 6 YES
P TIME CHAR 10 NON-UNIOUE YES
LAT NUMBER 22 NON-UNIQUE YES
LONG NUMBER 22 NON-UNIQUE YES
QUALITY_FLAG_LEGENDCHAR NUrmER 22 NON-UNIQUE YES
...... COOE NutmER 22 NO......
I DESCRIPTION CHAR 50 NON
TAPE TAPEm CHAR 6 UNIQUE YES
SYNSTIME CHAR 8 YES
SYN-ETH1E CHAR 8 YES
GEN-nATE CHAR 15 YES
APPENOIXII
PARTA
ORACLETABLEANOROW
SPECIFICATIONS
FORBENCHMARKTESTING
SCHEMANAMESATDBMAXIMUMOF36 RECORDSPERPAGE.
AREANAMESATDATAAREASIZE IS 64007PAGES.
PAGESIZE IS 512 WORDS.
AREANAMESATHEADAREASIZE IS 2161 PAGES.
PAGESIZE IS 256 WORDS.
RECORDNAMER1 SYNSTIME
LOCATIONMODECALCUSINGSYNSTIMEWITHINSATHEAD.
SYNSTIME TYPE CHARACTER8.
RECORDNAMER2 SYNESTIME
LOCATION~10DE CALCUSINGSYNETrr~E WITHINSATHEAD.
SYN-ETIME TYPE CHARACTER8.
RECORDNAt1ER3TAPEID --
LOCATIONMODE,CALCUSINGTAPEIDWITHINSATHEAD.
TAPEID TYPE CHARACTER6.
GENDATE TYPE CHARACTER6.
RECORDNAMER4DATATYPE
LOCATIONMODECALCUSINGDATATYPEWITHINSATHEAD.
DATATYPE TYPE CHARACTER30.
RECORDNAt1ER7 LAT
LOCATIONMODECALCUSINGLATWITHINSATHEAD.
LAT TYPE INTEGER*4.
RECORDNM1ER8 LONG
LOCATION'·100ECALCUSINGLONGWITHINSATHEAO.
LONG TYPE INTEGER*4.
RECORDNAMERIOPROFILE
LOCATION-MODECALCUSINGP TH1EWITHINSATDATA.
P TIr1E TYPE CHARACTER10.
RECORDNAMERll ENTRY
LOCATION-MODEVIAS10 11 WITHINSATDATA.
PRESSURETYPE TYPE INTEGER*2.
PRESSURELVL TYPE INTEGER*4.
TMP TYPE INTEGER*2. .,QCFLAG TYPE INTEGER*2.
APPENDIXI
PARTB
SEEDSCHn1A
FORBENCHMARTESTING
II-3
(CONTID)
RECORDNAMERI00 QCDESCR
LOCATIONMODECALCUSINGQCFLAGCODEWITHINSATI~EAD.
QCFLAGCODE TYPE INTEGER*2.
QC_DESCR TYPE CHARACTER60.
RECORDNAMERI01 PRESSURETYPECODE
LOCATIONMODECALC-USINGPRESSURETYPECODEWITHINSATHEAD.
PRESSURETYPECODETYPEINTEGER*2:
PRESSURE-DESCRTYPECHARACTER60.
SETNAMESI 3 MODECHAINORDERNEXT
OWNERR2SYNESTIME
t~Et1BER R3TAPEIOLINKEDTOOWNER
SETSELECTIONCURRENT.
SETNAMES4 3 MODECHAINORDERNEXT
OWNERR4DATATYPE
MEMBERR3 TAPEIDLINKEDTOOWNER
SETSELECTIONCURRENT.
SETNAMES3 10 MODECHAINORDERNEXT
OWNERR3 TAPEID
MEt1BERRIOPROFILELINKEOTOOWNER
SETSELECTIONCURRENT.
SETNAMES7-10 MODECHAINORDERNEXT
OWNERR7-LAT
MEMBERRIOPROFILELINKEDTOOWNER
SETSELECTIONCURRENT.
SETNAMES10 11 MODECHAINORDERNEXT
OWNER-RIOPROFILE
MEMBERRIT ENTRY
SETSELECTIONCURRENT.
II-4

APPENDIXII I
COMMENTSOF TUDYBYDBMSORIGINATORS

The following commentsare responses by the originators of the DBMS's
under study concerning the material presented in this document. The
authors of this document do not confirm or refute the claims of the
originators of the DBMSproducts on the pages that follow. Futhermore the
authors wish to point out that any new statistics provided in this appendix
by product originators have not been substatiated by the study group.
I I 1-1

Relational Software Incorporated
OCtober 28 1981
300G SM1d Hili Road. Menlo Park. CA 9<4025 Telex·171437 415/854-7350
WSA Goddard Space Flight Center
ATl'N: Ms. Beth Martin
Code 931
Bldg 28 Room~246
Greenbel t, MD20771
Reference: NASAStudy
"Database Management System Analysis and
Performance Testing with Respect to NASARequirements"
Preliminary draft dated August 5, 1981.
Gentlemen,
Thank you for providing us the opportuni ty to review and conmerrc on the referenced
report, which presents the results of tests conducted with the ORACLErelational
database management system as well as RIM and SEED. We were pleased to 'foOrkclosely
with NASApersonnel during the test program that is described, and we find that in
general, the report is !:oth balanced and technically correct.
Rather than conment at length, we have chosen to confine our response to two key
aspects of the quantitative analysis section of the report, and one aspect of the
qualitative analysis section ..
First, the series of tests reported exercised each of the systems only in single user
mode. We do not know why the. tests were conducted in this fashion, since multi-user
operation is critically important to large-scale use of a database management system.
However, this mode of testing may have been selected because only ORACLEallo"ws
multiple users to update the database concurrently; SEED and RIM are limitEd to a
single user for update. The tests discussed here did not utilize ORACLE's multiuser
capability. For example, ORACLEallows ~ separate programs to concurrently load
data into the same table.
The second t=eint we wish to emphasize is that the particular version of ORACLEtested
by NASA (Le., Version 2.3) runs on the ~ 11/780 in PDP-1l compatibility moder
both SEED and RIM run in VAXnative IOOde. Version 3 of ORACLE,now in test at RSI
runs entirely in v.AXnative mode and is substantially faster than ORACLEversion 2.3.
(Version 3 ORACLEis scheduled for release to beta test sites in December of 1981.)
RSI has recently completed performance testing on ORACLEversion 3 on the VAX11/780.
The following chart describes the performance of ORACLEversion 1, (released in June
1979), version 2 (released in January 1980), and version 3 (scheduled for general
release in March of 1982).
continued
ORACLE PERFORMANCE
I
VERSION1 VERSION2 I VERSION3 VERSION3 I
I CLUSTERED I
I
SELECT la/sec sO/sec I lOa/sec 17S/sec I
-+-. --I
UPDATE 4/sec 15/sec I 2S/sec 4a/sec I
-I
INSERT 3/sec a/sec I 22/sec so/sec I
-+--.
-I
DELETE 2/sec 7/sec I 20/sec 35/sec I
--+
In addition to running in native' mode, ORACtE version 3 includes among its
enhancements a new Fbysical storage optimization called ' clustering. ' Clustering:-
allows data from separate tables to be stored in the same physical disk page or
block. '!be use of clustered storage is especially effective in optimizing the
performance of join, insert and delete operations.
It is interesting that even though ORACLEwas running in compatibility mode and
without clustered storage,. the NASA test demonstrated that version 2.3 0Rm was·
faster than. SEED on large databases. while SEED was faster on small databases. '!his
result is somewhat. ironic, considering that "experts" have been claiming that
relationcll. raMS are not suitable for applications with large databases. wewould be
very interested in the result of a repetition of. the tests using ORACU:'version J.
We believe that version 3 will substantially outperform both SEED and RIM on large
and small databases.
'!he qualitative analysis section of the report outlines the advantages of OIU\CI.E's
reJ.ati~ approach in the areas of ease of use and data independence compared wi th
SEED's network data. model.. Unfortunately, the qualitative analysis did not include
any ORACIZfunctions that SEED cannot also perform. That is, the test evaluated
functions provided by both ORACLE and SEED even though the report states that ORF-.CLE
can perform many functions that either require large amounts of user programning or
are not available at all with SEED. we hope that the next phase of testing will not
be limited to that subset of functions of ORACLEthat can also be performed by SEED.
'!bank you again for your ceeporacren in letting us review the document before
release. we look forward to cooperating with NASA in future tests.
Yours truly,
LJ'E/cba
Refatlon~ Sottw..-e Incorporated 3000 Sand Hili ROOId.Menlo Park. CA 94025 Telex· 171437 415/854-7350
•INTERNATIONAL DATA BASE SYSTEMS, INC.
. 2300 Walnut Street. Philadelphia. PA 19103 (215) 568-2424
Suite 217
November 3, 1981
M:3. Beth Martin
NASA/Goddard Space FLight Center
Bldg. 26
Greenbelt, MD 20111
Dear Beth:
Attached is IDBS I letter of comment on the pM!liminary draft benchmark
study it e~sentially provide~ information on software released since this
summer that should have some bearing on SEED's usefulness for NASA's satellite
data cataloging ~quirement3. Please feel free either to print the letter as a
seperate appendix or to imbed the information in the body of your report. Ir
further clarification is needed or the information ~gbt be mOM!usetul in
another format, please don't hesitate to give me a call at (312) 781-6916.
IDBS would like to go on record as approving the direct comparison of
benchmark results for the three syst~ tested -- e~pec1ally in the form of
single graphs showing performance curves for all three systems. In addition,
the Study earetully illustrates methodologies for determinjng data base f11e
size, shows pr1!!-load predictions of fUe size for both documented system:s, and
confirmed the high degr1!e ot accuracy ot the pM!dictive method. It might be of
inteM!st to the reade~ ot the stUdy to directly compare the predicted sizes for
the 2 million CDAS ~cord data base. The disk space requirements were: ORACLE
112 megabytes; SEED~O megabytes. When very large data bases are anticipated,
a dirference in disk storage requirements of ~ater than a factor of four might
have impact on the decision as to the appropriate means of implementation.
Attached are copies ot IDBS' newest descriptive information on the SEED
System,. the C.O.O release notes, and the most current VA:! operating guide. I
look forward to both the publication ot this study and the results of further
benchmarks by your group.
With best personal regards,
~
Evan A. Bauer
enols.
EAB:ds

IJ INTERNATIONA L DATA BASE SYSTEMS, INC.. . 2300 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103(215)568·2424Suite 217M
Nove.ber 3, 1981
Ms. Beth Martin
NASA/Goddard Spac~ FLight Ce~ter
Bldg. 26
Greenbelt, Me 20771
Dear l-!5. Martin:
International Data Base Systems, Inc. would like to thank the In£ormation
Extraction Division, Goddard Space Flight Center and Business and Technological
Systems, Inc. for the careful job done in the study "Data Base Management
System Analysis and Performance Testing with Respect to Nasa Requirements". We
also welcome the opportunity to comment on the preliminary draft of the study.
In particular, we would like to point out the areas where the new C. a Release of
the SEEDData Base Management System should make SEEDmore appropriate to the
~equirements of the Packet Management System (PMS).
I.oad Rates
Pages 1-5 and 1-6 in the Study compare the load rates of the three Data
Ba:se Management Sy~em:s used. in the Study. IDBS concurrs 'iii th the Study in that
the substantial degradation in load performance experienced is characteristic of
the "lumping" of data caused by a poor match between calc key p~files and the
hashing algorithm used to position the data in the data base. The cyclic change
in storage rates would seem to indicate that "multiple hits" were ~esulting in
long overflow chains that would consistently decrease performance until one of
the "PROFILE" records was hashed to a page that was substantially empty. It
should also be noted that setting the maximum number of ~ecords per page in the
SATDATAarea.at 38 compounded the effect of the innapropriate hashing algorithm
by causing additional data overflow that ~esulted in additional IIOs and the
~esultant increase in wall-<3lock time. IDBS provided the B.11.2 and B.11. 3 SEED
user with the option of writing up to nine additional hashing algorithms for the
efficient handling of data not suited to the action of the SEEDdefault
algorithm.
With SEEDversion B.11.9, and subsequent ~eleases, IDBS is now distributing
several hashing algori thms, one of which is designed to randomly distribute
multi-word keys like the time-stamp used as the calc key in the "PROFILE"
~ecord. It is IDBS1 expectation that if the tests were repeated usin~ this new
standard algoritnm that the SEED load-rate curve would decline much less sharply
and show much less fluctuation.
We f-ear that the language in the second paragragh on page 4-2 may
mislead some ~eaders. Although it is clear from both the first paragraph and
figure 4-1 that at one million ~ecords, SEED's performance is approximately 25$
better than that of ORACLE,the second paragraph could mislead a ~eader into
belieVing that ORACLE'sperformance in loading a database 01' 700,000 or more
~ecords was better. Perhaps it would be less misleading to state that in the
700,000 to 1,000,000 ~cord range, ORACLE'smarginal performance was better than
SEED.
HARVEST
Enhancements have been made to the HARVESTQuery Language since the B.11.3
version that wa:s used for the Study. In response to the ~equirement to use an
escape sequence to abort an ~complete incorrect query, IDBS has now added the
ampersand (&) character to HARVESTas an abort character. The insertion of an
ampersand character at the end of a HARVESTcommand string aborts the command
and returns the user to the HARVEST"CCMMANDftprompt level.
In addition, the query diagnostic capability of HARVEST has been
SUbstantially enhanced to assist the user in identifying syntactical or logical
errors in his query and to correct them without ~equiring the use of any
~eference documentation.
HARVESTnow has a sort capability equiValent to that in the BLOOMReport
Writer that allows multiple ascending and descending sort keys to be specified
in a single query using a simple addition to the DISPLAY clause (SORTED on
(field-name) (ASCENDINGIDESCENDIHG».
New Preducts
Descriptions 01' VISTA and RAINBOWnew addition to IDBS' SEEDSystem, might
be appropriate additions to ~ection 3.7.2 (Complementary Software for SEED) of
the Study.
RAINBOWis an interactive graphic display facility designed to be used by
technical and non-technical users of SEED-managed data bases. It makes it easy
for users to obtain pie charts, bar graphs and line graphs in multiple colors.
RAINBOWproVides a high degree at automation, but at the same time, sufficient
flexibility for directing, modityin;, and manipulating the presentation of
information. RAINBOWacts as graphic designer and graphic artist in ~esponse to
user queries. RAINBOWdisplays query output in a graphic format in black and
white or color in accordance With the user's objectives.
RAINBOW13 a modular addition to the ffARVESTSystem. It provides the same
degree of default capability in its automatic graphic displays, as HARVEST
provides in its tabular displays. Use of the "DRAW" command invokes RAnmOW.
Input data 1s then internally structured to relate to design attributes of
shape, color, and scale.
VISTA is a screen-oriented applications development system which permits a
user to create routines to accept, edit, retrieve, and process data. It is
device-independent, and will run on virtually any video terminal that supports a
minimal. set ot. c~or movement functions. VISTA of'ters non-procedural screen
definition, full SEEDData ManipUlation Language Capabilities, the capability to
perform arithmetic calculations, and ftif" testing on data that is entered,
generated, or retrieved. VISTA allows the user to take advantage of such
terminal features as rever.~e video, direct cursor addressing, and graphical
capabilities (where available) to produce ftuser-friendly" screen formats.
Beca~e VISTA 1s dictionary-driven, the user need not explicitly describe the
syntax of data baae items. VISTA is fully integrated with SEED's journaling
function, allowing screen controlled backout of erroneous transactions.
VISTA can be run as a stand-alone interpretive processor or as a set of'
subroutines callable from FORTRAN.
The C.O version of SEEDsupports the use of ftb-tree" managed pointer arrays
for accessing data. The pointer arrays can be used instead of linked lists to
implement sorted sets (changing pertormancecharacteristics but not affecting
the users view of' the data base); or can maintain seperate indices to any
field in a record. A f1eld can be indexed after the data base has been designed
and loaded. HARVEST'sautomatic navigation capabilities can make use of indices
and pointer array maintained seta. The wsers' ""lational" or flat-t'ile view of
the SEEDdata base need not be ehangad.
IDBS would again like to thank all ot the organ1zation:s involved in this
study and we look forward to both the pUblication of this study and the N!sults
of' further benchmarks by NASA/lED.
Sincerely yours,
.-
/ - .'
.
~~ - . '--c:...
Rob Gerritsen
President
encls.
RG:ds

NanonatAeronautics and
Space Administration
Langfey Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
23665
NOV 2 an
ReC'lY10 AlIn 01: MS246(L-1155-REF)
TO: GoddardSpace F1ight Center
Attn:· 931/Regina Sylto, Information Extraction Division
FROM: 246/IPAOProject Managp.r,IPO, SOD
SUBJECT:Performanceof Data Base ManagementSystems
Nl\SI
Thankyou very muchfor a copy of the draft report DDataBase Management
SystemAnalysis and PerformanceTesting with Respect to NASARequirements,1l
forwarded with your letter of September29, 1981.
The report contains a lot of data and its careful review will require more
time than your deadline of October 12 permits. Someinitial comments
relative to RIMare as follows:
1. A RIM-5is already operational and a copy is available from
COSMIC.Selected other enhancementsare also being added consistent with
its basic capability and scope.
2. A multi-user version of RIMis currently operational; however, the
documentation has not yet caught up with the process.
3. RIMis being developed as part of a CADR&Deffort to develop technology
for managementof engineering infbrmation, and wewould recommendthese words
be included in the front of the report. Its developmentand evaluation is an
ongoing part of the IPADproject. RIMcurrently runs on DEC,PRIME,CDC,IBM,
UNIVAC,and CRAYcomputers. While not production software, several organizations
nowhave production versions in operation.
Thankyou for your constructive commentson RIM. Wewill transmit a copy of
this draft report to the IPADProgramOffice at The Boeing Companyto guide
future RIMenhancementsand to obtain any technical comments.
~~t'~
Robert E. Fulton
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APPENDIXIV
The following is a reprint of Chapter Three of "NEEDSData Base
ManagementSystem Functional Requirements" dated March20, 1980, written by
J. Patrick Gary, Karen W. Posey, and Ronald W. Durachka for the Information
Extraction Division at the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland. This chapter summarizes the original requirements of the
Integrated Data Base ManagementSystem (IDBMS)and as such provided
guidance to the study. For additional information the reader is referred
to the document itself.

3. REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Functions
3.1.1 Data Reception and Storage
1. Manage a dynamic local archive consisting of climate-related and
other Applications and Space Science data sets. These will consist of ~ASA
and related scientific data including digital image data, satellite mea-
surements, correlative ground truth data, results of application data
analysis programs, extracted parameters, application modeling results, and
information describing data characteristics and data sets (see Section 3.3
and 3.4). The local archive will contain mostly derived geophysical para-
meter data and sensor radiance data from NASAmissions; however, non-NASA
data and non-satellite data must also be accommodated.
Provide for entry of data into the local archive via magnetic tape,
disk pack, or telecommunications through a computer network (see Section
4). Data will be received in various mission-dependent sequential file
formats. The data will be physically stored in the archive on magnetic
tape, disk packs, or other direct access storage devices.
2. Managea local archive of packetized data stored in the MSFC
Archival Mass Memory(AMM)(see Reference 16). Packetized data will be
entered by the MSFCDBMSinto the AMMfollowing its receipt via electronic
transmission using the CCITTX.25 protocol (see Reference 16). Although
this tramission and storage function will be handled external to the InRMS,
it must catalog and manage this archive as described below. Packetized
data may also be entered into the AMMunder the control of the InBMS(see
Section 3.1.1(3) and 3.1.3(4).
3. Accept, store, and manage data sets created by application pro-
grams running in the IOBMSenvironment or entered from local and remote
interactive terminals. The data will be physically stored in the local
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archive on magnetic tape, disk packs, the AMM,or other direct access
storage devi ces.
4. Provide for the addition, deletion, and logical and physical
replacement of data sets in the local archive.
5. Provide an interface for data producer specified software modules
to perform data quality control checks. These data type dependent quality
checks will be performed on data sets entered into the archive and/or
created by the system and will include such tests as format checks, tape
quality checks, and limit checks (i.e.,out-of-range values).
3.1.2 Catalogs
1. Provide for the flexible construction and maintenance of a
catalog* of available climate-related nata (see also 3.1.2(3)). The
catalog will describe all climate-related data in the local archive, as
well as certain climate-related data which is archived elsewhere and is not
directly accessible to the system. This includes data sets created by the
IDBMSas well as those created outside the IDBMSand transferred to the
archive.
nata will be described in the catalog at various levels of
aggregation. At the highest level of aggregation, a catalog entry could
represent the collection of all data available for a specific measurement
or parameter from a single source instrument and with a single physical
storage format. For instance, all radiance data from the NOAAScanning
*As used herein, "catalog" is a collective term referring to the total
collection of information describing the characteristics and locations of
available data. The architecture to be used in logically and physically
partitioning this information is a system design consideration to be
addressed as part of the system design phase.
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Radiometer (SR) instrument, or all sea surface temperatures from the
Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel MicrowaveRadiometer (SMMR)instrument could
be considered a data set at this level. For data sets at this level of
aggregation, the catalog will maintain summaryinformation on all available
data sets. More detailed descriptions and information about each data set
will also be maintained.
Sample outlines for typical summaryand detailed descriptions to be
maintained in the catalog are given in Appendix A. A sample detailed data
set description using the outline shown in the second figure of Appendix A
is presented in Appendix B.
At the lowest level of aggregation, a catalog entry could represent a
specific physical storage entity, such as a tape volume, a tape or disk
file, a data packet, or a specific logical entity such as a gridded array
(map) within a file. For each data set at this level, the catalog must
maintain key descriptors such as name/IO, source, parameter(s) represented,
time period of coverage, archival location, etc. A samp1 listing of this
type of catalog information is shownin th third figure of Appendix A.
These figures are intended as examples only. The rOBMSmust provide
the capability to dynamically define the contents and organization of these
catalogs and the levels of data aggregation described by the catalog
entries.
2. Provide for the automatic construction and maintenance of catalogs
suitable for managing the storage and retrieval of packetized data. The
catalog entries (packet descriptions) shall contain information extracted
from the primary and secondary headers of packets. For data received by
the MSFCDBMS(see Reference 16), the MSFCDBMSwill make these packet
headers available to the roBMSas the packets are stored in the AMM.The
IOBMSmust examine these headers and automatically update catalog and
cross-reference information. For packetized data sets created by the rOBMS
(see Section 3.1.3(4)), the catalog entries will be constructed by the
rOBMSfrom the packet header information provided with the data sets.
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3. Provide for the flexible construction and maintenance of other
Applic3tions and Space Science data catalogs permitting different descrip-
tions for other data or for new data types to be entered into the system.
4. Provide a capability for users to create their owncatalogs
describing locally archived data, data archived elsewhere, and user
(system) created data sets.
5. Provide for the flexible construction and maintenance of "biblio-
graphic catalogs" (vs. data catalogs) which describe supporting documents
and applications software related to the archived data. These catalogs
will contain information such as title/name, author, abstract or overview
description, and physical location or reference number.
Provide the ability to cross-reference such documents and software to
data sets maintained in the archive.
6. The catalog update capability shall include, where appropriate,
automatic construction of catalog entries from information extracted from
the data set. It sha11 also a11ow users to di rect ly specify cata log
entries or fields within the entries where appropriate.
7. Provide the capability to distinguish "master" and "secondary"
data sets. As used herein, "master" data set refers to the primary version
of a given data set (e.g., the "best ll set of Nimbus-7 SMMRsea surface
temperature available in the archive). "Secondary" data sets refer to
other versions of data represented in the master sets (e.g., tapes created
by copying portions of one or more master tapes, data sets derived via
different versions of the retrieval algorithms, etc.).
8. Provide the capability to extract catalog-type descriptive
information from a data set and to display or print this information
without actually entering it into the catalog.
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f9. Provide catalog access, search, and display capabilities to enable
users to determine what data is available and what data they want retrieved
from the archive.
10. Provide the capability to limit catalog access/search to user-
specified criteria related to the catalog entries, such as limited area
coverage, specific parameters, time periods, or data sources. This
includes efficient text-searching capabilities, where necessary, to locate
appropriate catalog entries where fields (search values) are text data.
11. The catalog data base structures and the algorithms for
searching/updating them must accommodatea flexible, dynamically definable
set of catalog search criteria. Th~y must be designed for maximumsearch/
update efficiency, and allow for dynamic creation and removal of
appropriate internal structures. These internal structures must be updated
automati- cally by the system as the catalogs are modified.
12. The internal structures of the catalogs must be expandable and
deletable without necessitating a reorganization or reloading of the
catalogs. Expansion must allow for the addition and deletion of catalog
fields, alteration of field size, the addition and deletion of search
criteria/keys, additional values for the search criteria/keys, and
·additional catalog entries containing these values. The system must
dynamically reuse available space created by deleting catalog information
or internal system data. It must also be possible to add new data base
catalogs without necessitating a reorganization of existing catalogs.
13. Provide a capability whereby a user can request a count of the
number of data sets which satisfy a complex search condition prior to
retrieving catalog information for such data sets.
14. Provide for variable length fields within the catalog entries,
i.e., provide for the storage of variable length values for each item in a
catalog description such that only the amount of space actually needed to
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accommodate the information present in a catalog entry is llsed for its
physica' storage.
15. Provide capabilities which handle multi-valued fields within the
catalog entries, i.e., for fields having two or more distinct values within
a single entry. (An example of this requirement is Nimbus-7 SMMRdigital
maps, each of which contains multiple parameters.)
16. Provide capabilities which handle multi-valued groups of fields
(repeating groups) within the catalog entries, i.e., for groups of
logically related fields which occur more than once within an entry. (An
example of this requirement is Nimbus-7 SMMRdigital ~aps, where each
parameter in a map has its own associated spatial resolution.)
17. Provide for null fields within the catalog entries, i.e., for
catalog entries having no assigned value for a given field.
3.1.3 Data Access and Manipulation
1. Provide for user selection of, and access to, a subset of data in
the local archive, distinguished by a flexible, dynamically definable set
of characteristics of the data, including source, parameters, coverage
(time, space) and level of reduction.
2. Provide flexible data manipulation and reorganization capabilities
for data in the local archive. These capahilities should include sorting
(time, location, parameter), interpolation and s~oothing, averaging, histo-
gramming, and generation of gridded data sets (for a limited set of
projections and space/time grid intervals) for user-selected data in the
local archive.
3. Provide capabilities to update, access and invoke a library of
processing routines for performing selected general purpose data processing
functi on.
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4. Provide a capability to format a non-packetized data set into a
packet formatted data set. Information needed to construct the necessary
primary and secondary packet headers shall be obtained through the inter-
acti ve user termi nal or appl i cati on programi nterface by which the packet
formatting capability was invoked or, if the data set is already cataloged,
from descriptors in the data set's catalog entry.
3.1.4 User Interface
1. Provide an interactive terminal user interface and an English-like
user language for requesting the data and catalog input, update, selection/
search, retrieval, manipulation and output capabilities. The user language
must be easy to learn and use and must provide clear explanatory messages
(not codes) following the input of any incorrect syntactic construction.
2. The user language must utilize menu-guided prompts whenever
possible to facilitate the user selection and specification of processing
options.
3. The user language must include data
capabilities for defining and describing the
catalog information stored in the data base.
capabil it i es to:
description/dictionary
properties of all data and
This shall include
Assign names and descriptions to data and catalog elements/fields
or groups of logically related elements and to descrihe their size
and type of representatiori (alpha, numeric, etc.).
Declare whether an element/field is a key or a non-key item.
Describe the logical structure of the catalog or data base, i.e.,
the constituent elements/fields and their logical relationship to
one another.
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Retrive and display all data description/dictionary information
stored in the system.
4. The user language must provide the capability for the user to
request and display descriptions of what capabilities are available for
data and catalog input, update, search, retrieval and output.
5. The user language must permit the dynamic definition, creation,
and deletion of individual data sets and catalog entries.
6. The
batch input.
be identical
system must support the submission of IOBMScommandsfrom
The syntactic format of batch submitted IOBMScommandsmust
to those submitted via interactive user terminals.
7. The system must enable the user to write a sequence of IOBMS
commandsand store them on disk under a referenceable name. The user
language must allow the user to execute the sequence of commandsby
appropriate reference to the commandsequence name.
8. Provide an application program interface to the data and catalog
input, update, selection/search, retrieval, manipulation and output
capabilities. This program interface is oriented to high level procedural
language applications software, and shall be FORTRANcallable.
9. System status indicators must be provided to an application
program each time the system is given a command. The indicator(s) must
allow the application program to determine, at a minimum:
that the commandto the system was understood and executed without
detectable error, or
that the commandto the system was not error-free and the nature of
the error involved, e.g., syntax error, invalid record reference,
etc.
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10. An application program must not require modification or
recompilation when a catalog or data field is added, deleted, or changed in
format or classification of content, unless that field is referenced in the
application program. The addition or deletion of indices or other internal
search structures must not require modification or recompilation of
application programs.
11. The system must not require that interactive, batch, and
application program users be aware of physical locations or storage
structures of catalbgs, data indices, pointers, or other internal
structures.
12. Provide capabilities for applications programs to perform the
following basic input/output and file maintenance operations for tape,
disk, and the AMM:a) open and close files, b) read/write next record, c)
read specified record, and d) copy ar move files from one device to
another.
3.1.5 System Outputs
1. Provide options to display catalog access/search results at local
and remote alphanumeric CRTterminals, to print this information, or to
output it to disk or computer compatible tape in user-specified formats.
2. Provide data output as disk files, computer compatible magnetic
tape files (including reformatting, if necessary, to accommodatea limited
set of magnetic tape characteristics), alphanumeric CRTand graphics
terminal displays, printed listings and graphic plots, and image (raster)
terminal display.
3. Provide a capability by which ID~MS created data products can he
stored temporarily or permanently as master or secondary data sets managed
by the system. (See 3.1.2.(7)).
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3.1.6 System Operation, Control and Accounting
1. The IOBMSmust operate in a mUlti-user, mulii-thread modewherein
several users are processed concurrently. For example, when the request
that the system is currently processing requires I/O, the system requests
the I/O and then begins processing another request while waiting for the
first I/O operation to be completed. The system must not require that one
request be serviced to completion before the next one is begun. This shall
include synchronous control to permit concurrent access to data catalogs
and to archived data sets by multiple interactive terminal users, batch
users, and application programs. The system shall permit up to 32
concurrently active interactive terminal users, batch users and attached
application programs.
2. Provide user transparent lockout features at the lowest practical
level to support multi-user access to data catalogs and to archived data
sets and to prevent concurrent access/update problems while minimizing the
degree to which a particular access/update operation "ties up" the data
base.
3. Maintain system logs and provide accounting reports of data
entered into and deleted from the local archive as well as all data
processing activities performed by the system, i.e., data selected,
accessed, manipulated and output. These logs will include descriptions of
the activity performed, when it was performed, and who requested it.
4. Provide mechanisms (a) for supplying users with information
(including costs) for data ordering, (b) for storing and updating
accounting data on the ordering processes (who, what, when, costs), and (c)
for producing usage reports from this data.
5. Provide a capabil ity for IOBMSusers to invoke VAX/VMSsystem
utility routines (e.g., file dumps, file copy routines, etc.).
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6. Provide capabilities which will permit changing the physical
location (storage device or location within a storage unit) and
reorganization of catalogs and data sets to minimize seek time, to
consolidate free space, and to optimize the use of system resources.
7. Provide capabilities whereby the nata Base Administrator (nRA) can
allocate and deallocate selected amounts of disk storage space to/from the
IDBMSfor the managementof archived data sets and their respective
catalogs.
8. Provide capabilities whereby the ORAcan specify the disk packs on
which specific catalogs or portions of catalogs will reside. It must he
possible to remove the disk packs containing this information and replace
them with other packs without rendering the system inoperable. Whendata
has been removed in this manner, any request to access it must produce an
information message to the user without rendering the system inoperable.
9. Provide capabilities which minimize required computer operator
intervention and effort for the running of the IOBMSonce it has been
initiated.
10. Provide capabilities to save and restore selected data hases, to
generate systemwide checkpoints of all data needed to restore the system to
its operating status at the time the checkpoint was taken, and to roll hack
from checkpoints with restored data bases •. (See 3.5(3)).
3.2 Performance
3.2.1 nata Accuracy
1. The IDBMSmust be capable of storing, retrieving, and displaying
data without loss of data precision or accuracy.
,
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3.2.2 Validation
1. The system shall provide full error-checking and error-handling
capabilities for user input errors and input data errors. This shall
include: a) interactive, batch, and application program user syntax errors;
b) validation of length and type (character, binary, etc.) of all
information entered into the catalogs and other system internal data
structures; c) validation of length and type of all data fields specified
by interactive, batch, and application program users; ·and d) the ahility to
incorporate user-specified integrity checks (e.g., allowable values or
range limits) to be applied against data fields input by a user or entered
into catalogs pr other system internal data structures.
3.2.3 Response Times
1. The system will have the following general usage characteristics:
Data base/catalog search and retrieval operations will typically he
performed more frequently then update operations.
Most searches will involve multiple (2 to 10) keys.
Most searches will result in the retrieval of multiple (typically
10 to 1,000) entries/records.
Update operations will typically be performed by a more restricted
group of users than retrieval operations.
Update speed will typically be bound by the time required to
construct the update information, e.g., to extract descriptors from
a data set or from information entered at user terminals.
Therefore the system must be optimized for search and retrieval speed (vs.
update speed) and for multi-key searches (vs. single-key searches).
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2. Response time requirements are characterized by the follQwing
single-user scenarios which the system must accommodate:
a. Oefine a new data element to the system, including its name,
length, and type of representation, within one second. Oefine a
new data base to the system, including its constituent ele~ent
names and thetr logical relationship, and initialize the data base
within 3 seconds.
b. Initializ~ a data base, load records from a source file into the
data base and build required indice~ at the rate of IOn records
per second (2 minutes total) given the following characteristics:
Source file: sequential file of fixed length records. Record
size: 80 bytes.
Numberof records in source file: 10,000
Numberof indices to be built: 10
c. Assuming that a data base intially has the following
characteristics:
Numberof records in data base: 2 million
Average record size: 80 bytes
Numberof indices defined: 10
load records from the source file described under (b) into the
data base and update required indices at the rate of 20 records
per second (10 minutes total).
d. Perform an index search on the data base described under (c) and
display a count of the number of records/entries meeting the
search criteria within 2 seconds.
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e. Retrieve selected fields from the data base described under (c)
and output them to a sequential file at the rate of 100 records/
entries per second. Retrieve and display these entries via a user
terminal at the rate of 15 records per second.
3. Wheninstalled in the MSFCDBMSconfiguration, the IORMSmust be
capable of constructing catalogs suitable for managing the storage of
packetized data transferred to the OBMSat a rate of 100Mbps(see Section
3.1.2(2) and Reference 16).
3.2.4 Flexibility
A limited number of data sets and specific examples of the functions
listed in Section 3.1 will be selected by GSFCpersonnel for initial system
implementation. The initial system shall include all software needed to
provide these selected functions for the selected initial data base. In
addition the initial system shall be designed and implemented in a manner
which allows for the easy expansion and incorporation of modules to support
additional functions and additional data types. It is envisioned that this
system growth will occur in a phased incremental manner. This potential
system growth must be fully accounted for in the initial system design.
The system must be flexible and easily expandable to accommodate:
1. Oynamic local archive and a dynamic collection of data cataloged
by the system but not locally archived. This includes new data
types and data formats as well as additions/deletions/replacements
of data sets for existing data types and formats.
2. Changes (adds/modifications/deletes) to the type of information
items stored in the catalog, changes to the level of data aggrega-
tion described as a single entity in the catalog, and changes to
the information contained within the catalog.
3. Changes to data selection criteria and catalog search criteria.
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4. Incorporation of new functions and data access and manipulation
capabilities (e.g., subset extraction, averaging/regridding, sort/
rearranging, plot/list/display, quality checks, new output tape
formats, etc.) for existing data types.
5. Extension of existing system functions to handle new data types.
3.3 Inputs-Outputs
Data will be entered into the local archive via magnetic tape, disk,
telecommunications, and IDBMSusers (interactive, batch, and application
program users) in a variety of formats. Typical examples of climate data
are given in Figure 3.1. Formats of packetized data to be handled in the
NEEDSDBMSare given in References 16 and 17.
Data will reside in the local archive on tape, disk, and AMM,or other
direct access storage devices. Data will be output to local and remote
alphanumeric CRTand graphics terminals, printers, plotters, image display
terminals, computer compatible tape, disk, application programs, and remote
processors (via a local network as described in Section 4.1) in various
formats depending on the user's requirements. Someexamples of typical
output products are:
Selected catalog information describing those portions of the data
base which meet user-specified search criteria.
Data plots and gridded arrays showing Earth location of availahle
data and numbers of data values available in specified latitude/
longitude grid regions.
Gridded arrays of data values at various space and time grid
intervals.
Tabular listings of selected data qualified by time, parameter,
etc.
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Contour plots of 2, 3 and 4-dimensional data sets.
Data value plots (for example, average monthly value vs. month for
each 100 latitude zone).
Displays of selected data in raster format on image analysis
terminals.
Selection parameters for output products will be input in one of the
followi~g ways:
Interactively at local and remote alphanumeric CRTterminals
through user-specified commandsand/or responses to system-
generated prompts.
Procedurally by application programs through the argument list of
IDBMS-suppliedFORTRAN-callableroutines.
Printed outputs of user retrieved data will be 50-100 pages/user/day
with 4400-6600 characters/page. Twoto five computer compatible tapes
(1600 and 6250 bpi) of data will be produced daily for each user.
The IDBMSmust be able to read and write records up to 32k bytes in
length.
3.4 Data Characteristics
The IDBMSmust managea large number of multi-source data types
including imaging and non-imaging satellite data and derived geophysical
parameters. These data characteristics are found in climate-related data.
The IDBMSwill have to handle at least 10 climate parameters with 3 to 10
sources per parameter and - 3 types of data products per source, the result
being 100 to 300 different types of data products. Typical examples of
such climate data are given in Figure 3.1. Catalog and data archive volume
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Figure 3-1
TYPICALPARAMETERSANDDATASOURCES*
.......
<
I
-'
PARAMETER
1. Sea Surface Temperature
2. Sea Ice Concentration
3. Ozone
4. Clouds
5. Weather Variables
6. Radiation Budget
7. Ocean Rainfall
8. Ocean Surface Winds
9. SnowCover
10. Stratospheric Aerosols
SATELLITE
NOAA-2,3,4,5
TIROS-N
NIMBUS-7
NIMBUS-5,6
NIMBUS-7
NIMBUS-4
NIMBUS-7
NIBUS-5,6,7
SMSjGOES
NIMBUS-6
NIMBUS-7
NIMBUS-5,6
NIMBUS-7
NIMBUS-7
SEASAT
NOAA-2,3,4,5
TIROS-N
NIMBUS-7
NIMBUS-7
AEM
INSTRUMENT
Scanning Radiometer (SR)
AdvancedVery High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Scanning Multichannel MicrowaveRadiometer (SMMR)
Electrically Scanning MicrowaveRadiometer (ESMR)
SMMR
Backscatter Ultraviolet Experiment (BUV)
Solar Backscater Ultraviolet (SBUV)and
Total Ozone MappingSpectrometer (TOMS)
Temperature Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR)
Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (VISSR)
National Meteorological Center Archives (NMC)
Earth Radiation Budget (ERB)Experiment
ERB
ESMR
SMMR
SMt1R
Scatterometer (SCAT),SMMR
SR
AVHRR
SMMR
Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement (SAMII)
Experiment
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE)
*Archive can include all products (sensor radiances and in situ or averaged derived parameters) for
each instrument.
Figure 3-Z
ESTIMATEDVOLUMEOF CLIMATE-RELATEDnATA
ARCHIVEVOLUMEESTIMATE(stated in equivalent 1600 BPI tape units):
100-300 data sets
1-300 tapes per data set (average)
10-100 files per tape (but sometimes over 1,000)
TOTALARCHIVE:
Result: 100-90,000 tapes, 1,000-9,000,000 tape files, 3 x 1010
2.7 x 1013 bits (at 3 x 108 bits per tape)
CATALOGVOLUMEESTIMATE(stated in equivalent 1600 HPI tape units):
High Level Data Sets - Summarynescription:
80 bytes per data set * 100-300 data sets = 8K-24Khytes
High Level nata Sets - Individual netailed nescription:
3K-8Kbytes per data set * 100-30n data sets = 300K - 2.4M hytes
*Tape Level Catalog Information:
80 bytes per tape entry * 1-300 tapes per data set * 100-30n data
sets = 8K - 7.2M bytes
*File Level Catalog Information:
40 bytes per file entry * 10-100 files per tape * 1-300 tapes per
data set * 100-30n data sets = 40K - 360Mbytes
TOTALCATALOG:350K- 370Mbytes
*While the system must provide flexibility in specifying the level of data
aggregation described as a single entity in the catalog, tape and file
level aggregates are used here as typical examples for volume estimation
purposes.
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estimates for the climate-related data sets to be handled by the rDBMSare
given in Figure 3.2.
Characteristics of packetized data, including the packet length fields
which may be used to compute estimates of the volume of packet data to be
managed by the MSFCDBMSare provi ded in References 16 and 17.
Examples of other Applications data which are currently utilized by
existing discipline oriented systems and which may be cataloged and managed
by the rDBMSare given in Appendix C.
3.5 Failure Contingencies
1. The system must provide full error-checking and error-handling
capabilities. Errors include system I/O errors, system crashes, user
aborts, and corruption or loss of system files.
2. The system must provide capabilities to periodically create tape
backup copies of all (or selected) disk-resident system f i les (including
catalogs, data and associated indexes) and to restore the system to this
previous checkpoint by reloading from tape in the event of severe system
corruption or degradation.
3. The system must maintain a system log file in which all changes to
on-line files and catalogs and all save and restore operations are recorded
so that the system can be rolled forward from a restored data base to its
status as of some later point in the processing cycle (e.g., to just before
a system crash). The system log must be entirely under the control of the
system so that no user can read from or write to it directly.
4. The system must provide the capability to recover from all
software/hardware problems occurring during system execution which leave
the system in a corrupted state. Examples and the way they are to be
handled are given below:
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System crashes, user aborts, or I/O errors which occur in the
middle of an update to the catalog -or-.other system fi 1es and which
leave tables, pointers, indexes, etc. in an inconsistent state.
The system will provide the capability to back out the partial
update.
I/O errors which occur while reading data tapes (to make catalog
insertion, extract data subset, etc.). Depending on the nature of
the error and type of function involved, the system will provide
the capability to either recover and continue or to back out and
re-do the p~rtially completed trans~rtion.
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